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EDITOR’S WORD
Welcome

Editor’s Word...
Welcome to the November issue

T

his month we reflect on the diverse
and thriving built environment sector
in the North East.
Now in its third year, our The
Building the Future issue looks at the
local individuals and organisations that are making
serious waves in the industry across the globe.
Our cover story is Sir Terry Farrell, who grew up
and studied in Newcastle and is now considered one
of the UK’s most renowned architects and urban
planners. We visited Sir Terry at his London home
last month where he spoke passionately about his
career and his strong links to Newcastle University.

He also revealed what people can expect from The
Sir Terry Farrell Building, set to open in Newcastle
in 2021, and how his eponymous centre will help
support the new generation of built environment
professionals while inform and engage everyone in
proposed developments in Newcastle.
Meanwhile, we speak to Nathalie Baxter, an
up-and-coming architect at FaulknerBrowns and
chair of the Young Architect Practitioners Forum
about her career, and Ian Williams from Darlington
Borough Council shares the exiting development
plans for the town and surrounding areas.
I hope that you enjoy this issue.
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the North East Times title, while embracing the
latest digital innovations to engage, inform and
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are impacting the local economy, our aim is
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With our modern approach and established
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number one business publication in the region,
both on and offline.
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© 2019 Published by North
East Times Magazine Ltd.
Correction:
North East Times would like
to apologise to Kelly Green
for the incorrect copy being
used in The Long Game in
September’s printed issue. The
correct version can be found
at https://netimesmagazine.
co.uk/editorial/the-long-gamekelly-green/
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NEWS
Bulletin

BULLETIN
RETAIL

Hays Travel offers job
hope to thousands after
Thomas Cook deal
Sunderland-headquartered firm throws
employment lifeline

A

n independent North East travel operator has offered
jobs to more than 2000 workers after securing a deal
for a collapsed company’s retail estate. Family-run
Hays Travel says contracts have been sent to at least
2072 ex-Thomas Cook employees who are now on
its books. The Sunderland-headquartered business last month bought
Thomas Cook’s entire 555 UK-wide shop empire, saying it hoped to
salvage as many as 2500 posts.
Within days of confirming its deal, Hays Travel had re-opened
branches in Northumberland, Teesside, Tyneside, Wearside,
Darlington and Yorkshire.
It subsequently began trading at stores across the rest of England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, with more than 200 former
Thomas Cook sites now operational.
The move has almost trebled Hays Travel’s store estate and
doubled its workforce.

John Hays, owner and managing director, said: “Our staff were
devastated to hear about Thomas Cook and we all immediately felt we
wanted to help.
“We’re so proud of our wonderful teams, both old and new, who
have come together to get as many new branches up and running as
quickly as possible.”
Hays Travel is the country’s largest independent travel agent and
also runs the Hays Travel Independence Group, a consortium of
independent travel agents. The company, which can trace its roots
back to a store in Seaham, County Durham, reached sales of more
than £1 billion in 2018.
Thomas Cook fell into liquidation in September after last-minute
rescue talks failed to secure a funding deal. The operator blamed a
number of issues for its problems, which included holidaymakers
delaying bookings because of Brexit, political unrest in destinations
such as Turkey, and last summer’s heatwave.
PETROCHEMICALS

Closure consultation
More than 200 Teesside chemical workers face uncertainty in a potential
factory closure.
Ineos is reviewing the future of its acrylonitrile manufacturing base,
which employs 224 staff at Seal Sands, near Billingham.
The company says the plant needs a €200 million (£172 million) cash
injection to meet safety and environmental regulations, despite having
spent almost the same amount over the last ten years to “counter decades
of significant under investment.”
However, Ineos, which says it is consulting with workers “with a heavy
heart,” says not all of the 224 staff would be at risk of redundancy in a
shutdown, revealing a number would be retained to carry out roles across
the firm’s wider Seal Sands estate.
The acrylonitrile site, which Ineos has owned since 2008, makes the key
ingredient for acrylic fibres used to make clothing and carpets.
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National news
Chamber call for action over
unemployment figures

CONSULTANCY

BIOSCIENCE

Leisure schemes

Centre opening

A property and construction consultancy is
supporting two Northumberland leisure schemes
worth more than £40 million. Henry Riley’s
Newcastle division will provide quantity surveying,
employer’s agent and principal designer services
for a £21 million leisure centre in Morpeth. The
site, due to open in 2021, will include a 25-metre
swimming pool, sports hall, spa facilities, fitness
suite and studios. The business is also lead
consultant on a £20 million leisure centre project in
Berwick (pictured).

Teesside University has officially opened its “gamechanging” £22.3 million National Horizons Centre,
which it says will add another dimension to the
UK’s bioscience sector. Bosses say the Darlingtonbased hub will support the Government’s Industrial
Strategy by delivering stronger global partnerships
for the UK and creating highly-skilled jobs.
Professor Paul Croney, university vice-chancellor
and chief executive, said: “The centre is already
proving to be game-changing for the biosciences,
big data and digital technology.”

The North East has again
recorded the UK’s highest
unemployment rate. Latest
Office for National Statistics
figures show the region
had a jobless rate of 5.8 per
cent in the three months
ending August, which was
higher than the five per cent
recorded in the previous
three-month period.
The North East England
Chamber of Commerce said
the numbers show “the need
for a targeted response from
the Government.”

Housebuilder Bellway hails
solid growth foundations
A national housebuilder
headquartered in the
North East says it has solid
foundations to deliver future
success after smashing
a sales record. Bellway
believes it is “well placed to
deliver long-term volume
growth” following a strong
12 months that yielded
best-ever revenue and profit.
The firm, headquartered in
Seaton Burn, saw sales rise
5.7 per cent to 10,892 in the
year to July 31.

Grafton warns over profits
as Brexit hits demand

DEVELOPMENT

LEISURE

Housing plans

Venue management

A housing association has revealed £20 million
plans to deliver more than 100 affordable homes in
Sunderland. Karbon Homes says its North Hylton
project will include rent-to-buy and affordable
rent properties. Subject to planning approval, the
organisation hopes to start work early next year.
The plans are part of a £44 million investment by
Karbon to build nearly 300 homes in Sunderland.

Bosses behind the new £260 million Gateshead
Quays arena have appointed an operator to manage
the venue. ASM Global has signed a long-term
agreement with Ask:PATRIZIA – the consortium
appointed by Gateshead Council – to deliver
the 12,500-seat building. The arena, expected to
open in 2023, will provide leisure, conference and
exhibition space.

The company behind
builders’ merchant Buildbase
has issued a profit warning
following Brexit-related
weaker demand. Grafton
Group says economic
uncertainty forced
customers to postpone
home improvements,
meaning full-year operating
profit for continuing
operations is expected to be
as much as eight per cent
lower.
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NEWS
Deals

Calendar of events:
November 14,
9.30am-1.30pm
Start-Up Workshop: Cash
Flow and Record Keeping
Host: North East BIC,
Sunderland, SR5 2TA
Price: Free
www.ne-bic.co.uk
The workshop will raise
awareness of financial
matters relevant to
anyone planning to start
a new business, covering
areas such as cash flow,
profit and loss and keeping
relevant records to fulfil
HMRC requirements. It is
only available to those who
haven’t started a business.

November 21, 9am-11am
The Future of Work: How
can North East businesses be
ready?
Host: North East England
Chamber of Commerce;
Lumley Castle, Ropery Lane,
Chester-le-Street, DH3 4NX
Price: Free for North East
Chamber of Commerce
members

DEALS
FINANCE

Fairstone expands with
completion of two
acquisitions
A chartered financial planning firm has continued
its expansion with deals for two businesses.
Fairstone has acquired Lofthouse Gate and
Mortgage Find.
Officials say the deals bring an additional 8800
clients into the group, together with 20 advisers
and 14 support staff, adding the acquisitions
secure gross fee income of £2.3 million for
Fairstone. The double move means Fairstone,
which runs its head office on Boldon Business
Park, has now made six outright acquisitions
this year. Lee Hartley, Fairstone chief executive
(pictured) said: “We are delighted to finalise these
deals and bring two further respected businesses

into the group.”
Wakefield-based Lofthouse Gate specialises in
pension planning and investment management,
with London’s Mortgage Find focusing on
arranging residential and buy-to-let mortgages.

ENERGY

FUNDING

Troo reveals job plans after
funding boost

NEL Fund Managers passes
£100 million landmark

Newcastle-based business energy comparison
service Troo will create jobs after raising £300,000
from the North East Venture Fund. Officials say the
cash will also allow the company to further develop
its platform and launch the Troo Assure customer
advice service.
The funding round follows a £500,000
investment by Mercia last year. The North East
Venture Fund, managed by Mercia, is supported by
the European Regional Development Fund.

NEL Fund Managers has taken its business
investment total beyond the £100 million mark.
Bosses say the organisation has made 847
investments across the North East since its
foundation in 1989, helping to create and secure
thousands of jobs.
Dr Yvonne Gale, chief executive at NEL Fund
Managers, said: “This landmark demonstrates the
consistent flow of commercially-strong ideas that
keep coming from North East entrepreneurs.”

This event will look at how
firms can adapt to the
changing workplace around
areas such as flexible and
part-time hours, remote
working and job sharing.
Speakers will include
Chamber president Lesley
Moody and Martin Temple,
chair of the Health and Safety
Executive. The event is only
open to Chamber members.

November 26, 9am-11.30am
Scaleup North East - ‘Should
I Scale Or Should I Grow?’
Host: The Word, Market
Place, South Shields,
NE33 1JF
Price: Free
www.rtcnorth.co.uk
This expert-led event will
explore the concept of
scale-up businesses and
the common challenges
and barriers to high growth.
Places are fully funded from
ERDF and LGF sources, which
require reporting data for
funders on attendees. Doors
will not open until 9am on
the day.
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MONTHLY REPORT

Digital for Growth

MONTHLY REPORT
The North East Local Enterprise Partnership is leading on the collaborative Digital for Growth
programme. The endeavour is geared towards harnessing the strength and potential of the
region’s burgeoning digital ecosystem to create a cohesive digital economy that supports future
industry needs and makes a tangible difference to people’s lives

A

regional growth organisation
is spearheading a new digital
strategy it says can provide
a bedrock for increased
development and investment
across the North East.
The Digital for Growth programme aims to
bring together partners to maximise opportunities
focused on strengthening the region’s business
landscape.
The strategy is being led by the North East
Local Enterprise Partnership and builds on
avenues identified in the organisation’s Strategic
Economic Plan, which is a blueprint for creating
100,000 more and better jobs in the region.
Laura Partridge, digital programme lead at
the North East Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP), said: “We have ambitious and innovative
businesses operating in the digital sphere in every
part of the North East, ranging from start-ups to
established global names.
“Add to that our universities, our digital hubs
and networks, and the vast range of businesses
in all sectors which are embracing digitalisation,
and you have a digital ecosystem that is key to our
future success as a region.”
The full strategy was launched at an event
last month, which included representatives from
North East digital businesses, academia, networks
and enterprises.
Bosses say Digital for Growth identifies
priority areas where the North East LEP will
work with partners to build on the region’s
assets. These include data, infrastructure and
connectivity, digital collaboration and enterprise,
and workforce.
The strategy, although led by the North
East LEP, will be delivered alongside businesses
and organisations from across the region and
overseen by a Digital for Growth steering group.
Stuart Lynn, chair of the Digital for Growth
steering group and founder of Tech North

East, said: “We know digital technology
and digitalisation present huge opportunities
for the North East, and the best way for us
to capitalise on these is by working together as a
region.
“Digital for Growth brings together our digital
businesses, networks and communities, providing
a clear direction for us to continue to grow and
develop our digital sector.”
Laura Partridge added: “There is no ‘one-sizefits-all’ answer when it comes to digital and this is
an area of the economy that’s continually evolving
and changing.
“This strategy will therefore be flexible and
dynamic and be a thematic pipeline of activity,
which will be reviewed in response to new
opportunities and challenges.
“Ultimately, our aim is to demonstrate we’re
home to a collaborative, cohesive and ambitious
digital economy, and to reap the benefits of this for
our businesses and communities.
“We have such a vibrant and ambitious digital
sector that I have no doubt we can work together
to achieve our aims.”

i
NORTH EAST LOCAL
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
www.northeastlep.co.uk
@northeastlep
Photo (l-r): The panel at the
Digital for Growth launch. Stuart
Lynn (Tech North East); Pete
Daykin (WordNerds); Jamie
Hardesty (Tech Nation); Deni
Chambers (Gateshead College);
Steve Smith, (North of Tyne
Combined Authority); Laura
Partridge and (North East LEP)
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KEY EVENT
Dynamites 2019

DYNAMITES 2019
More than 450 people attended the Dynamites 19 Awards on October 17, which were hosted by
North East actor Daymon Britton and organised by Dynamo, the industry-led network focused on
growing’s the region’s tech sector.
The sixth annual awards were held in Newcastle Civic Centre’s Banqueting Hall, and sponsored by
Gateshead College. There were 12 award categories in total, including two new categories.
Chair of the Dynamites judging panel, Anne MacDonald said on the night: “The calibre of entries
this year was nothing short of amazing and gave the judging panel some tough decisions.”
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Q
OPINION

Burning Issue

BURNING ISSUE

The Government has set out plans to increase efforts on tackling climate change.
Proposals include consulting on mandatory in-use energy performance ratings
for business buildings and ways of making it easier for large-scale energy storage
facilities to obtain planning permission. Do you believe the measures go far
enough?

Richard Marsden

Steven Redmayne

Managing director
Building Design (Northern) Limited

Operations director
Sustainable energy supplier Green

Sustainability is one of the key drivers in BDN’s work, and
something we believe should be paramount in modern building
design. However, for some businesses investing in their properties, it
is building regulation’s minimum energy conservation standard that
is adopted. Mandatory in-use energy performance ratings would
be a useful step to ensure new-builds perform to their expected
standard, and as a measure of build-quality. For existing buildings,
it would identify poor energy performance and encourage business
owners to invest in improved facilities to reduce their carbon
footprint. This can only be a positive thing.

The measures are definitely a step in the right direction, as for a
long time the focus has been on domestic properties. The proposed
requirement of an EPC Band B by April 1, 2030 for all private rented
non-domestic buildings is great, and if this goes ahead, it would
improve the energy efficiency of over 900,000 business buildings that
currently fall below this rating. This has to be seen as a key aspect as
the UK looks to meet its 4th and 5th Carbon Budget.”

Andrew Clark

Peter McIntyre

Programme lead for the energy sector
North East Local Enterprise Partnership

Executive director of city development
Sunderland City Council

Any firm policy is very welcome because it provides certainty to
markets and gives industry an incentive to invest and find solutions,
as well as to prepare customers and communities for any changes.
The recent offshore wind Contracts For Difference auctions are a
good example of this. However, there are large systemic challenges
to be met if the UK is to achieve its carbon goals. What’s needed is a
whole systems approach that can de-risk investment and accelerate
progress on climate change. If supported by policy and regulation,
we will see transformative innovation and delivery, as per work here
in the North East.

The built environment – and the energy needed to power it – can
put enormous strain on the planet. Modern developments, like our
new flagship hub THE BEAM, in Sunderland city centre, really
do show how building design can dramatically reduce the carbon
footprint of spaces that would traditionally be power-hungry,
creating a sustainable hub that promotes health and wellbeing. There
are significant improvements that can be made to older buildings
and it’s vital we encourage business owners and commercial
landlords to make decisions to improve their energy credentials.
This is a welcome move from the Government.
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RECRUITMENT

APPOINTMENTS
Your monthly guide to the people moving jobs in the region

David Hughes

Director of strategy and
programme
Transport for the North

David Hughes has been appointed director of
strategy and programme at Transport for the
North. David, who grew up in Sunderland, will coordinate investment across the North, drawing on
15 years’ experience with Transport of London that
included planning a multi-billion capital investment
programme. He will oversee the Northern
Infrastructure Pipeline – a list of road and rail
schemes that includes Northern Powerhouse Rail.
David will start in February 2020.

Andrew Houghton
Learner advisor
Access Training

A former apprentice employer has joined a training
provider to help nurture the next generation
of accounting technicians. Access Training has
welcomed Andrew Houghton as a learner advisor
to deliver the assistant accountant apprenticeship
at the Team Valley-based operator. Andrew, from
Crook, County Durham, regularly recruited
accounting apprentices from Access Training in
his role as co-owner and director at his Bishop
Auckland accountancy firm Mitchells Grievson.

Michael Carrick

Senior wealth manager
Tier One Capital

Hannah Denholm
Paralegal
St James’ Square

Commercial law firm St James’ Square has
appointed Hannah Denholm as a paralegal in its
debt recovery department. The recent English
Literature graduate will work closely with head of
debt recovery Colin Churchward and partner Scott
Cable to support clients in recovering debts. “It’s
a great opportunity to join a firm that has been
so successful in such a short space of time,” said
Hannah.

Nicole Tanfield

Commercial property
solicitor
Tilly Bailey and Irvine

Tilly Bailey and Irvine has appointed commercial
property solicitor Nicole Tanfield to its team. Nicole
joins the firm’s Wynyard Park office after working
at two other North East firms. She is joined at the
Tees Valley company by paralegal Bethany Atkinson
and apprentices Lucy Hewitt, Bethany Griffiths
and Jessica Garthwaite, who are studying business
administration and have joined the firm’s residential
conveyancing team.

Katie Halfyard
Content creator
Vida creative

i
APPOINTMENTS
Have you moved job or
appointed someone to your
team? Contact
alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk
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Newcastle-based wealth management company
Tier One Capital has welcomed Michael Carrick
as its new senior wealth manager. His appointment
follows Tier One Capital’s recent acquisition of
Carrick Financial Management. Michael has more
than 30 years’ experience in the financial services
sector, having worked for Prudential for a decade
before establishing Carrick Financial Management
in 2001. He has specialist Chartered Insurance
Institution qualifications covering investments,
pensions, long-term care and trusts.

Newcastle’s Vida Creative has appointed Katie
Halfyard as a content creator. The former summer
intern will support director and marketing strategist
Ellen Hedley on social media and website content
and blog articles for clients in the creative and tech
sectors. Katie is joined by graphic designer Daniel
Robson, who has experience of working on global
brands at agencies in London. He will create brand
identities, website designs and digital and print
assets.
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RECRUITMENT

JOBS
New positions available in the North East

PHP developer

Director of commercial operations

BMC Technology

NRG

BMC is supporting an independent digital agency
to find a talented PHP developer to join its
team. It represents an opportunity to work for a
talented in-house tech team, as part of an agency
who specialise in unique user experiences. You’ll
be working on key client accounts, supporting
and developing a wide range of applications in a
variety of languages. The role will involve using
frontend frameworks including VueJS, React, and
contributing to all aspects of the development
strategy. The ideal candidate will be a self-starter
and comfortable working autonomously when
required. For more information, contact:

NRG is recruiting a director of commercial
operations to join Beyond Housing to work
within its customers and communities directorate.
Working collaboratively as part of the senior
leadership team, the director of commercial
operations will support the executive director
in providing leadership, vision and direction
for Beyond Housings commercial operations
– ensuring that delivery is in line with the
organisation’s purpose, mission and values. For
more information, contact:

Newcastle, £35k-£40k

Redcar, £85,000 plus car allowance and benefits

mizanrouf@nrgplc.com

lauren.dodd@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com

Senior PHP developer
Gosforth, £45k

BMC Technology

i
JOBS
To post a position, contact
alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk

BMC is working with one of the North East’s
fastest-growing technology companies which is
looking for an experienced PHP developer to join a
growing team. The company is looking for people
who can be leaders, allowing them to look at the
continual growth that the business will need. Being
a technology business this is a business-critical
role so technical requirements are fairly tight, but
you would be working for a fantastic business
that really tries to reward its staff. The company is
looking for someone with strong PHP and Laravel
framework knowledge. Any frontend experience
would be an advantage. For more details, contact:
matt.wragg@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com
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Director of finance and corporate
services
Bishop Auckland, circa £60k
NRG

NRG is delighted to be working with Groundwork
to appoint a director of finance and corporate
services. The successful candidate will provide
a comprehensive financial and resources
management service to the business while working
with the chief executive and the board. The
director of finance and corporate services will lead
the development of the overall direction of the
organisation, overseeing the financial health of the
business and providing financial and corporate
advice to support the longer term viability of the
organisation. For more information, contact:
craigstewart@nrgplc.com
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COMMENT

IN THE LIMELIGHT
High streets and town centres are often referred to as the beating heart of British cities. If that’s
true, then it looks as if they’re in need of resuscitation. Richard Dawson looks at whether the
Government’s Future High Street Fund will be enough to bring them back to life

W

hen the world’s oldest
tour operator Thomas
Cook dramatically
collapsed in September, it
was another flashpoint in
a decade of decline on the UK’s high streets.
Collateral damage in the company’s financial
failure, its retail stores were almost immediately
bought by Sunderland-headquartered Hay’s
Travel, bringing relief to thousands of workers
across its 555 UK-wide shop estate.
However, the fact remains that in the first
six months of 2019, more than 3000 high street
stores closed. The proportion of all UK shops now
empty is 10.3 per cent.
Thomas Cook aside, high street stalwart
Debenhams, House of Fraser and HMV have
all been forced to call in the administrators.
Meanwhile, huge question marks hang over the
longevity of Arcadia Group – which includes
Topshop, Outfit and Burton – and Marks and
Spencer, which recently dropped out of the FTSE
100.
The casual dining market hasn’t escaped
either, with Jamie’s Italian, Byron, Gourmet
Burger Kitchen, Prezzo and Patisserie Valerie all
suffering.
In total, the number of new retail openings in
the last 12 months was 43,278, compared with
50,828 closures.
This time last year, the Government published
plans for a Future High Streets Fund (FHSF),
focused on addressing the growing crisis facing
town centres.
An initial £675 million was increased to £1
billion just a few weeks ago.
The FHSF has been created to help high streets
evolve and adapt to the new order of things, and
the policy paper identifies a number of structural
changes and what projects will be funded to turn
things around.
One of the areas it will look to address is how
to compete against the rise of online spending.
In 2000, online retailing accounted for less
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than one per cent of retail sales whereas in August
2019 it was 18.2 per cent.
Online retailers have a clear advantage over
their high street counterparts, since without the
bricks and mortar overheads they can offer more
competitive prices and greater convenience.
However, consumers now want something
from the high street that they cannot get online –
an experience and a sense of community – and a
recent research from Public Health England says
high streets can still flourish if they meet certain
conditions.
Those well designed from a transport and built
environment point of view, and which have a
wide choice of retail, residential and office space
are best placed to adapt, says the report.
The FHSF will provide investment to improve
physical infrastructure for public and transport
access and support new housing and workspace
developments. The restoration of historic
buildings will also be prioritised.
Announcing the extra £325 million for
the fund, Prime Minister Boris Johnson said:
“Our high streets are right at the heart of our
communities, and I will do everything I can to
make sure they remain vibrant places where
people want to go, meet and spend their money.
“But with our town centres facing challenges,
we’re today expanding the High Streets Fund to
support over 100 high streets to regenerate.”
Other incentives, such as cutting business rates
by a third for up to 90 per cent of retail properties
on the high street, have also been announced, as
well as the creation of a High Street Task Force to
consult on planning reform and deliver advice to
community leaders.
While Government support is clearly
welcomed, many argue what’s being proposed
does not go far enough.
A recent inquiry by the Housing, Communities
and Local Government Committee claims the
large-scale structural changes needed to revive
the high street will require a much bigger
intervention.

Local authorities, it says, need more support to ease financial
pressures as they seek to regenerate town centres, while it also
uncovered huge disparities in business rates paid by online
retailers compared to their high street counterparts.
Amazon UK’s 2018 business rates, for example, amounted
to just 0.7 per cent of their UK turnover, whereas those with
physical stores paid between 1.5 and 6.5 per cent.
In the North East, we don’t have to look far to see the scars of
the high street crisis.
Analysis by PwC shows Newcastle had the highest number of
store openings in the region this year, with a paltry net increase
of two.
The report also notes Sunderland saw a reasonable number of

store openings, despite experiencing a net loss overall.
Patrick Melia, chief executive of Sunderland City Council,
says the FHSF “could be truly transformational.”
“The fund is unique in that it provides capital specifically for
improving pedestrian and vehicle flow into city centres – which
we know from talking to our own local businesses – is a real
issue for many high street operators,” he adds.
Sunderland has made the final shortlist for funding through
the FHSF and the council is hopeful it can secure funding to
“re-invent” its centre.
“It’s vital that we have initiatives in place to ensure high streets
have everything they need not only to survive, but to thrive,”
says Patrick.
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INTERVIEW

Durham Cathedral

SUPPORTING ROLE
Gary Holliday, a stonemason supervisor at Durham Cathedral, is supporting trainee stonemason
Peter Crinnion through his studies to gain skills and knowledge for the heritage and restoration
projects of the future

each visit, he will come away with a specific module
he has to complete. He will do all of his studies
at Durham Cathedral using our resources in the
library and will be given access to the archives.
He will spend two years studying on the CWF.

Peter Crinnion

Gary Holliday

i
DURHAM CATHEDRAL
www.durhamcathedral.co.uk
@durhamcathedral
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I started my apprenticeship at 16 as a school leaver
and my mentor was a 73-year-old stonemason
called Dave Stoker. He taught me what it meant
to be a stonemason and his lessons have set me in
good stead. I try to pass them on to whoever I have
mentored.
I am a stonemason supervisor and I co-ordinate
activities of workers or teams engaged in all manner
of stone work, as well as working alongside the men
on site and in the workshop .
The Cathedrals’ Workshop Fellowship (CWF) is
a group of nine Anglican cathedrals that have joined
together to create a new generation of crafts men
and women capable of caring for our cathedrals
and heritage buildings in the 21st Century. Having
a highly-trained workforce is key for the repair of
Durham Cathedral.
Peter and I started on the same day in March
2015. He showed passion from the offset and we
have always worked well together.
I support him throughout his programme and
will help him with his work-based projects, which
include setting out, geometry and the principles of
stone construction.
Peter will visit some of England’s great cathedral
workshops once a month and spend a few days
at each one over the academic year. At the end of

From the first time I picked up a chisel and hit at
a bit of stone, it just felt right. During my fine art
degree, I experimented with lots of materials and
fell in love with stone carving.
I have always had an interest in historic
buildings, that, combined with my love of
traditional crafts, made working at Durham
Cathedral as a stonemason my dream job.
I first heard about the CWF programme when I
began my stonemasonry training at Bath College in
2010. It immediately appealed to me. I enjoy being
in a learning environment and I’m always eager to
challenge myself.
The programme covers a range of subjects that
are necessary for cathedral masons, including
archaeology, geology, stone carving and technical
drawing. Every month or so, our cohort gathers for
training.
Gary is a great stonemason and a brilliant
teacher.
Through his practice as a stonemason and the
further training he underwent to become a SPAB
(Society for the Protection of English Buildings)
fellow, has a firm knowledge of all aspects of
masonry and stone conservation.
I am enjoying meeting new, interesting people,
and travelling to new places with amazing history.
I love being back in a learning environment and
taking on new challenges.
I’m committed to the development of masonry at
Durham Cathedral. I want to give something back
to the cathedral, which has so kindly sponsored me
to do the fellowship, by passing on the knowledge I
am picking up on the course.
I hope I can use these craft skills in a workshop
of my own in the future.
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INTERVIEW
Angus White

10 QUESTIONS
Angus White is managing partner at Naylors Gavin Black. Having grown up harbouring hopes of
wearing the famous black and white stripes of Newcastle United or playing rugby for Gosforth,
he was told by a school careers advisor to forget attending a ‘proper university’ as he wasn’t
‘very academic.’ Despite those words, he has forged a successful career and is now looking ahead
with increased confidence following the recent merger of Naylors and Gavin Black & Partners.
As managing partner of the recently-formed Naylors Gavin Black LLP, he manages day-to-day
operations, as well as heading up the business’ property and asset management team

W

hat was your first break
in business?
After joining Lofthouse
and Partners in 1989,
I started acting on
behalf of Gus Carter, a Sunderland-based firm of
bookmakers. At the time, they had 15 outlets and
over the following six years I worked closely with
directors John and Nick Trewhitt as they grew the
business to 90 outlets throughout the North East.
I also worked alongside Muckle LLP (then Robert
Muckle) in the flotation of the business on the
AIM.
What did you want to be growing up?
I didn’t have any great ideas – other than the
boyhood dream of playing football for Newcastle
United or rugby for Gosforth – but I did know
that I didn’t want to follow my father into banking.
What will always stick with me is the very frank

advice from my school careers advisor: “Well
White, you’re not very academic, so there is no
point going to a proper university and having
watched you play rugby you aren’t aggressive
enough to hurt or kill anyone so the army is no
good to you, so what do you want to do?”
What attracted you to your current role?
I should probably say I planned to get to this
position over the last 20 years, but honestly, I
have just worked my way to where I am today.
I have always been very clear that I wanted to
work on the consultancy side, rather than ‘client
side’, and working for a big firm has never been
an attraction. Ever since I ran my own practice
for three years in the late 1990s, I have always
been attracted to having a role in managing and
developing a firm.
What is your company’s mission?
The driving factors behind the merger of Naylors
and Gavin Black & Partners were our shared
values and complementary skill sets. Operating
together as Naylors Gavin Black LLP, our company
values are firmly built on the foundations of
excellent client service. To do this consistently
requires a strong team of very capable specialists,
which is why we place a strong emphasis on our
people. Our priority is to be market leaders by
reputation.
How do you get the best out of your team?
We provide a supportive framework and structure
for all members of the team to allow everyone to
grow and develop their skill sets. We undertake
regular staff reviews in order to identify training
and development needs. We have a very positive
outlook and attitude as a firm and a good working
environment where we actively encourage both
personal and team development.
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What has been your career highlight?
I’m not sure there has been one defining moment,
but some of my career highlights include advising
Warner Bros on the sale of their cinema site in
Manors to Northumbria University, and advising
Bovis Lendlease on their successful bid and
development of the First Newcastle Schools PFI.
I also led the professional team on securing the
first planning consent on the 200-acre Durham
Green Business Park, which is now Integra 61, at
Bowburn, and becoming managing director of
Naylors, leading the re-branding and growth of
the business that has led to the merger with Gavin
Black & Partners.
What has been your biggest challenge?
At present, my biggest challenge is the integration
of the two businesses into a strong single unit,
then to build on and develop the values and
qualities of the two firms to continue to improve
on the delivery of excellent client service.
Who or what inspires you?
I strive to continually improve as an individual
and always try to have a glass half full outlook. In
terms of people who have inspired me, I tend to
gravitate towards people who have worked hard
to make the most of their talents and people such
as Kevin Keegan or Jonny Wilkinson stand out.
Jonny Wilkinson’s saying “be the best that you can
be” has particular resonance.
What are your company’s short and long-term
goals?
In the short-term, the successful integration of
the two businesses. Longer term, we will continue
to build on our position in the marketplace
along with a focus on the strategic growth of our
team. We will rise to the challenges that politics,
technology and the environment throw at us, so

that we can continue to provide clients with a
nimble and forward-thinking consultancy service.
I also want to us to make an increasing impact in
the North East as our regional economy grows and i
diversifies with the built environment being a key
NAYLORS GAVIN BLACK LLP
facilitator of future growth.
www.naylorsgavinblack.co.uk
How do you achieve a good work/life balance?
I am not sure I have got the balance right at
present, particularly having spent the last 12
months working on the merger. But one of my
strengths is that I don’t generally get too stressed
by pressure and can switch off quite well away
from work.

angus@naylorsgavinblack.co.uk
@NaylorsGB
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INTERVIEW
David Coundon

WHAT I’VE LEARNT
David Coundon joined Space Group as director in 2008, having previously been a partner of a
major North East architectural practice. He is a practising architect, with more than 30 years’
experience in architecture, business and management. David’s broad experience covers most
building sectors, including commercial, leisure, arts, heritage and mixed-use schemes, with a
particular emphasis on education, innovation and specialist projects. David’s strength is creating
the right design concept and ensuring it is translated into physical reality without compromise
and his skill has been recognised with a series of awards. Building on his environmental
qualifications, David has pushed a sustainability agenda through many of his built projects

N

ever be afraid to ask questions.
This was the first business lesson
from my boss Nick Marcini,
who headed Crampin and Pring
Architects’ London office. In a
sense, it is a refinement of the above, as he advised
me to “never be afraid to challenge or correct
anyone. They may look like they know what
they’re doing, but never presume they do. If it
looks like they may have missed something that is
obvious to you, they probably have.”

model and to constantly monitor these and the
cash flow, otherwise in a year you may have a
vision but no business.

Always tell the truth. Always behave with
integrity. In business – as in life – you will
discover it is a small world and those without
integrity reap what they sow.

“As a start-up company, you
must have a clear vision of
who you are and what you
want to achieve. You must also
never be afraid to seek advice
from others”

There are a number of qualities you need to
run a successful business. They include a clear
vision, good communication, talented people,
determination and a continued willingness to
learn.

i
SPACE
www.spacearchitects.co.uk
@SpaceArchUK

Your business must be able to evolve. Change is
inevitable. However, you must have a core vision,
fundamental principles and clear objectives so you
can test and decide just how you want to adapt to
change.
The worst mistake you can make is to be
inflexible and be unable to learn from mistakes.
It is also a mistake if you are unable to learn from
successes.
As a start-up company, you must have a clear
vision of who you are and what you want to
achieve. You must also never be afraid to seek
advice from others. However, it is also important
to have a realistic business plan and financial
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Don’t become too remote from the core of your
business. If you built the business, you probably
have skills and attributes that are key to its
continued success and longevity. Trust your team
and don’t micromanage but do have a succession
plan and do pass on your knowledge, skills and
experience.

Perhaps unusually, I go to my friends for business
advice. They often have a simple perspective that
is clear, incisive and unencumbered by the details
and mechanics of the business world.
Empower your staff, encourage them and when
appropriate thank them. Support them when they
seek help too.
The old Harry Selfridge adage that “the customer
is always right” isn’t always true. The customer
sometimes doesn’t have the information,
experience or clarity to make the ‘right decision.’
That may be why they came to you in the first
place. Another old adage which is true, however,
is ‘you can’t learn from mistakes that you haven’t
made.’
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – DEVELOPMENT
Business Durham

BUILDING STRONG FOUNDATIONS
IN COUNTY DURHAM
From its new headquarters in Aykley Heads, Business Durham, part of Durham County Council,
is working to eliminate barriers to entry for start-ups, SMEs and inward investors alike. Richard
Dawson speaks to managing director Brian Archer about some of the county’s most promising
developments

W

ith investments of around
£3.4 billion coming into
County Durham over the
next few years, the county
council’s economic
development arm Business Durham is wasting
no time initiating projects to stimulate business
activity and deliver economic growth in the area.

From providing infrastructure and commercial
property space to attract inward investors, to
offering business consultancy services and access
to finance for start-ups and SMEs, Business
Durham is committed to supporting enterprises
through their economic journey.
A big part of what Business Durham does is
try to reduce or eliminate barriers to entry for
individuals and companies looking to do business
in the region. Three of the organisation’s most
recent projects can be attributed directly to this
effort.
Announced just last month on October 14
was the beginning of work on a brand-new
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development just off the A19 near Seaham.
Jade Business Park is a 55-acre employment site
with the potential to support up to 2500 jobs. It is
being constructed to take advantage of the North
East’s growth opportunities for manufacturing
and to ensure that the infrastructure is in place for
when investors come knocking.
Brian Archer, managing director of Business
Durham, reflects: “Over the last six months we’ve
invested just shy of £20 million into these new
strategic employment sites and we’re intervening,
if you like, where there’s a market failure.”
By market failure, Brian means that where
prospective investors might struggle to raise
the necessary finance to develop land for their
businesses, Business Durham essentially steps
in to provide it. This ensures that there are
fewer barriers to a company reaching its growth
potential.
Another such project is the agreement of a
30-year head-lease on Merchant Anglo’s Station
Place in Newton Aycliffe. If planning permission
is approved, this will allow Merchant Anglo to
secure £5 million of investment that it wouldn’t
otherwise have been able to, as well as strengthen
ties between the council and businesses like
Hitachi Rail, which has an assembly plant on the
same site.
Phase one of the development of Jade Business
Park is due to be completed by summer 2020 and
will see the provision of seven new industrial units
for distribution, technology and manufacturing
businesses.
In a major vote of confidence for the site, the
first tenant has been confirmed as Sumitomo
Electric Wiring Systems (Europe) Ltd (SEWS-E).
The global company is a leading supplier to the
advanced manufacturing industry and its presence
on Jade Business Park will create around 75 new
jobs.

The development of Jade Business Park has also
been made possible by the North East LEP, which
has committed almost £14 million of funding
for highway and infrastructure works, giving the
strategic site the best possible chance of success.
A shining example of just how successful these
kinds of commercial developments can be is
Sedgefield’s NETPark. The science, engineering
and technology park has a growing reputation
for the commercialisation of new research and
development.
“NETPark is a technology park for knowledgeintensive, research-based businesses,” says Brian.
“We’ve got some world-class businesses there that
are global leaders in what they do. It’s been a real
success story.”
Working closely with Durham University, the
Centre for Process Innovation (CPI) and the
High-Value Manufacturing Catapult, which all
have facilities on NETPark, Business Durham
has recently announced phase three of the
development. This will provide an additional 26
acres of land, creating space for companies that
need room to scale up their operations.
Phase three has been initiated to support
businesses as they grow. Business Durham
recognises the need to provide facilities, advice
and funding for companies who are ready to take
the next step. In that sense, they’re building for the
future.
Having that scalable space at NETPark is vital
for stimulating growth and keeping businesses
in the area. But Business Durham is going a step
further by offering to tailor developments to

company requirements.
Brian adds: “We will support businesses to
grow. If it’s a technology business, for example,
and their particular industry requires clean
laboratories, there’s space at NETPark where they
can actually bespoke and specify what they want.”
Of the £35 million worth of commercial
property that Business Durham manages, 84
per cent are occupied and in the last 12 months,
the organisation has attracted seven major
international investors and created almost 4000
jobs in the region.
Part of that success is down to the relationships
the team has built with the business community.
These relationships are highlighted in the council’s
Powered By People campaign, which is packed full
of positive testimonials from businesses who are
based in County Durham.
Brian comments: “We’re very fortunate that at
Business Durham, we’ve got a team of really gifted
and talented people that know the business of
economic development inside and out.
“The Business Durham brand is therefore
i
really highly regarded. I think we’ve got stronger
relationships with businesses than any other area.
BUSINESS DURHAM
Business Durham is like an extension of their
Photo (left): NETPark phase
business.”
three will create 26 acres of land;
In Jade Business Park, NETPark and
(above) Brian Archer at Jade
Station Place, County Durham has business,
Business Park site
manufacturing and technology sites that will boost www.businessdurham.co.uk
@_BusinessDurham
GDP for a part of the North East that is looking
to build a prosperous future – enabling growth,
creating jobs and improving lives in County
Durham.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – CONSTRUCTION
Metnor Group

OUR PEOPLE. OUR FOUNDATIONS
A growing presence in the construction, mechanical and electrical services, property investment
and pressure testing sectors, Metnor Group is experienced at working in the built environment.
To complement its growth, the company has expanded its divisions’ teams, with a real focus on
creating a culture of collaboration to maintain its success

T

he lifeblood to any business is
its people and as well as creating
progression paths and developing
a mentoring structure, Metnor has
also brought in external experts to
deliver employee workshops to inspire, engage and
optimise its teams.
Throughout the last 12 months, the company
has been focusing on internal communication,
workshops and focus groups with staff to ensure
all employees have a voice.
“Investing in our people is such an important
part of what we do – and in a fast-paced
industry like ours, identifying and managing
behaviours within the team is vital to accelerating
performance,” says David Laidlaw, commercial
director at Metnor Construction Ltd.
“This work over the last year has undoubtedly
strengthened our culture and has brought the
teams closer together, as they understand each
other on a greater level.
“We have a real momentum within the teams
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and focusing on behaviour as a key driver in
cultural change has transformed our business.”
Metnor Construction has experienced
structural changes due to internal promotions
and recruitment for some key roles. As it grows,
further investment into training and working on
the values of the business will help adapt to this
change.
Expansion at Metnor Construction Ltd over
the last few years has been rapid, and in 2016 the
company saw turnover almost double compared to
its previous year.
In addition, it has attracted some of the region’s
top construction professionals – raising staff levels
from 50 to more than 80 in the last two years.
Looking to the future, Metnor Construction
is focusing on maintaining its position after
impressive growth, maximising the strength of its
current relationships in the data, care and leisure
sectors.
Metnor Group Ltd
Metnor Group, as a whole, recognised it had to
change with the times and today’s group bears
little resemblance to the original business set up
in the 1960s. It currently has four main operating
divisions; construction, mechanical and electrical
contracting; property investment; and the supply
of pressure testing equipment to the oil and gas
industry.
Metnor Group has made some big structural
changes over the last year, which have allowed it to
adapt and grow.
In May 2019, Chris Cant was promoted to
group chief executive. Chris has worked for
Metnor Construction for more than 15 years. In
just six months, he is already delivering on his
plan to align the divisions.
Norstead Ltd
Within the mechanical and electrical contracting
division, the group has been preparing for

the succession of managing director William
Thoburn, who retires at the end of this year.
He leaves a strong leadership team to take on
the business who, for the last six months, have
been preparing a business model that draws
parallels to the tried and tested methods already
adopted within Metnor Construction.
Chief executive Chris Cant explains: “I am very
proud of the progression paths we have in place
within the group.
“We have worked hard to ensure we have the
correct blend of experience and youth, so that
fresh ideas can be supported and developed
against tried and tested methods. I have been
given full autonomy in this new role.”
Constructing for the future
As the construction industry faces a skills
shortage, Metnor continues to look for apprentices
and young people to train and support to fill the
gap.
Metnor is pleased to report its construction arm
currently supports 27 per cent of staff through
education. These vary from apprenticeships,
college courses, degrees and 1-2-1 professional
coaching.
Further investment ideas come from workshops

and are highlighted by staff forums.
The mental health and wellbeing of
construction workers is one of the biggest issues
the industry is currently facing.

“Investing in our people is such
an important part of what
we do – and in a fast-paced
industry like ours”
This year, the Metnor Group launched its first
Mental Health Awareness training, open to all
staff to which it received an enthusiastic response.
i
A flexible approach is recognised as a key driver
for the Metnor Group, as is the importance of
METNOR GROUP
adapting for the future.
Photo (above): Farnborough
Metnor is proud to work within the built
Aerospace Centre
environment.
www.metnor.co.uk
“Together we build communities,” says Chris.
“It’s so easy to get caught up in the day-to-day
pressures of our industry. We sometimes need to
be reminded to take a step back to see the fantastic
work around us. We focus on our people; they are
the foundations of our projects.”
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DEMOCRATISING
The award-winning architect
and urban planner Sir Terry
Farrell grew up and studied in
Newcastle. He has enjoyed a
glittering 60-plus year career,
gaining global recognition
for his postmodern buildings,
which include London’s MI6
headquarters and Charing
Cross Station, China’s KK100
and Newcastle’s Great North
Museum. It was recently
announced that The Sir Terry
Farrell Building – a centre
dedicated to supporting the new
generation of built environment
professionals and engaging
the general public in proposed
changes to their city – would be
created in a former department
store in Newcastle’s Haymarket
area. Alison Cowie visited
the renowned architect at his
London home last month to find
out more
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COVER STORY
SIR TERRY FARRELL

ARCHITECTURE
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COVER STORY
SIR TERRY FARRELL

S

ir Terry Farrell moved from Greater
Manchester to Newcastle when he was
eight-years-old and grew up in Grange
estate – the post-Second World War
council-built housing development off the
Great North Road.
At 16, his parents moved to Blackpool, but Sir
Terry decided to stay in Tyneside. He studied
architecture at Newcastle University between 1956
and 1961, where he spent most of his time in the
library. After he graduated, Sir Terry knew that if
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he was going to fulfil his dream of becoming an
acclaimed architect, he must leave Newcastle.
“I didn’t know where I stood in the world
because I didn’t have competitive comparisons [in
Newcastle],” Sir Terry explains.
“I went to London because I could compare
myself and compete more fully there.”
He and five friends moved to the capital after
finishing university, where Sir Terry admits he
found it more difficult to establish an architecture
career compared to his peers – despite graduating
top of the class.
He decided to study a masters in urban
planning at the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia before returning to London.
In 1965, he established an architecture practice
with Sir Nicholas Grimshaw. Sir Terry describes
the move as a “major change in fortunes” for him.
“I felt independent for the first time, and I have
remained independent ever since,” he adds.
Sir Terry and Sir Nicholas delivered mainly
housing projects for 15 years before agreeing to
separate to concentrate on their own projects.
Sir Terry established Terry Farrell & Partners
(now known as Farrells) in 1980 and the practice
became known for its ambitious postmodernist
structures. Notable UK projects include the
MI6 headquarters at Vauxhall Cross, the TV-am
headquarters in Camden Lock, Charing Cross
Station and The Deep aquarium in Hull, while
in Asia (Farrells opened its Hong Kong office in
1991), projects include Beijing South Railway
Station, Incheon International Airport, in South
Korea, and the KK100 tower in Shenzhen – the
tallest building ever realised by a British architect.
Sir Terry, who moved Farrells’ headquarters
into the former Palmer Aero Works on London’s
Hatton Street in 1987, creating a stunning
apartment for himself in the same building
– managed the firm’s increasingly impressive
projects while lecturing at Cambridge University,
the University of Pennsylvania and the University
of Sheffield.
He was awarded a CBE in 1996 and made a
Knight Bachelor in 2001 for his contribution to
architecture and urban design.
Asked which building he is most proud of, Sir
Terry quips that would be like choosing between
his children.
He does, however, single out the transformation

of the Grade II-listed Hancock: Great North
Museum – one of a number of projects Sir Terry
has delivered in Newcastle.
Alongside the £26 million Great North Museum
project, which reopened in 2009, Sir Terry also
designed the International Centre for Life on
Newcastle’s Times Square.
He was also instructed by the former Tyne
& Wear Development Corporation in 1992
to develop a ten-year Newcastle Quayside
Masterplan – which adds to numerous other
regeneration plans Farrells has been involved in
across the world.
Designing a masterplan, Sir Terry explains,
is “much more fundamental than architecture,”
adding, “it’s a strategic proposition that lays out
the future possibilities for the land.”
The celebrated architect was also asked to
develop the Newcastle University Masterplan,
which sets out ‘proposals for the ongoing physical
development of the university.’ In doing so, Sir
Terry has been able to work with the changing
identity of Newcastle city centre.
“When I studied at the university, education
was a minority industry in the city. Other
industries such as shipbuilding were more
prevalent. Nowadays, far more of Newcastle has
been given over to education, and it’s now one of
its biggest industries,” the architect says.
In January 2013, Sir Terry was also asked
by Ed Vaizey, the then Minister for Culture,
Communications and Creative Industries, to
undertake a national review of architecture and
the built environment.
In doing so, Sir Terry maintained “the UK
should be a showcase for what can be achieved
when planners, landscapers, architects,
conservationists, engineers, artists, developers and
housebuilders work together.”
The Farrell Review’s recommendations
included, among other things, more and earlier
education about our physical environment in
schools, more proactive planning, and increased
civic engagement.
In 2016, Sir Terry accepted an invitation
to become a visiting professor at Newcastle
University and he took up the position on the
same day he was honoured by Newcastle City
Council with the Freedom of the City. He accepted
this latter accolade alongside former long-distance

runner Brendan Foster – something that provided
a fond memory for the once Gosforth Harrier.
“I used to be fascinated with running and
athletics and I was so pleased to meet one of my
heroes that day,” Sir Terry recalls.
As a visiting professor of Newcastle University,
Sir Terry can see how the School of Architecture,
Planning and Landscape has changed.
“The first year now has more people than there
was in the whole school when I was there,” he
says. “There were also no females, whereas now
the school is 50 per cent female.”
On visits to the university, Sir Terry enjoys
speaking to the new generation of architects.
“A lot come from overseas and so, because I’ve
travelled throughout my career, I can relate work
to their towns and cities,” the esteemed architect
reveals.
In June this year, it was also announced that Sir
Terry and Newcastle University will collaborate to
create a ‘world-leading centre for people to learn
about the city of Newcastle’s past and discuss its
future while thinking about the future of global
cities.’
The Sir Terry Farrell Building will be housed in
the former Claremont Building (on the corner of
Barras Bridge and Claremont Road in Newcastle)
and is set to open in September 2021.
For Sir Terry – who last year donated a £1
million archive of models, drawings, papers
and diaries to the university – the centre will
provide an opportunity to implement some of the
recommendations from The Farrell Review.
He explains that the centre will provide
spaces for study and research, as well as areas for
start-ups – where fledgling entrepreneurs can be
supported while they develop their business ideas.
“When I was at university, there was no support
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will do the same for those living in Newcastle.
Too often, town planning is shrouded in
mystery. People in charge don’t like to publicise
developments. Here, the public will be able to see
and debate what’s happening – that way, they can
feel more part of their city.”
Asked if he believes architecture graduates no
longer have to leave Newcastle to achieve their
career aspirations, Sir Terry is sanguine.
“Right now, there’s a depression in London and
advancements in the regions, which is something
that’s pretty unique since I graduated from
university,” he says.

“If I had stayed in Newcastle
it would have been extremely
difficult to achieve the
recognition that I have”

i
FARRELLS
www.farrells.com

NEWCASTLE
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING
AND LANDSCAPE
www.ncl.ac.uk/apl
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after you graduated,” says Sir Terry. “If I had
stayed in Newcastle it would have been extremely
difficult to achieve the recognition that I have.
“The centre will provide space where start-ups
can learn the skills and breed confidence so that
they can go the same way.”
Meanwhile, the centre will comprise event and
exhibition spaces, as well as an Urban Room,
which will be open to the public and display
information, models and plans about proposed
developments to the city.
The principal aim of the Urban Room, Sir Terry
says, is to help “democratise architecture.”
He explains: “It is inspired by New London
Architecture, which gives people a chance to see
developments happening in the city. This space

“The lifestyle is very different for graduates
who choose to stay in Newcastle. You don’t have
to go to London and rent a tiny bedsit. You can
move into a nice home in lovely areas close to the
city, and the countryside can be reached so much
easier, which I think is a good thing.”
Though it’s been almost 60 years since Sir
Terry Farrell has been a permanent resident of
Newcastle, he remains undeniably connected to
the city. Not only by shaping its urban landscape
with key buildings and area masterplans, but by
influencing those who choose to study at the city’s
School of Architecture. And now, with green light
lit for The Sir Terry Farrell Building, the legacy
to demystify and engage everyone in architecture
and urban planning is set to expand Sir Terry’s
influence in Newcastle for generations to come.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – LAW
Womble Bond Dickinson

HELPING NORTH EAST BUSINESSES
STRENGTHEN TRANSATLANTIC TIES
As the largest single market for the UK outside Europe, the US is hugely important to Britain’s
business landscape and economy. Newcastle-based transatlantic law firm Womble Bond
Dickinson is working alongside Upstate South Carolina Alliance to further strengthen ties between
the two countries and increase North East business’ opportunities to expand. Steven Hugill finds
out more

“I

was born in the North East and
really want the region to thrive,” says
Womble Bond Dickinson’s Peter
Snaith.
“There are some massive
opportunities here and I want people to stay and
work in top-class businesses, rather than think
they have to go to London.”
Peter’s ambition is reflective of a determination
that spreads throughout Newcastle-based
Womble Bond Dickinson, where he is a partner
in the law firm’s commercial team and head of its
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manufacturing sector group.
A strategic vehicle in the transatlantic firm’s
mission is its partnership forged through its office
in Greenville South Carolina with the Upstate
South Carolina Alliance, the public and private
regional economic development organisation that
markets and promotes the commercial credentials
of the US state’s North-West corner.
A business-rich, ten-county region connecting
the cities of Atlanta and Charlotte, the Upstate
is home to pioneering aerospace, engineered
materials and life science firms.
It also houses food manufacturers including
Nestlé and automotive sector operators Michelin
and BMW, the latter employing more than 11,000
people in the Upstate.
The collaboration between Womble Bond
Dickinson – formed in 2017 through the coming
together of UK-based Bond Dickinson and USbased Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice – and
regional development bodies such as Upstate
South Carolina Alliance, clears new pathways for
businesses to break into the US.
Crucially, however, it also allows for American
companies and organisations to embrace
opportunities across the North East’s traditional
manufacturing and engineering industries and
also tap into the region’s ever-growing professional
services, digital and life science sectors.
“There are a lot of synergies between the North
East of England and the South East of America,”
says Darlington-born Peter, “and there is a very
complementary fit in terms of businesses and
opportunities we can support together, such as the
automotive and chemicals sectors.”
“The ability for us to take North East businesses
out to the US is really powerful too; it links in
neatly with the Government’s export strategy of
trying to get businesses to broaden their horizons
and realise opportunities further afield.”

The partnership’s importance is borne out in
statistics that show the US – excluding Europe – is
the UK’s biggest single market and the country’s
top trading partner on a country-by-country basis.
According to latest Government figures, updated
in September, trade between the UK and US

“We also have incredible
training programmes and a
great backbone of engineering
talent, so there is good
opportunity to help connect
and align the automotive
industry as well as other
manufacturing sub-sectors on
both sides of the Atlantic”
topped £190 billion in 2018, which was nearly
£70 billion more than the UK’s relationship with
Germany, its second-largest trading partner by
value.

Peter says the work of Womble Bond Dickinson
– which has three offices in South Carolina as well
as 19 others across the US; including the most
recent addition in Houston, which opened earlier
this year – makes it easier for UK firms to cross
the Atlantic by providing access to support that
can address some of the perceived risks and help
remove the psychological barriers associated with
doing business in the US.
Highlighting the firm’s work with the North East
Automotive Alliance (NEAA), the industry-led
cluster group founded to aid the sector’s growth
and competitiveness in the region, he says its
assistance gives local companies confidence to
expand.
“If we can help get businesses across to the US
on trade missions in collaboration with the likes of
the NEAA and DIT, for example, they can see the
opportunity,” he says.
“Having dipped their toe in the market, many
might come back and say, ‘I don’t know how to
break into the US’, but it’s at that point we can say,
‘we’ve got friends and colleagues on the ground
over there who can connect you with customers,
suppliers and advisors.
“That way it doesn’t feel so far away and such a
big leap.
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“There are more people in the US spending
more money and there are bigger businesses too,”
continues Peter.
“Nissan is enormous here in the North East – it
is the most productive car manufacturing plant in
Europe – but BMW in Upstate South Carolina is
another scale up again.
“If you can tap into the supply chain here and
then sell the same products or services over there,
you could more than double your sales in one
shot,” he adds.
The process of identifying opportunities and
facilitating their progression is at the crux of
Upstate South Carolina Alliance’s work, says Jacob
Hickman, director of business recruitment for the
Alliance. He adds the organisation’s partnership
with Womble Bond Dickinson is crucial to
showcasing the state’s commercial potential.
“Womble Bond Dickinson is a great partner with
us, and our relationship really opens up networks
in the UK,” says Jacob.
“They have a lot of clients that might be
curious about the US, so working with them helps

maximise the exposure of South Carolina.
“Additionally, when we are courting companies
to come to South Carolina and they ask very
specific questions about the structure of their US
entity or labour and immigration laws, we can
reach out to trusted partners such as Womble Bond
Dickinson.
“They can also steer us to where emerging
technology is coming out of the UK.”
Using the automotive sector as an example
again – the Upstate region sits close to the US’
car making hotbed that includes, among others,
Volkswagen, Ford, Toyota, Honda, Nissan,
Mercedes-Benz and General Motors plants – Jacob
says the partnership’s synergies mean North East
companies are much less daunted about expanding
across the Atlantic.
“We are engaged with the NEAA because it
is exactly the type of relationship we want to
grow,” adds Jacob, who attended the automotive
organisation’s Sunderland-based expo in late
September when Upstate South Carolina was VIP
lunch sponsor.
“NEAA has strong companies that supply
the automotive sector, and we have got strong
automotive companies in the Upstate.
“We also have incredible training programmes
and a great backbone of engineering talent, so
there is good opportunity to help connect and
align the automotive industry as well as other
manufacturing sub-sectors on both sides of the
Atlantic,” continues Jacob.
“By being involved with NEAA, we can act
as a point of contact for companies wanting
information on potential expansion locations in the
US, for example, which allows us to highlight how
the cost of facilities, taxes, labour and power are all
much less expensive in Upstate South Carolina.
“The US is a massive marketplace for businesses;
it’s a big, healthy economy with a lot of opportunity
to grow, and the Upstate is a business-based
community that provides a lot of support.
“We want North East companies coming over to
succeed.”
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INTERVIEW
Nathalie Baxter

THE UNIVERSAL
LANGUAGE OF DESIGN
Nathalie Baxter has had an electrifying start to her career. After a string of awards for
academic excellence, the young architect has quickly progressed to associate level at her firm
FaulknerBrowns and is involved in numerous initiatives with RIBA North East. Richard Dawson sits
down with Nathalie to discuss her journey

“T

here is a universal language
of design that everybody
interested in design
understands”, says Nathalie
Baxter, associate architect at

FaulknerBrowns.
Nathalie has spent all of her adult life learning
that language, winning scholarships, awards and
gaining widespread recognition along the way.
Her interest in the subject was fostered from
a young age, after a family holiday to Singapore
where she was exposed to structures and
spaces the likes of which she’d never seen in her
hometown of North Shields.
“One building, in particular, was the Supreme
Court building designed by Foster + Partners,”
says Nathalie. “It basically looks like a spaceship
on top of a heritage building. I found it fascinating
that a structure like that could exist and that
people could inhabit that kind of space.”
Singapore would continue to play a crucial role
in her professional development, as would Ryder
Architecture, who Nathalie started working with
soon after she won an academic bursary from the
company that paid for her tuition fees.
The path to becoming a Chartered architect is a
lengthy one. Each candidate must go through the
Royal Institute of British Architect’s (RIBA) threepart programme, which takes on average seven
years to complete.
The RIBA has recognised how difficult this
makes it for young people and have recently
introduced degree apprenticeships to widen
access to the profession. But when Nathalie was
starting her journey, it was only the support and
experiences she had with Ryder that enabled her
to pursue architecture.
After completing part one of her RIBA
programme at university, Nathalie did a year
in practice with Ryder. This again was quite
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fortuitous because she graduated in the middle of
the recession, after which the built environment
industry faced its biggest contraction in a
generation. Some graduates struggled to secure
placements as a result.
The second part of the RIBA programme
is a two-year master’s degree, which Nathalie
took up at Newcastle University where she had
done her BA. There was an opportunity to do an
international exchange as part of the course and
so Nathalie headed back to Singapore where it all
started.
After her studies, Nathalie stayed in Singapore
over the summer, working for an award-winning
practice called Ministry of Design (MOD).
Discussing her time there, Nathalie says:
“The practice I worked for had won awards for
innovative design thinking and they were really
interested in sustainability. I was attracted to it
because I wanted to be exposed to a completely
different way of thinking.
“Because Singapore is a booming city with
a strong economy, a lot of clients were really
interested in exploring the possibilities of design.
It was also great to be exposed to different cultures
and to study somewhere else.”
The Lion City made such an impression on
Nathalie; she decided to investigate its innovative
approach to social housing for her MA thesis,
a project for which she was awarded the Part II
Hadrian Medal at the RIBA North East Student
Awards. It would be the first of several awards to
come in the next five years.
Nathalie’s academic excellence soon caught
the attention of one of the region’s foremost
architecture practices, FaulknerBrowns. She
started working for the company in 2014.
FaulknerBrowns has designed a number of
key developments across the North East and
has a growing reputation both nationally and
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CEF’s Janet Nash House has since won a
number of RIBA and British Council for Offices
(BCO) awards, including Best Corporate
Workplace at the BCO nationals. It seems like
Nathalie really does have the golden touch.
Buoyed by her early career success, Nathalie
applied for and was granted a scholarship at the
University of Cambridge – proceeding to do a
two-year course in interdisciplinary design and
management for the built environment, which she
completed this year.
Her experiences at Cambridge reinforced this
idea of a universal language of design. There were
18 people in her cohort, and she was the one from
the UK.

“The future is not really
about what name I’ll
have in terms of position
– it’s about creating great
architecture and finding
new challenges”

internationally, all from its office in Killingworth.
Recent projects include the completed Beacon
of Light in Sunderland, The Word in South
Shields, the under-construction Hadrian’s Tower
in Newcastle and Millburngate development in
Durham.
Another key local project for the firm was Janet
Nash House – the new European IT headquarters
for global electrical business City Electrical
Factors (CEF).
Completed in 2018, the CEF project was the
first to land on Nathalie’s desk when she joined
FaulknerBrowns. Alongside company partner
Steve McIntyre, Nathalie worked as the project
architect on the build from construction to
completion.
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“Everyone had a different background and it
was brilliant”, she says. “The course was all about
learning global perspectives on the construction
industry and how we can use them to overcome
some of our own challenges.”
Something Nathalie struggled with when
becoming an architect was making the transition
from education to working in practice.
She explains: “When you’re at university you’re
working mostly in isolation with other architects
whereas in practice it’s very different.
“When delivering a building, you have a design
meeting with many people around the table –
engineers, projects managers, cost consultants,
quantity surveyors and various other stakeholders.
I was quite surprised being exposed to all of this
when I hadn’t really been taught about it.”
She also found that there was not that much
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Nathalie Baxter

support for newly qualified architects to learn
from, communicate and engage with other people
in the industry.
It was these experiences that encouraged her
to help set up the Young Architect Practitioners
Forum (YAPF) as a subsidiary of the RIBA North
East regional council. The idea was put forward
at a meeting of young architects with RIBA
representatives at FaulknerBrowns’ office.
“They came into the office and gave a
presentation on what they offer young architects
and why you should be a member of the RIBA”,
Nathalie recalls. “People didn’t really see what
they were getting. Students had a lot of support,
whereas recently qualified architects seemed to be
a little bit forgotten about.”
Nathalie and four other women suggested
setting up a forum for those who have passed
RIBA part three up to about ten years in practice
and so the YAPF was founded.
“The YAPF was set up to allow young architects
in the region to communicate and engage in
frequent and focussed regional activity”, she
explains.
The group does three types of events
throughout the year, incorporating a mixture of
workshops, professional development sessions and
networking opportunities as well as building tours
of award-winning projects and those that are still
under construction.
Nathalie highlights that YAPF creates a much
stronger network for the future as well. Talent
retention is a massive issue for the North East and
architecture is no different, with many leaving the
region shortly after graduating to go and work for
a London practice.
By having stronger networks for young
graduates like the YAPF, the hope is that people
may start to recognise that there are a lot of
opportunities to work for great practices in
the region whose projects are nationally and
internationally renowned.
As chair of the YAPF, Nathalie now sits on the
RIBA North East regional council to ensure that
the needs of young architects are at the forefront
of their thinking. This work is crucial in the
modernisation process of a historical organisation
like the RIBA, which is constantly looking at ways
of making its work more relatable to the next
generation of architects in their 20s.

If her early years in practice are anything to go
by, the future looks bright for Nathalie Baxter. But
she is clear that for her it will be all about projects
completed rather than job titles.
She concludes: “The future is not really about
what name I’ll have in terms of position – it’s
about creating great architecture and finding new
challenges.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Tolent

NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION AND
ENGINEERING SINCE 1983
Tolent was formed in 1983 and has since become one of the largest construction companies
in the North East

F

rom humble beginnings of a £10,000
concrete road to a £190 million
Garden Village, Tolent has grown
into a major construction company
within 40 years. It currently has seven
regional offices across the country including in
Gateshead, Washington, Middlesbrough, York,
Leeds and London – and the company is still
growing.
Turnover for 2019 is expected to exceed £180
million and is targeted to exceed £225 million in
2020.
Tolent chief executive Andy McLeod says: “We
might not be a national tier one contractor, but in
the North East our presence, longevity and annual
workload is up there with any of the nationals.”
Having amassed significant experience across a
range of construction sectors including housing,
residential, commercial, retail, supported living,
education, healthcare, hotels, sport and leisure
and student accommodation, Tolent also operates
specialist services including civil engineering and
a national asbestos removal and environmental
services department.

But it’s the company’s 400-plus colleagues who
make the real difference, according to its founder
and director John Wood.
“The wonderful thing about Tolent is that no
matter how much we have grown or the sort of
project we have been involved with – in what has
been a tough sector – the spirit of the company
has never changed,” John enthuses. “We have
always had a can-do attitude and as I have always
said to the people who work here, we look for
solutions, not problems.”
Landmark buildings
With a proven track record of delivering landmark
developments that have and continue to transform
cityscapes and skylines, Tolent is now recognised
as playing its part in bringing confidence back to
the North East construction sector.
Pre-recession, high-profile projects for Tolent
included Sage HQ in Gosforth, Wellbar House,
Time Central, Haymarket Hub, Northern Design
Centre and Newcastle’s City Library, as well as the
Echo Apartments in Sunderland.
Now, its developments, such as the rising
Hadrian’s Tower in Newcastle city centre, the
award-winning Beacon of Light and The Beam
in Sunderland, and Durham’s transformational
Milburngate project, are fast becoming the new
landmarks across the region.
“Having worked in the North East all my life,
Tolent has always been a brand I’ve found to be
synonymous with the region, and now known
throughout the UK. So when the opportunity
came to join the business, there was no hesitation,”
says Andy, who was appointed chief executive of
Tolent in 2018.
“Understandably, it is projects such as the
ones above that draw attention to us, but there
is a wealth of other projects and developments
ongoing that are every bit as important.”
Housing for all
One of the business’ greatest success stories is
the formation and development of its housing
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arm. And with more than £50 million turnover
generated in the North East, the team is looking
to expand this business model further into
Yorkshire, having already secured a number of
opportunities.
Delivering development and residential
contracts across the region, either by design
and build contracts, land-led opportunities or
by its joint venture development model – from
small in-fill sites of under ten units to large scale
regeneration projects exceeding 1500 units –
Tolent is doing it all.
Andy continues: “What is prevalent at the
moment in the North East is the residential
market, and the private rented sector in
particular, and at Tolent we have a strong
pipeline of work coming off the back of Hadrian’s
Tower, which we’re building for The High Street
Group. We’re also experiencing a lot of success
working with local authorities like Newcastle
City Council, where we’ll soon be on a total of 17
sites building more than 450 new homes to meet
a range of housing needs across the city.
“The North East is a huge region and our
pipeline of work through this year and next is
very strong.”
Tolent is also seeing some great wins through
its development team.
Work on the first development under the
Tolent Homes brand is progressing well at
Hardwick Grange in Sedgefield, which will
deliver 100 new build executive homes, using its
range of house types.
Acting as developer and contractor on
this project, the team has responsibility for
planning, finance, design, construction and sales,
which under its end-to-end service provision
could also include land acquisition, feasibility
studies, funding and payback models, design
development and marketing, enabling clients to
engage at any part of the development lifecycle.
Inclusive communities
Its final success story for 2019 is the recently
approved Seaham Garden Village that will see
1500 new homes built over the next ten years.
Working closely with Home Group, Tolent

will build 1000 of the new houses, of which 750
will include a variety of new starter homes and
homes for older people, as well as those in need
of assisted living and dependent care facilities –
creating a totally inclusive community.
Land for the remaining 500 houses will be
sold to the private sector, and profit made from
the sale will be used to subsidise the affordable
housing and community facilities including
construction of a school, village centre and
estate-wide infrastructure.
This village centre will include a new
innovation hub, which will be used by new
and existing businesses, along with the region’s
universities, to bring the latest research and
innovation insight into the development of all
aspects of the garden village.
It is anticipated that the development will
create around 1000 jobs, including 500 new
construction jobs and 300 jobs in the centre
of the village, as well as a training academy
established on site.
More than half of the development will be
managed green space, including extensive
parkland, sports facilities and play areas, lined by
a network of more than three miles of landscaped
paths and cycleways.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – EDUCATION

Newcastle University

NEWCASTLE HELIX GATHERS
A HEAD OF STEAM
The last 12 months have seen a striking acceleration of development at Newcastle Helix. Here,
marketing manager Tom Bramald reflects on the recent changes at the city centre’s innovation
zone

“W

e knew 2019
was going to
see significant
development at
Helix but I think
it’s fair to say that everyone on the team is delighted
by how far we’ve come,” says Tom Bramald,
marketing manager for Newcastle Helix.
“I saw a social media post the other day that
showed a view across Newcastle from the offices
of Watson Burton. It showed just how big a
development Helix is physically, which in turn reemphasised to me how important it is for our city
and region.”
Newcastle Helix is the award-winning
redevelopment programme led by Newcastle
University, Newcastle City Council and Legal &
General on the site of the former S&N Brewery. For
years, many will have known it as ‘Science Central’
but the scheme was rebranded last year.
Tom continues: “We knew that developments
through 2018 and 2019 would mean we were ready
for more people – businesses, residents and visitors
– to come to the site. But our market research
showed that the word ‘science’ was proving to be a
bit of a barrier to some and so we rebranded. We
liked Helix because it suggested different strands
combining and working together.”
Helix comprises £350 million of capital
development and aims to host 4000 jobs, 500,000
sq ft of office space and more than 500 homes.
“They are big numbers but I think what we’re
aiming for is about more than numbers,” says
Tom. “We’re creating a whole new quarter, a mixed
community encompassing a variety of R&D,
educational, business and residential uses. We
want Helix to become a destination for work and
leisure, to be an exemplar of sustainable urban
development, and become a place synonymous
with innovation and collaboration, particularly
around data, ageing, energy, life sciences and urban
sciences.”
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A place for everyone
Helix is fast becoming a destination for
conferences, events and meetings.
“We’re seeing a growing number of events
coming through the site,” says Tom. “In the
last few weeks we’ve had DataJam North East,
CBI’s Energy Opportunity conference, Dynamo
activities, ENGIE held their national innovation
conference here…and it’s growing all the time.
“We also host the monthly ‘First Friday’
business networking event, which has run for
more than ten years now and continues to help
organisations forge new links.
“We’re reaching the point now that we’re
looking at how we can provide a programme of
activities and events that will appeal to groups
beyond the business world.”
As part of beginning to invite more people
to site to see first-hand what’s happening, Helix
participated in Elmer’s Great North Parade public
art trail that is raising money for St Oswald’s
Hospice.
“The Great Exhibition of the North probably
came just a few months early for us. We had some
really good exhibits on site and we were part of
the Innovation Trail. But at the time the site was
relatively underdeveloped. When Elmer’s Great
North Parade was announced we were very keen
to be involved. We’re delighted to be supporting
a local charity and our Electric Ellie sculpture has
been a great way to attract people to the site and
see what we’re doing here first hand,” says Tom.
More than meets the eye
Tom Bramald joined the Newcastle Helix team as
its marketing manager 18 months ago. He splits
his work between Newcastle Helix and also being
head of B2B marketing at Newcastle University.
“Helix is an awful lot to take in when you first
get involved. The vibrancy, diversity and ambition
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of Helix are great to be part of. But this trinity also
creates considerable complexity,” he reflects.
“24 acres of urban regeneration, commercial
property development, a district energy scheme,
academic spaces, a new residential quarter, events
and conferences, home to three national centres
of innovation and research, places to meet and
socialise, not to mention being an at-scale living
laboratory …it’s quite something.
“The underlying culture to Helix is about
innovation and collaboration, helping all the
different components to become more than the
sum of the parts. Some of that is about people and
how we encourage and enable all walks of life to
feel part of what’s here. Some of it is about place
and the spaces and environment we create.
“There are some really subtle touches to the site
such as the street layout, public spaces, building
cladding, clever window shading. Part of what
we’re doing at Helix are big but we also pay
attention to little things that can make a difference.
“One of the benefits we promote to
organisations looking to come to Helix is the
proximity and ease of access to Newcastle
University. Our Careers Service wants to help
companies, students and graduates come together
for placements and jobs. We want companies
based here to be able to engage in students’
learning and teaching. And we will provide easy
access to the university’s business and enterprise
team to support CPD, collaborative research,
consultancy, and IP transfer.”

NEWCASTLE
HELIX – THE
BUILDINGS
Vision and concepts are one
thing. Creating the physical space
where the vision can become a
reality is another. What are the
physical parts of Helix?
The Core
Opened in 2014, The Core was the first building
on-site and is owned by Newcastle City Council.
Space at The Core is targeted at knowledge-based
SMEs and particularly at those whose work is
related to innovation, science, technology or any
aspect of tackling future challenges that cities face.
Development, research, testing, business services
and related disciplines are part of the community.
Occupancy of the building is consistently above
95 per cent and there is an event space for up to
150 people on the ground floor, which is very
popular.
“Some amazing stories are coming from
companies based at The Core, such as winning
awards or attracting more investment. And we
also see and hear some of the companies sharing
and promoting the benefits of being at Helix –
being here is about more than ‘just’ having an
office space to them,” says Tom.

The Urban Sciences Building
Opened in September 2017, the Urban Sciences
Building (USB) was Newcastle University’s first
major building on site.
Its primary role is as home to the School of
Computing, providing a base for 1200 students, 55
academic staff, 120 post-doctoral researchers and
two national Centres for Doctoral Training.
But the USB was also conceived and designed
as a “building as a lab” and so is home to a
fascinating range of other activity.
It is an urban testbed for demonstrating how
to transform cities into places that are not merely
habitable but innovative and integral for multiple
generations. The line between research at the
USB and the city is seamless, providing insights
into how people interact with their immediate
environment and improve upon it in real-time. It
does this through the discovery of practical and
solutions-based research.
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The National Centre for Energy Systems
Integration is based at the USB, along with
experimental infrastructure including an Energy
Storage Test Bed and later this year, an Electric
Vehicle Rapid Charge Filling Station.
What might appear to be planters and green
space behind the building is, in fact, the National
Green Infrastructure Facility, a £10 million
investment into creating full-scale space for
research into Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDs), green infrastructure approaches,
and making urban centres more resilient and
sustainable. The facility combines a 130 metres
swale enabling research and demonstration
for urban water attenuation with a 100 metres
ensemble of beds planted in various ways to
investigate the influence of planting regime and
management on rainfall management.
All of the data from the building and its environ
feeds into the Urban Observatory, a project that
curates thousands of data streams that give insight
to the systems and flows of the entire Tyneside
conurbation. There are more than 1.2 billion data
points in the observatory with a further 2000
points gathered every minute. All of the data are
fully open and available for people to use to make
better decisions about the future of urban areas.
The digital era opens up a wide array of
opportunities for cities to be more productive,
liveable, resilient and sustainable. The USB is
harnessing interdisciplinary research at Newcastle
University and building strong partnerships with
industry, business, governance and communities,
to turn cities from places where people live and
survive to places where people thrive.
The USB is a demonstrator for understanding
the relationship between buildings and their
wider environment. The thousands of sensors
located in the building make it possible to not
only understand its performance but also how
it interfaces with the energy, water, internet and
other networks it is connected to.
By co-locating computer scientists with
engineers, new research is enabled that
explores the crucial dependencies much of
our infrastructures have on digital technology.
Building-as-a-lab makes it possible to do leading,
innovative research on the built environment and
test potential solutions to global challenges in
water, food, energy and infrastructure.
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The Frederick Douglass Centre
Opened for the start of the 2019/20 academic
year, the Newcastle University facilities comprise
a stunning auditorium for 750, a 200-seat lecture
theatre and a range of seminar rooms and
exhibition spaces over several floors.
It will primarily support students studying with
Newcastle University’s Business School and School
of Computing.
The building is named in honour of the 19th
Century social reformer and abolitionist who
was associated with the Summerhill area of the
city, close to the Helix site. The official opening
ceremony will be performed by Kenneth B. Morris
Jr, co-founder and president of Frederick Douglass
Family Initiatives and the great-great-grandson
of Frederick Douglass. There will also be a series
of talks, panel discussions and reading as part of
several days of celebration.
“As well as an amazing interior, we’ve ensured
that the spaces around the building are inviting
and open. Whether a break between lectures,
a cuppa during the working day, or having a
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breather while passing through the site, we’ve tried
to create a space where people can socialise, work
or relax,” says Tom.
“The priority for the Frederick Douglass Centre
is learning and teaching. But outside of term time,
we hope that we’ll be able to offer the spaces as
conferencing facilities, drawing more visitors and
businesses into the region.”
The Catalyst
Completed and handed over in mid-October,
The Catalyst is home to the National Innovation
Centre for Ageing and the National Innovation
Centre for Data.
“Newcastle University is part of the intellectual
horsepower behind the two National Innovation
Centres. But it’s essential that as the region we
recognise and promote them as national centres,”
stresses Tom.
The National Innovation Centre for Ageing
works with research specialists, businesses and the
public to facilitate the commercialisation of key
products, services and technologies that will help
people live better, longer lives due to the needs and
demands of an ageing population.
The National Innovation Centre for Data works
with partners in industry, the public sector and
academia to exploit opportunities offered by
the explosion in digital data. They have already
successfully completed projects with P&G, NHS
Business Services Authority, LKQ and AkzoNobel,
some projects leading to multi-million-pound
gains for the organisations involved.
“The vast majority of people who visit Helix are
bowled over by The Catalyst. It’s certainly a very
striking design but, as with most things on site, the
level of thought behind everything in the building
is quite something,” Tom adds.
GSS Architecture’s design was developed
through extensive collaboration with multiple
stakeholders and consultees. Particular attention
has been given to creating a building that
encourages collaboration through shared spaces
and chance encounters between the people
working and visiting there.
Given the work of the National Innovation
Centre for Ageing, it’s vital that the building is
an exemplar of accessibility and so specialist
organisations like the RNIB, the Thomas
Pocklington Trust, the Alzheimer’s Society
and Stirling University’s Dementia Services

Development Centre were also consulted.
The strength of Newcastle University’s expertise
in ageing has attracted one of the largest single
philanthropic donations to ageing and in honour
of this the entrance floor of The Catalyst will be
named the ‘Helen McArdle Atrium.’
The National Innovation Centre for Ageing
recently announced the arrival of a new director.
Nic Palmarini joined from the MIT-IBM Watson
AI Lab in Massachusetts. A researcher, writer
and TEDx speaker, his career has demonstrated
a deep commitment to exploring the impact of
technologies and their applications in the life of
the ageing population and people with disabilities.
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team at Invest Newcastle are fantastic are driving
interest and enquiries
“Like The Core, the companies based there are
talking openly about the benefits of being based
at Helix, in an environment where they can work
with others.
“We’ve had visitors from the life sciences’
‘Golden Triangle’ of Oxford, Cambridge and
London, who think what we’ve done at The
Biosphere is great: the depth of thought that has
gone into the design, how successful we’ve been
in attracting occupiers, and the support provided
to help the businesses here grow. It’s great to know
that we’re providing the infrastructure needed to
retain talent here in the North East and even draw
investment in.”
There are already 12 companies operating from
The Biosphere and a steady flow of more people
moving in – occupancy should be above 50 per
cent by the end of 2019. Several of the companies
in residence are spin-outs from Newcastle
University research.
“At Newcastle University, we’re very good at
identifying commercial potential in research
and supporting academics to ‘spin out’ into a
company,” Tom explains. “Our company creation
manager David Huntley has been shortlisted for
a North East Times Impact Award because of his
role in growing businesses here in the region.
“We’re part of the Northern Accelerator scheme
along with Durham, Northumbria and Sunderland
universities. The scheme offers a range of funding
support and also has a pool of experienced
and talented business executives to match to
opportunities to lead university spin-outs. Now
with The Biosphere in place we also have physical
infrastructure that could be key.”
The Biosphere
July 2019 saw the formal opening of The
Biosphere. Led by Newcastle City Council,
this facility is entirely dedicated to the
commercialisation of life sciences, offering biology
and chemistry labs and high-quality office space.
Emerging from the region’s strengths in life and
health sciences, the concept behind The Biosphere
was to provide much needed infrastructure and
support to enable the sector to grow and thrive.
“We have had great interest in The Biosphere
including plenty from outside the region and
internationally,” says Tom. “Matt Bratton and the
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The Lumen
Expected to complete in early 2020, The Lumen
offers more than 100,000 sq ft of Grade A office
space over seven floors. Where The Core and The
Spark are aimed at smaller occupiers, The Lumen
has been designed with large open floor plates that
can accommodate larger occupiers.
Earlier this year, it was announced that the new
North of Tyne Combined Authority would be
based at The Lumen.
“I thought it was a huge vote of confidence that
the new mayor and their team will be at Helix,”
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Tom reflects. “We have some excellent enquiries
open for The Lumen. Obviously, we’re not able
to disclose who they are but we’re really excited
about who may be coming. We should receive the
building in early 2020 and we’re confident that
once we can take enquirers into the space, we’ll be
able to secure them joining us.”
Owing to the size and bold design of some of
the buildings at and around Helix it’s easy to forget
about the experience for an individual walking
into the site. Together with The Core, The Lumen
will be the ‘front door’ to the site for most people
and so a café space has been incorporated into the
ground floor.
“For me, the ground floor café at The Lumen
will do two things,” Tom reflects. “Yes, it’ll
provide for people working in the building with
refreshments and a place for informal catch ups
and meetings. But it is also a way of welcoming
people into the site and setting the tone for the day
ahead.”
The building includes 100 bicycle storage
spaces, shower facilities, and excellent natural
light.
The Spark
In September, work started on The Spark, a
£28 million 100,000+ sq ft development, which
includes co-working space and staff amenities over
12 floors.
“Where The Core and The Biosphere are aimed
at small organisations and The Lumen at larger
ones, The Spark is aimed right in between the
two,” Tom explains.
“Ryder is the architect for both The Lumen
and The Spark. This has allowed the designs to
come together in such a way that the buildings
complement one another but that avoids creating
twin ‘homogenous’ blocks of office space.
Plot 9b
“Don’t worry, that won’t be its final name,” Tom
muses.
Before the end of the year a planning
application is expected to be submitted for what
is presently known as Plot 9b. This build-to-rent
scheme will incorporate around 290 apartments
split between two towers. Although the taller
of the two will have fewer floors than Hadrian’s
Tower, because of being slightly further uphill,

Plot 9b will rise to about the same height.
“The architects, Ryder, hosted a public planning
consultation in October, which gave people a
chance to see and comment on the plans. As the
scheme moves towards and through planning,
we’d really like people to take the chance to see and
feedback on what’s planned here.”
District Energy Centre
As part of Newcastle City Council’s partnership
with ENGIE, Helix includes a centralised energy
system for the entire 24-acre site.
The £20 million District Energy Centre provides
heating to all businesses and homes on the site via
a network of underground pipes. Non-residential
properties on the site will also benefit from a
cooling system and electricity supply.
It has been calculated that the scheme will
provide a carbon emission saving of 30,650 tonnes
over 40 years.
More to come…
Next year will be another important year for
Newcastle Helix. More organisations will take up
residency at the site in 2020, more buildings will
be constructed, and more aspects of the vision for
innovation and collaboration will come online
through conferences, events and activities.
“It’s great seeing what’s happening adjacent
to Helix too,” says Tom. Newcastle United
Foundation’s plans for Murray House look great
and Hadrian’s Tower is an exciting development.
“All in all, I really enjoy being part of Newcastle
Helix. We’re attracting interest from around the
world into all the different aspects of Helix. Behind
the scenes, the teamwork by everybody involved
in the site – whether Newcastle University,
Newcastle City Council, Legal & General,
architects or contractors. We’re all working to turn
i
the Helix vision into reality.
“It was great to have this recognised when we
NEWCASTLE HELIX
won the EG 2019 Collaborators award in late
www.newcastlehelix.com
October.
info@newcastlehelix.com
“The award recognised the impact of Helix on
@newcastlehelix
the region and the impact still to come.”
The Helix website and social media channels
share updates and news from the site.
And the team is always delighted to hear from
people wanting to find out more about spaces,
events and opportunities at Helix.
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INTERVIEW
John Wood

THE LONG GAME
John Wood left Washington
Grammar School in 1961 and
joined George Wimpey as
a junior civil engineer. After
progressing through the ranks
with Wimpey, Brims and
Balfour Beatty, John decided
to set up Tolent in 1983. John
has been the driving force
behind the construction and
civil engineering company
for the past 35 years and he
remains a director, age 75.
John was awarded a CBE in
the 2019 New Year’s Honours
list for services to the building
and civil engineering industry

PAST
The construction industry was a great sector to
be in when I started; full of spirit, characters and
plenty of opportunities. I left school with O-Levels
and I went on to what was then Rutherford
College (now Northumbria University) to study
an HNC in Civil Engineering – which I did on
day release while working at George Wimpey.
Much like it is today, it was never a necessity to
have qualifications but it was advantageous, and
definitely put me in good stead for what was to
come.
In the 60s the whole country was working
towards the same goal – rebuilding Britain in the
post-war years. I worked on major infrastructure
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jobs including the Tyne Tunnel southern approach
roads, and the less glamorous jobs like the
Portrack sewage works. Regardless of the jobs,
work was always good fun.
PRESENT
The construction industry is a tougher sector
from when I first started. Some describe it as a
low margin, high-risk business, which I can agree
with, but it’s still interesting and challenging and
no matter what, we’re still a ‘must-have’ industry.
The biggest qualification to have today in this
industry is resilience. Construction moves with
the economy, through all the highs and the lows.
We feel it when the Government tighten budgets,

TIMELINE:

1965

Joined Brims as a section
engineer and worked on the
Tyne Tunnel south approaching
roads and progressed to
become a project manager

1983

Founded Tolent Construction
and became managing director
of himself! First-year turnover
of £300k

but we’re not solely reliant on this. We’re still the
‘last outpost of social enterprise’; there’s not always
a subsidised way of doing things – you have to
make it happen for yourself and for those who are
relying on you.
There are always opportunities to be had.
Tolent had been a general contractor before an
opportunity arose to bring in a house building
arm into the business which, since its inception
in 2015, has completely changed the dimension
of the business and allowed us to capitalise on
opportunities like national housing targets.
FUTURE
Right now, it’s good, although with Brexit, who
knows what the future holds. But I always say
‘never be worried; be concerned!’
For Tolent, our ethos is what has carried us
through the last 36 years and will continue to
do so, which is to always look for solutions, not
problems.
People and building relationships are
everything. It’s a team game, and you’re only ever
as good as the people around you.
If you work with good quality people and deal
with good clients you will always get the business
coming in. Keeping the communities where you
work in your focus is always important and gives
construction the right foundation to build on.
If we’re always working to improve the industry,
it means we have more chances to showcase to
the younger generation that construction is still
that industry full of spirit and opportunities.
Technology absolutely has a role to play but for
me, it will always be a ‘muddy boot, hands-on’ job.

2000

Goldman Sachs project work
continued on 120 Fleet St and
Christchurch Street in London
– the company’s biggest job to
date at around £160m+

1961

Joined George Wimpey as a
junior civil engineer

1974

Joined Balfour Beatty and worked on
jobs including the Newcastle Metro,
Portrack sewage works and the
Steelworks at Redcar. Progressed to
contracts manager for the North East.

1987

Introduced to Kajima, which led to
Tolent winning the refurbishment job
on the Japanese Embassy in London
– a key moment in the group’s history
with annual turnover reaching £10m
and the opening of a southern office.

2002

Sage HQ contract awarded at £60m

2004

became Trustee of Sunderland
University

2007

2005

Echo Buildings project starts in
Sunderland at £25m

Newcastle City Library work
started at £24m

2011

Appointed Deputy Lieutenant
for County of Tyne & Wear

2009

Sunderland University recognised
John’s outstanding achievements in
civil engineering with an Honorary
Doctorate of Business Administration

2011

2019

Awarded a CBE for services
to the building and civil
engineering industry

Became director of Wise Academies
which has grown from two to now 13
academies across the region

i
TOLENT
www.tolent.co.uk
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Muckle LLP

TEAM BUILDING
Muckle LLP, the North East independent law firm for businesses, has made some key
appointments to its specialist construction team

M
i
MUCKLE LLP
Photo (left to right): Adam Aston,
Lucilla Waugh and Sophie Crosby
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP
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uckle LLP, based in Newcastle,
has promoted specialist Adam
Aston to partner and recruited
solicitor Sophie Crosby to its
growing construction team.
Adam, who joined Muckle as a trainee in 2006,
advises on a diverse range of regional, national
and international construction and engineering
projects, as well as regularly running legal
workshops and presenting legal updates to the
construction industry.
He is already recognised as a Rising Star in the
Legal 500 UK rankings, where he is described by
clients as ‘extremely knowledgeable, always well
prepared and grasps quickly the risks associated
with projects.’
Meanwhile, construction and engineering
solicitor Sophie Crosby, a Northumbria University
law graduate, has joined the team.
She formerly worked for a national law firm,
advising on disputes, and has considerable
experience of drafting and negotiating commercial
contracts following two-plus years as in-house
counsel at Stanley Black & Decker.
Muckle LLP’s construction team is experiencing

a strong period of growth, having advised on
some of the region’s largest construction projects,
including the award-winning Urban Sciences
Building, the Frederick Douglass Centre and the
Catalyst at Newcastle Helix; various phases of the
£200 million Stephenson Quarter regeneration;
and the 1.75-acre city centre Newgate Centre
redevelopment.
The firm’s construction lawyers work
with clients from project inception through
procurement and tender stages, contract
negotiation and to completion.
Where disputes arise, the team also advises
on resolution through negotiation, mediation,
adjudication, arbitration and litigation as required.
Lucilla Waugh, partner and head of the
construction and engineering team, says: “We are
delighted to announce these two appointments.
Adam is an exceptionally talented commercial
lawyer, greatly valued by our clients for his cando attitude, technical skills and client service.
He has a detailed understanding of the risk
profile and market positions on the wide range
of construction and engineering contracts and
acts for all levels of the design and construction
supply chain; employers, developers, contractors,
consultants and sub-contractors.

“Muckle LLP’s construction
team is experiencing a
strong period of growth,
having advised on some
of the region’s largest
construction project”
“Sophie brings additional experience and
perspective to our team. We make a point of
recruiting people who have something different
about them, whether it is sector knowledge, extra
skills or a fresh approach to service delivery, all of
which Sophie has.”
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Durham University Business School

TACKLE YOUR BUSINESS
CHALLENGES HEAD-ON
Taking place from June to September, a business project formed the concluding part of Durham
University Business School’s MBA programme and is a cost-effective way of obtaining strategic
knowledge and expertise. Students work across all sectors and functions, applying their skills and
knowledge to deliver ideas and recommendations to take business forward. Read on to learn how
Diageo benefited from collaborating with Durham MBA student Zhenzhen Wang

D

urham MBA (full-time) graduate
Zhenzhen Wang worked with
British multinational drinks brand
Diageo for her business project.
Diageo is a global operator in
alcoholic beverages. It produces more than 200
brands of spirits and beers, which are sold in
more than 180 countries around the world. Here,
Zhenzhen reveals more about her experience.
What was the project about?
Traditionally, local Chinese spirits largely
dominate the market. They account for 99 per cent
of the market share, leaving very limited space
for Western merchants. My Strategic Business
Project was focused on the consumption habits
of the Chinese population, identifying the most
significant factors that influence Chinese whisky
consumption. The results of my research would
be used to help shape Diageo’s marketing strategy
for China.
How did you find the Business Project process?
The project started with a productive kick-off
meeting, where I learnt about the company’s
holistic marketing strategy in terms of brand
portfolio, consumer segmentation and their
expansion plans for China. We also discussed
various research techniques and methodology.
Every two weeks, I gave Diageo progress
updates and gained their approval for the next
steps. In terms of resource, Diageo provided me
with industry and company reports, and provided
support when I needed to expand the sample for
my quantitative survey.
What were the project outcomes?
I used a psychology-based framework (Theory of
Planned Behaviour) as the core premise to explore
unique insights into Chinese whisky consumption.

A quantitative survey from 515 Chinese mainland
consumers was conducted, through which
the psychological factors, as well as the role of
situational factors and demographic factors, were
analysed.
Did you find it beneficial to undertake the
project? If so, how?
This project has been a great experience. First
of all, it gave me the opportunity to work with
a world-class company, where I learnt so much
about advanced marketing strategy and retail
procedure. Secondly, it enabled me to apply what
I have learnt from my Durham MBA to a real
business situation, including marketing insights,
as well as research and strategic skills.
i
“We were delighted to have Zhenzhen to help
us with topics related to consumption behaviours
DURHAM UNIVERSITY
of young consumers in China,” adds William
BUSINESS SCHOOL
Wong, strategy director of Diageo Greater China. To learn more about how your
“Her systematic approach to breaking these hot business can work with students,
topics into multiple research areas and analytical visit: www.durham.ac.uk/
business/corporate-partnerships/
abilities to gather and leverage data were very
working-with-our-students
impressive.
@DUBusSchool
“Her work brought us some new and highly
interesting perspectives to shaping our future
strategy in China.”
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Gordon Brown Law Firm

ALL CHANGE FOR HOUSE-BUYING
Reservation Agreements may be a way forward for providing home buyers and sellers with more
certainty, says a residential property law specialist at Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP (GBLF)

G

i
GORDON BROWN
LAW FIRM
To find out more about how the
property law team at Gordon
Brown Law Firm can help you,
call 0191 388 1778
www.gblf.co.uk
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eoff Hall, head of residential
conveyancing at Gordon Brown
Law Firm and a director of the
national body, the Conveyancing
Association, has initially endorsed
the idea of a legally binding reservation agreement
which, he says, could give home buyers and sellers
peace of mind.
He admits, however, that the ‘devil will be in
the detail’ when it comes to the roll-out of a new
trial of reservation agreements proposed by The
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government, which are likely to take place in the
first quarter of 2020.
The test will be carried out in two regions of the
country, but the scope and details of the trial are
still being assessed by a company instructed by the
ministry.
“Currently, an offer on a home can be
withdrawn until contracts are exchanged, which
puts a transaction at risk of falling through.
The introduction of a legally binding contract
after acceptance of an offer could reduce the
risk of a transaction collapsing and put a stop to
gazumping,” says Geoff.
“The way homes are bought and sold in
England and Wales has always been contentious
and the law as it stands lets buyers and sellers pull
out of a sale without penalty at any point before an
exchange of contracts is achieved.
“If we want to build on the future of the housing
sector, sellers should be obliged to supply a level
of upfront information at the point of marketing
so that a buyer can seek advice before an offer is
made and buyers and sellers can then enter into
a reservation agreement that protects both sides
before they make their offer,” says Geoff.
But when exactly is the right time for both
parties to commit to a sale or purchase and what is
a sufficient amount of cash to bind the parties?
“We help homeowners navigate the homebuying process every day and we know how
stressful it can be. Reservation agreements could
help make the system less precarious and reduce

the number of home sales that fall through.
“However, there has to be clear guidance on
exemptions with regards to withdrawal from
a transaction due to genuine reasons such as
bereavement or loss of employment. A buyer
should, before they make an offer, have an
approval in principle from a mortgage lender
confirming that they can obtain a mortgage for the
amount required to purchase the property.
“Every agreement needs room for flexibility
for both the buyer and seller. For example, any
amount payable needs to be affordable enough
for the average first-time buyer to pay, but also
enough to stop either party reneging on a deal in a
rising or falling market.”
He adds: “Ultimately, buying a home is one of
the biggest purchases people make and by refining
and evolving the legal processes it is hoped that
we can make the experience far better for all
concerned.”
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Barrier Ex

NO BARRIER TO FUTURE GROWTH
Operating at the heart of hazardous area lighting innovation, Barrier Ex is increasingly capturing
the attention of national and international markets. Steven Hugill speaks to managing director
Steve Lee about its pioneering spirit and job creation plans

T

he banks of the River Tyne are
synonymous with industry.
From coal-carrying boats, to
the famous shipyards and Rank
Hovis’ Baltic Flour Mill pulsing with
manufacturing activity, the river has long defined
the North East globally. Today’s technicolour
world may look different, but the inventive spirit
of the black and white era remains. Nowhere is
this pioneering feeling sensed more than at Barrier
Ex Ltd.
The company operates across the hazardous
area lighting, LED lighting, electrical
engineering and glass reinforced polymer (GRP)
sectors, supplying customers in areas such
as pharmaceuticals, energy, water treatment,
petrochemicals, rail and construction.
Set on the shores of the Tyne, the 20-strong
employee Wallsend-based business is a growing
company with an equally increasing reputation.
Having recently secured a £700,000 Innovate
UK grant to develop a new floodlight capable
of transmitting wireless networking signals in
hazardous areas alongside partners PureLifi,
Digital Catapult and Safecility UK, it expects the
work to create as many as 50 jobs over the next
five years and deliver sales in excess of £50 million.
The award, which follows a previous £300,000
job-creating Innovate UK grant to develop next
generation hazardous area floodlights, is further
testimony of the business’ prowess.
Managing director Steve Lee says such projects
reflect Barrier Ex’s ground-breaking capabilities.
“We have created a method of communication
that mitigates risk and doesn’t use WiFi,” says
Steve, referring to its latest Innovate UK project.
“It is cutting-edge technology that reflects our
goal of setting the standard in the sector.”
Founded in 2016 as a hazardous area specialist,
the firm – a winner of multiple business awards
that has also been highlighted by the London
Stock Exchange in its “1000 Companies to Inspire
Britain” report – has grown to four divisions.
This approach evidences the business’ long-

term strategy, which, from the outset, has sought
to position it as a disruptive market force.
The business is one of only three companies
to be shortlisted for Idea of the Year in the North
East Innovation Awards at Venturefest North East,
for its work with basalt fibre.
“We have tried to develop a golden thread that
runs through our divisions and we offer clients
something that makes a genuine, significant
difference to their operations,” says Steve.
“As a young ambitious company attempting
to reach out into the global marketplace, we feel
it is important to offer something different and
that’s why there is a clear focus on disruptive
technologies and innovation.”
Barrier Ex’s standing will be boosted further
by its presence on a Government trip to Turkey
this month, having been invited to join Rt. Hon
Lord Janvrin, the Prime Minister’s Trade Envoy,
on The Department for International Trade and
the UK Science & Innovation Network Future
Manufacturing trade mission.
Encompassing the province of Kocaeli and city
of Bursa, it will take in technology parks, research
institutes, an IT valley, an automotive, defence,
space and aviation sector manufacturing hub and
the Santek trade exhibition. “To be one of only a
few companies invited is a really proud moment,”
says Steve. “Our team are putting in place some
great foundations for the business to become a real
success on the world stage in the not too distant
future.”

i
BARRIER EX
Photo: Back row, left to right:
managing director Steve Lee,
technical director Tony Oram
and engineering administrator
Casey Veevers. Front row, left
to right: business administration
apprentice Jordan Mitchell and
electrical engineering student
intern Carl Noble
www.barrier-ex.co.uk
@BarrierLTD
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Leathers

THE CHANGING WORLD OF
PROPERTY TAXATION
Understanding property tax obligations has become even more complex through a raft of recent
changes and new legislation. Property tax specialists Alex Newsham and Jonathan Carr discuss
the ever-changing landscape

C

hartered accountants Leathers has
gained a reputation over the past
30 years for its expert knowledge
in relation to property taxation,
acting for investors and property
owners across the North East, Yorkshire and the
wider UK.
In recent times, property taxation has been
an area of significant change, with residential
property owners, investors and landlords all being
affected.
Landlords and buy-to-let investors have
keenly felt these new changes, with the double
blow of higher Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) for
purchases of additional residential properties and
restriction of interest relief forcing investors to
consider how they structure their affairs.
However, it is not only investors who are
affected by property taxation changes. New rules
will be introduced around Principal Private
Residence Relief (PPR), which take effect in April
2020 for all homeowners.
Under the new rules, a homeowner who
transfers their main residence from one house
they own to another will have only nine months to
sell the first property; otherwise, they may become
liable to pay Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on the sale
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of the first home.
Jonathan Carr, tax consultant at Leathers,
says: “Property is a complex area, where the
situation often differs greatly depending on the
circumstances of the individual, such as how
many properties they own, what other assets they
have, and so on. But with the UK property sector
being specifically targeted by tax legislation in
recent years, the resulting sweeping changes have
meant even property investors with the smallest
portfolios have found it difficult to negotiate
the new rules and understand their subsequent
obligations.
“One of the key reasons we introduced our
annual property taxation seminar three years ago
was as a response to the increasing complexity of
property taxation. It feels like all property owners
have been targeted.”
Property investors also need to consider the
VAT position of their investments. Alex Newsham,
indirect tax consultant at Leathers, has been
advising property investors for over 15 years.
“Most residential landlords think that because
their supplies are exempt from VAT, that’s the
end of the story. But if you also have a sole trade,
then any rents received form part of your overall
business income and can have an impact on
the amount of VAT payable – especially if your
business is already partially exempt or uses the
Flat Rate Scheme,” says Alex.
With further changes on the horizon, all
property investors must stay on top of the ongoing
changes in this area to ensure they are complying
with their tax obligations, which HMRC are
notoriously keen to enforce.
Alex explains: “During July 2019, the Office of
Tax Simplification launched a project looking at
the tax reporting and payment arrangements for
landlords of residential property; it’s inevitable
that more changes are on the horizon.”
One of the key areas of concern is around
SDLT. The additional three per cent surcharge

for buy-to-let and second home purchases has
been a significant recent change – in practice,
this can translate to a vastly increased tax outlay.
For example, the SDLT due on the purchase of a
£600,000 property is now £38,000, compared to
a £20,000 liability, which would have been due
pre-increase.
Jonathan regularly works with investors on
how best to manage their SDLT obligations
and liabilities; he has been directly involved in
securing almost £100,000 of SDLT refunds for
clients.
“SDLT is an area which incurs significant
costs but is not entirely understood. Liabilities
in this area are often sizeable, particularly for
those affected by the three per cent surcharge,
and we find that as the process has become more
mechanical, there are real risks where purchasers
may not be applying the rules correctly. Combined
with the shortened SDLT reporting period, the
likelihood of further errors increases,” he says.
“We would always advise buyers of properties
or land to review the SDLT implications before
proceeding with the transaction. Our team works
with property owners and investors across the
country on how best to manage their tax position.”
The shortening of the reporting window for
SDLT returns from April 2020 isn’t the only
timeframe changing for property sales. There will
be a 30-day reporting and payment window for
CGT on the sale of all UK residential property
from next year.
Alex’s concern is that this will create more
uncertainty and is part of HMRC’s overall
digitalisation strategy.
“There has certainly been a lot of change and
one of the biggest has been the digitalisation of
tax reporting, with a move towards tax being
paid quicker and faster and more electronic
information being gathered by HMRC,” he says.
Alex and Jonathan are sure about one thing: this
is a very fast-moving area of tax and one in which

they would always recommend seeking specialist
advice. The changes to the property sector have
been far-reaching, and the reduction in reporting
time for SDLT, which will soon also apply to CGT,
makes the need for property owners to act on their
obligations even more urgent.
Jonathan concludes: “Tax planning is always
strongly advisable for owners of property. While
this is an area in which there are undoubtedly
significant obligations, there may also be savings
and indeed gains to be made. If anyone has any
concerns or requires assistance, please get in touch
and the team will be happy to help.”

Leathers is again holding its popular
property seminars in Newcastle and
Harrogate, in response to the continuing
and growing demand for tax advice and
planning around property. The events are
now in their fourth year and continue to be
a must-attend date for anyone working in
property.
The Newcastle event is on November 20 at
the Tyneside Cinema; Harrogate will be on
November 27 at the Everyman Cinema.
Both are from 8.30am to 10am and

i
LEATHERS
www.weareleathers.com
0191 224 6760

will include insight and presentations
from Ryan Harrison, Alex Newsham and
managing partner Michael Leather.
To register attendance, please email Julie
Raisbeck on j.raisbeck@weareleathers.com
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – FINANCE
Armstrong Watson LLP

A LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
Chris McCourt, corporate finance partner at Armstrong Watson accountants, business and
financial advisers, reflects on the optimism in the region – despite ongoing uncertainty around
Brexit

W

i
ARMSTRONG WATSON LLP
0191 434 0830
chris.mccourt@armstrongwatson.
co.uk
www.armstrongwatson.co.uk
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ithout doubt, the North
East of England is a
fantastic place to live and
work and it’s why last
year Armstrong Watson
accountants, business and financial advisers
decided to expand its presence in the region,
building on the success of our well-established
office in Hexham by opening a new office in the
centre of Newcastle.
And when I was approached to join the team to
grow the new office, as corporate finance partner, I
jumped at the chance.
It was an opportunity to join a business that
shares my vision of the potential, the creativity
and innovation and the entrepreneurial spirit of
our region.
Armstrong Watson recognised these
opportunities, which could also help our clients
thrive in what are undeniably uncertain economic
times.
While we are yet to learn the outcome of Brexit,
Armstrong Watson is confident that there will
be plentiful opportunities for growth. Indeed, it’s
clear when looking around the skylines of our
major urban areas, or by reading the local press,
that there are symbols of development, renewal
and optimism across the North East.
On Wearside, we have the new crossing
over the River Wear, which opened a year
ago, and developments such as THE BEAM
on the former Vaux site and the International
Advanced Manufacturing Park. There has also
been further investment by businesses such as
Lear Corporation, which decided to extend its
research and development facilities in Sunderland,
and Clearly Drinks, which has invested in its
plant since receiving private equity support for a
management buy-out in 2017.
Durham is getting in on the act too with a
20-year plan for the redevelopment of the current
County Hall at Aykley Heads into a business
park, and the recent conversion of Old Shire
Hall to a hotel. Businesses such as the insurance

technology innovators Honcho Markets and
innovative fabrication and machining business
Dyer Engineering have also received investment to
support growth from the Finance Durham Fund.
In Tyneside and Northumberland, development
continues with the ongoing transformation of the
former Newcastle Breweries site with the Helix
development, and we can see the change that has
taken place behind Central Station in Newcastle,
with the mix of office and leisure development as
part of the Stephenson Quarter.
Businesses such as electric powertrain experts
Avid Technology, in Cramlington, have also been
supported by significant investment injected
into their growth plans, and Newcastle-based
healthy eating chain The Naked Deli has bucked
the national trend in its sector and has started to
expand their business outside of our region.
It seems to me that across our region, ownermanaged businesses are focused on opportunity,
whatever happens with Brexit.
I am fortunate that, at Armstrong Watson, I
get to meet business owners and directors who
want to talk about the future – from how to access
finance to support growth, through to finding
the right path for the future ownership of their
business. Maybe this gives me a slightly rosetinted view on the economic confidence of our
region’s businesses. I don’t think it does, though
– do you?

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
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TEESSIDE

Wynyard Park letting
Global tank container operator M&S Logistics has leased office
space at Wynyard Business Park, Tees Valley, through joint
agents Knight Frank and Dodds Brown, who act for owners
Northumberland Estates.
A M&S Logistics spokesperson said: “When we found our new
office space at Wynyard we knew that this business park would
contribute to our employees’ motivation. It has a professional
environment, well-kept grounds and facilities that offer more than
just a work environment, like the onsite gym, child care centre and
a friendly lunch café.”
More than 65 businesses, employing more than 2000 people,
are presently located at Wynyard Business Park.

COUNTY DURHAM

Howdens joins Portobello mix
Howdens, the UK’s largest designer and manufacturer of fitted
kitchens and joinery products, has moved onto Portobello Trade
Park, in Birtley, from where it is operating a new 5,612 sq ft depot
after agreeing a 15-year lease.
The deal, which was brokered by the industrial agency team at
Naylors Gavin Black joint agents with HTA Real Estate, means only
one of the 15 units remains available on the 6.5-acre site being
developed by Durham-based Ravensworth Property Developments,
with support from the North East Local Enterprise Partnership and
the European Regional Development Fund.
Keith Stewart, partner at Naylors Gavin Black said: “We are

The location provides great accessibility for customers and strong

very pleased to have completed the letting to Howdens which

visibility for tenants, so we are confident that a tenant for the final

brings even greater diversity to this recently established trade park.

unit will be signed up in the coming months.”

NEWCASTLE

Planning consent for major Newcastle city centre
office scheme
Newcastle City Council planning committee has approved plans by
developers Marrico Asset Management and Helios Real Estate for

The 21-storey residential tower and new 12-storey office

a new 12 storey Grade A office building within a mixed use scheme

block will face onto Gallowgate and will complement the recent

next to St James’ Park football ground and positioned at the head

regeneration in the surrounding area and will accentuate the

of St James’ Boulevard and Gallowgate.

gateway site.”

The striking 134,562 sq ft building will feature large floor plates
with nine floors of the 11 office floors offering 12,368 sq ft each.
Trevor Cartner, Helios Real Estate said: “The £90 million
development at Strawberry Place scheme will provide four high-
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quality buildings completing the redevelopment of Gallowgate.

“This will be exceptional space in a very high profile location
close to the Gallowgate and Newcastle Helix business quarters,”
adds letting agent Aidan Baker, director, BNP Paribas Real Estate,
joint agent with Sanderson Weatherall.
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O PINION – CHRIS D O BS O N

What the Waterstons HQ
means to Aykley Heads
Following the opening of Waterstons’ bespoke Durham City headquarters at Aykley Heads Business Park, Chris
Dobson assesses the impact the arrival of this UK business and IT consultancy will have on the wider office market

Aykley Heads is a business address with occupiers
including Atom Bank, North East England
Chamber of Commerce, Swinburne Maddison,
Business Durham, Durham City Incubator, Honcho,
Intelligence Fusion and the headquarters of
Durham Constabulary.
Since Durham County Council became a
unitary authority in 2009, there has been a focus
on the economic performance of the county and
the importance of economic growth in securing a
sustainable future for its communities.
Research into the potential of Aykley Heads
as a strategic employment site showed the site
provided an opportunity for private investment,
support the growth of jobs and address the lack of
a commercial business quarter in Durham City.
With this potential, the council agreed in
principle to the release of the Aykley Heads site
as a strategic employment site. Site assessment

development and regeneration projects in the city

plan released last year showing the scale and

and across the county.

opportunity of this unique development.
At the time of writing, the masterplan is being

In the city centre, significant projects are opening
or beginning on site, including Riverwalk, a £30

updated in preparation for the submission of a

million re-development with a variety of restaurants,

planning application ‘to create one of the best

shops, six-screen Odeon cinema and public

business parks in the North East.’

spaces; Milburngate, the 450,000 sq ft mixed use

Stuart Timmis, head of development and
housing at Durham County Council, explains:
“The development of Aykley Heads as a business

development of new office, residential, retail and
leisure; and The Fram Well office building.
Subject to planning, phases one and two at

quarter is a significant opportunity to attract new

Aykley Heads will deliver 46,000 sq m of office

businesses to the region.

space with amenities.

“We know that sites like this are few and far
between and therefore are in great demand.”

To release this prime development location as
a major regeneration opportunity, Durham County

“It’s a short walk to the mainline station, with

Council will vacate its current headquarters site to

connections to London and Edinburgh, and to

move to a new, more modern base in the heart of

Durham City, with its UNESCO World Heritage

Durham city centre towards the end of 2021.

Status, as well as a UK top five university with all
the talent that brings.
“Subject to planning, we’re very keen to realise
the potential of this unique site.”
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Aykley Heads is part of a number of

and viability work was carried out and a master-

Independent research shows half of all
businesses looking to locate in the North East
would consider Durham but that there are
insufficient premises for business growth. So

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

Aykley Heads is seen as a massive opportunity to

engineering and construction, higher education,

create jobs.

distribution and transport and housing.

The potential numbers are impressive – up to

The company’s new Aykley Heads office

6000 high-quality private sector jobs, such as

epitomises Waterstons ‘people first’ culture with

finance, banking, legal services and technology all

colleagues playing a key role in its design.

bringing wider benefits and a £400 million boost
to the whole county.
Further development of the site will help

Seen as “an embodiment of its collaborative
culture,” the new office is helping to drive success
as it works towards “the common goals of

Durham retain talented young people, giving them

growth, innovation and providing the best service

jobs and opportunities, supporting graduate spin-

for clients.”

offs and research and development.

Designed to enhance ‘task-based’ working,

So what of Waterstons?

Waterstons’ new office provides a flexible working

They will tell you they are an IT consultancy

environment with zoned work areas, integrated

with a keen business focus.
“We’re open and honest, we’ll challenge you
when you need challenging and we’ve been
around for over twenty-five years, so we really do
know what we’re doing.
“We’re only interested in doing work that has

technology and systems to support smarter team
working and encourages more circulation and
interaction between colleagues.
Michael Stirrup, finance director at Waterstons,
said: “Our new office is fantastic.
“GT3 Architects, Identity Consult and Project

a proven business benefit in at least one of the 5

Interiors, in collaboration with our people, have

Ways, so you can be sure that you’ll get a return

created a much improved and dynamic space to

on your investment with us.”

facilitate interactive and creative sessions, both

Corporate mantra to one side, Waterstons is
one of the top employers and business and IT
consultancies in the North East with a global client

with our colleagues and our customers.
“It is the blueprint for all of our future offices.”
Brian Archer, managing director of Business

base. In 2018, Waterstons achieved a turnover

Durham. says: “We’re delighted to see a

of over £11.7 million and a 64 per cent increase

successful company such as Waterstons reaffirm

in profitability. This year it will recruit 20 new

its commitment to Durham and contribute to the

graduates, placement students and apprentices.

ongoing success of Aykley Heads Business Park.

Currently, Waterstons employs 166 consultants
with significant growth plans across its Durham,
London and Glasgow offices.
The company, which provides technology-

“Like Waterstons, we recognise it’s the people
behind the business that matter the most.
“Community spirit is strong in this part of the
world and businesses here are rooted in their local

based solutions to improve performance and

communities, providing many opportunities to

competitive edge, serves clients across a range

support and have a significant impact on the lives

of sectors, including manufacturing, architecture,

of other businesses, organisations and people.”
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The high street of
the future
Newcastle architecture practice ADP is helping to revitalise the high street into a place for health, happiness and
where the experience economy can thrive

and valued places they once were.
Newcastle-based architecture practice ADP
is working with developers, funds and asset
managers to explore how best to convert retail
property. Often, upper levels once used for
storage provide residential opportunities, and as
voids inevitably open and tenants look for deals,
leftover space becomes – in relative terms – more
valuable.
ADP director and urban designer Graeme
Feechan reflects: “The introduction of residential
properties in these areas is often challenging
in planning terms, including the provision of
suitable access, privacy, daylight, amenity and
environmental separation, but the incentives in
Much is made of the demise of the high street,

terms of stabilising investments, lengthening the

as major chain stores struggle to deal with the

hours of activity and increasing footfall for the

fundamental changes in the way we transact.

businesses that remain are considerable.”

Soundbites give the impression that the

Health is moving to the high street too, and

high street is dying, and can only be saved if

ADP has been active across the UK, creating

landlords and councils are benevolent. Years

everything from Wellbeing Hubs (combining health

of consumerism made retail the favourite of

and leisure facilities) to dental surgeries – filling

investors and town planners: almost by stealth,

space in buildings previously occupied by select

our once rich and vibrant town centres appealed

high street brands.

to just a small section of society – and were often
indistinguishable from each other.
A lack of housing was accompanied by a lack
of almost any facilities that would make a place
liveable, and town centres became unattractive,

The team, led by Newcastle director Amrit
Naru, is currently working on more than
20 schemes for local dental provider NEO
Orthodontics Ltd.
A new approach by NHS England to

unsafe, and nearly uninhabitable between 6pm

commissioning services has enabled NEO to

and 9am.

redevelop properties across the south of England,
in locations such as Sevenoaks, Banstead,
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Emerging opportunities

Folkestone and Rye. The dental provider is

The good news is that transactions other than the

delivering orthodontic services from the high

sale of goods – including performance, education,

street – on the doorstep of thousands of patients

healthcare, fitness, craft and countless others –

in the south of England.

are now returning. Invariably, our high streets are

Sunil Mehra, head of real estate at NEO

the best connected places we have, and current

Orthodontics Ltd, says: “Launching multiple

challenges provide landlords, communities,

practices simultaneously from scratch is a

businesses, cities and architects with a rare

challenging task but especially over such a large

opportunity to recapture the rich, dense, vibrant

geographic area. Therefore, assembling the right

team was critical to our success. ADP partnered

and combine this with an established shopping

seamlessly with our key advisors to ensure that

and dining destination to create an experience

mobilisation was plain sailing from concept to

that is unmatched in the UK today.”

construction.”
Out-of-town retail park owners have also
responded to the challenges by aggressive

Mixed-use and mindful

Wellbeing has risen to the top of almost every

diversification, finding new combinations of

agenda, and collocating services creates both

activities and 24-hour uses to bolster their retail

efficiencies and opportunities. Combining

parks.

multiple GP surgeries under one roof enables

Destination shopping centre Lakeside,

services and spaces to be centralised; teaming

Thurrock, for example, is currently building a

up medical facilities with leisure services creates

multi-million-pound leisure complex.

a pathway between diagnosis, treatment and

The original shopping centre was the first

aftercare. Communities are created.

out-of-town retail venue to be built in Essex, way

For several towns in the south east, new

back in October 1990, and owners intu are now

Wellbeing Centres are in development that

adding a flagship Hollywood Bowl, American

deliver precisely that.

diner and trampoline park.
Alongside these, ADP is delivering the fit-out

Delivered through the Clear Sustainable
Futures Partnership (CSF), the projects have

of a Nickelodeon Centre at Lakeside – the first

brought a fresh perspective to ADP’s thinking on

of its kind in the UK and spread across 50,000

healthy cities and healthy minds.

sq ft of space. The centre launches this autumn

So much so that a new research project is

and will contain a variety of interactive adventure

in development, identifying just what makes a

zones, divided into different areas and featuring

‘mindful estate’.

popular characters such as SpongeBob

Amrit reflects: “As a national practice we’re

SquarePants, Dora the Explorer and many more.

supported by dedicated sector specialists

The scheme has been delivered in partnership

in all our key work areas – not least health,

with The Parques Reunidos Group (PRG), one of

higher education and schools. It’s the perfect

the leading leisure park operators in the world.

opportunity to combine their skills and insight to

ADP is supporting the Spanish PRG team in the

evaluate both what makes an estate work well,

UK.

and how we build wellness into the estate.”

Martin Breeden, development director at into

ADP
Photos: (left) Entertainment at
Nickelodeon Lakeside, (above)
Amrit Naru and Graeme Feechan
(ADP directors)
www.adp-architecture.com

The team is currently working with third sector

says: “We’re excited to be able to bring together

partners to scope the project, with more detail to

the best-in-class family entertainment concept

come in 2020.
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What are your green
credentials?
Rob Hamilton, senior project manager at George F. White, tells us why it’s essential the commercial rented sector has
a properly planned and costed strategy to address Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards

George F. White
Please get in touch if you would
like any advice on energy
efficiency, renewable generation,
or would like any information on
our other commercial services.
www.georgefwhite.co.uk
@GeorgeFWhite
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In June of this year, the UK became the first major
economy to pass laws to bring all greenhouse gas
emissions to net zero by 2050. It’s an ambitious
target that’s going to reach into all sectors.
From tackling the challenge of decarbonising
our transport and heating systems, to increasing
our power generation from renewables, there is a
need for coordinated action to ensure that clean
growth forms a key part of our industrial strategy.
More ambitious still, in April of this year,
Newcastle followed Durham and Sunderland in
declaring a climate emergency and setting its own
target to be carbon neutral by 2030.
There is clearly an aim to lead from the front
when it comes to tackling climate change. The
North East is already a net exporter of electricity,
producing more power than it uses, but as a
region we are still seeking to exceed the national
targets.
When apportioning blame to the ‘climate
emergency’, it is easy to look to big industry;
however, buildings in the UK are responsible for
40 per cent of the total carbon emissions and
account for 40 per cent of the national energy
demand. Increasing energy efficiency in buildings
has been a vital part of the Government’s strategy
to reach their emissions targets. It should be clear
to everyone that the easiest route to net zero is to
simply use less energy.
Improvements in the commercial rented sector
have been targeted through the Minimum Energy
Efficiency Standards, introduced in April of last
year. The ‘MEES’ regulations state that properties
with the lowest energy ratings, F and G, must
carry out measures to improve the rating of the
property before it renews or enters into a new
tenancy. These standards will also apply to all
existing tenancies from 2023, capturing long-term
commercial leases. We estimate that 20 per cent
of commercial property in England and Wales
will fall below this standard, and the sector has
been described by the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy as a “huge
untapped area for improvements.”
Although the MEES regulations do not apply

to the sale of properties, we have seen a number
of lenders increasingly concerned by low EPC
ratings, and in some cases have required that the
minimum standards are exceeded with a rating
of a D for finance to be made available. This is
to safeguard against the expectation that the
standards may be raised further to a D rating by
2025, and a C rating by 2030.
Property owners must look to their existing
portfolio to understand their immediate,
and longer-term exposure to potential costs
associated with required improvement measures.
A properly planned and costed strategy will
ensure that the benefits of improvements can
be maximised, rather than aiming for minimum
compliance or using exceptions as a short-term
fix.
Properties marketed with an EPC rating just
above the threshold may become unattractive to
potential tenants with an increasing emphasis on
‘green credentials’, and a realisation that more
efficient buildings can significantly reduce running
costs.
There are many ways to improve EPC ratings,
from installing efficient heating and cooling
systems, to replacing lighting following a properly
calculated lighting design. We would encourage
all property owners to seek professional advice
early to fully understand the opportunities
available.

A D V E R TIS ING F E ATU RE – B UI LT EN VI R O N M E N T – SADL E R B R O WN AR C H I T E C T UR E

Regents Gate Homes plan
great things for Gosforth
Regents Gate Homes is collaborating with Sadler Brown Architecture and Curtis PDC to transform the former
Sanderson Hospital site on North Avenue in Gosforth into an exciting, modern 37-home community

Gosforth-based Regents Gate Homes may
be a new name on the property scene, but its
planned developments are putting them on the
map as a housebuilder for the future – from its
first project, Regents Plaza Apartments, due
for completion in spring next year, to its latest
venture, the residential development of the
former Sanderson Hospital on North Avenue,
Gosforth.
Working with Sadler Brown Architecture
and Curtis PDC, the masterplan for the former

groundcover and shrubs for all-round seasonal

Sanderson Hospital is to build 37 new dwellings

appeal. There will also be new tree planting,

around a central, landscaped garden. There

and existing mature trees and shrubbery will be

will be a mix of housing types and styles, which

retained wherever possible.

perfectly reflect the cosmopolitan make-up of

Tony Harmieson, managing director of Sadler

Gosforth and will provide ideal housing solutions

Brown Architecture, explains the thinking behind

for a range of homeowners.

the project: “Those who know the site may

There are 13 luxury detached homes
planned, with four or five bedrooms and as
the discerning buyer would expect from the

remember the old hospital building before it was
demolished in 2010.
“We have designed a range of stunning

Channel 4 Grand Designs architect, all feature

homes for use in the 21st Century while

clever design features offering something just

remaining mindful of what was there before and

a little bit different. Two of the detached homes

the environment in which this new development

are designed as Dutch bungalows and can if

will stand.

required offer complete ground floor living.

“Sadler Brown Architecture is immensely

A terrace of spacious contemporary

proud of its contribution to the project and we

townhouses feature to the north of the site and

wish it every success.”

there are two blocks of large two and three-bed

Gary Morton, managing director of the Morton

apartments.

Group and Regents Gate Homes, adds:

All the houses have private gardens and the
apartments have shared outdoor space.
A vitally important part of the redevelopment

“Knowing the important history of the site and
part it has played in the life and times of Gosforth

Regents Gate Homes
www.regentsgatehomes.co.uk
Sadler Brown Architecture
www.architects-group.com

and the wider community, we have been careful

of the site has been the consideration given

to ensure our plans have considered this and

to the landscaping. In addition to the garden

we build something that this beautiful location

spaces and in keeping with the original layout

is worthy of. We want the people who buy our

of the site, the houses are laid out in a square

homes to enjoy the highest standard of living in a

overlooking a beautifully designed central

house that is very much their home.

green. This area includes seating, recreational

“We anticipate starting on site before the end of

and activity space and sensory spaces with a

2019 and working with Sanderson Young, our

diverse range of textures, scented and colourful

sales agents, another local Gosforth business.”
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Bringing architecture
and environmental
psychology together
Firm believers that the quality of life is reflected in the quality of place, GT3 Architects is approaching its recent RIBA
Future Place commission for Gateshead town centre with a mix of both architecture and environmental psychology
Gateshead Council was announced as one of
five RIBA Future Place partners at MIPIM earlier
this year and set about the creation of a brief
that would complement the extensive investment
opportunities at the Gateshead Quays and Baltic
Quarter with a focus for this project on the town
centre.

GT3 ARCHITECTS
www.gt3architects.com
@_GT3Architects
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With Gateshead Council’s Thrive Agenda at
its heart, GT3 Architects’ task is to guide the
creation of a lively and connected town centre,
which promotes a better quality of life, increased
opportunities for social interaction and ultimately,
as a place where people can prosper.
The council’s focus on people and the diverse
communities that exist within the borough and
around the town centre was particularly evident at
the recent Met Club networking event at the Hilton
Newcastle Gateshead.
At the event, Gateshead Council chief
executive Sheena Ramsey and service director
of property and design Peter Udall set out their
ambitious and considered plans to shape a
borough that helps people flourish.
In response to the brief, GT3 Architects has
compiled an internal project team. It includes
architects expert in the crafting of communityoriented spaces and places, a community
engagement lead, an experienced communicator

and an environmental psychologist.
To reflect the council’s objectives to improve
wellbeing and opportunity, Carys ThomasOsborne, who joined GT3 Architects this summer
following completion of an MSc in Environmental
Psychology, is providing a human-focused
analysis that aims to really get under the skin
of what success looks like for the people of
Gateshead.
Carys will use her expertise and understanding
of how design affects human behaviour to add
weight and strength to the creation of a sense of
identity and belonging as the project progresses.
“Environmental psychology has the potential to
positively impact different areas of our Gateshead
Town Centre Future Place project,” she says.
“Our research methods mean we can really
understand what people need, want and crave
and we can find themes that allow the architects
here to make better informed design decisions.
“When people feel like they have been listened
to, they are far more likely to get on board with a
scheme,” continues Carys.
“In keeping with the council’s ambitions to
improve wellbeing, listening and consultation, it
gives people a sense of power and ownership,
which reduces stress levels during major changes.
“Further, our approach to data analysis means
we can provide clear yet detailed illustrated
documentation to our clients to underpin our work
and help them achieve future internal buy-in and
support.” The move to employ Carys comes as
part of GT3 Architects’ mission to increase the
value it offers to clients.
Already with a proven design methodology,
interior design team and a strategic brief writing
service to support clients in the development
of their projects – in addition to the growing
team of architects and technologists within
the organisation – the recent addition of
environmental psychology supports GT3
Architects’ efforts to understand the science of
good design and give clients tangible outputs.

A D V E R TIS ING F E AT UR E – B UI LT E N V I R O N M EN T – N AY L O R S G AVI N B L AC K L L P

Take the stress out of
property ownership
The recent formation of Naylors Gavin Black LLP has established one of the region’s largest property management
teams. Here, the firm’s associate partner Katy Clark explains how the team helps property owners maximise returns

Our property management team, which operates
from the Naylors Gavin Black head office
in Newcastle city centre, has 11 dedicated
members of staff who are highly trained to offer a
range of specialist services.
Property management: The team acts for a
wide range of landlords to take on all day-

to-day property management issues such as
administering service charge budgets, managing

risks, maximise income return through active

contracts and the organisation of reactive and

management, and, where appropriate, identify

planned maintenance. We have a 24-hour help

when an asset may be suitable for disposal at

desk facility to professionally cater to any tenant

the highest value. In addition to the initial plan,

issues that can arise.

we also provide a monthly management report
and quarterly asset management review.

Facilities management: Our facilities

management (FM) team prepare specifications
and tender contracts where works are required

Financial accounts: Our dedicated accounts

team will report to clients monthly and quarterly

to a property within the management portfolio.

on all income and expenditure, provide the

We also negotiate contract renewals directly with

necessary information to complete VAT returns,

utility companies to ensure best value and that

reconcile all income and expenditure, and liaise

any statutory compliance issues are identified

with client accountants on year-end reports. We

and addressed.

can also provide clients with a cashflow for each
building or portfolio.

Occupier FM: Naylors Gavin Black also offers a

specialist FM service for property occupiers. The

At Naylors Gavin Black, we have the figures to

service is tailored to each occupier’s individual

illustrate the strength and scale of our property

needs and takes the administration headache

management department:

away so the client can concentrate on their core

• A dedicated team of 11 people

business activities. This service includes a review

• More than 140 properties under management

of leases and supplier contracts, as well as

• Currently acting for in excess of 65 clients

advising on how best to procure services.

• Geographical spread of instructions spanning
from Aberdeen to Yeovil

Asset management: We work with landlords
to agree and then deliver a clear plan for

maximising the return from their property asset

• Average annual rent roll collected is £26 million
• Service Charge funds managed exceed £2.75
million per annum

with our asset management plan. An asset

Effective property management should form

management plan will identify all of the risks

an integral part of any property owner and

and opportunities for each individual property

occupier’s business strategy and if executed

and provide a course of action to help minimise

properly, can have a significant outcome.

Naylors Gavin Black
If you are looking for a hands-on
property management service
that is unrivalled in the North
East, contact Katy Clark on
0191 232 7030 or email katy@
naylorsgavinblack.co.uk
www.naylorsgavinblack.co.uk
hello@naylorsgavinblack.co.uk
0191 232 7030
@NaylorsGB
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Building success through
solid foundations
Paul Watson, Esh Group’s executive director, began his career as a quantity surveyor with Monk Construction 32
years ago. He has worked in the North East, Yorkshire and the Humber contracting industry ever since. Having
experienced significant industry change throughout this period, and significant business expansion during his 20
years with Esh, Paul now heads up the commercial and social new build and property refurbishment repair and
maintenance divisions of Esh Construction — the group’s main contracting arm. Here, he shares the board’s vision
for the company as he helps to prepare Esh for its next phase
in schemes such as the Tees, Esk and Wear
Valleys Foundation NHS Trust Framework. We
are one of three appointed to the Trust’s five-year
capital spend framework.
We were also appointed as lead contractor
for the next phase of Sunderland’s multi-millionpound project to improve Sunderland’s road
network — Sunderland Strategic Transport
Corridor Phase 3 (SSTC3). This £35.5 million
design and build contract for the city’s council
includes utility upgrades and the construction of
nine retaining structures.

Esh Group
www.eshgroup.co.uk
@esh_group
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A clear vision
Esh Group works hard to be the local employer
and contractor of choice in the North East and
the Tees Valley. We do this by fostering strong
employee, client, consultant and supply chain
relationships that are built on mutual trust,
confidence, satisfaction and respect — while
delivering sustainable cash-backed profitability to
our shareholders.
We’re in good shape as a business; this year
has been profitable, and we expect to be debt
free by the year end. We also have a record order
book that’s built on a solid foundation of repeat
business heading into 2020. This momentum has
been achieved through solid strategy — focusing
on larger and longer-term repeat business
schemes and frameworks that play to our local
core strengths. This allows us to plan more
effectively and deliver more efficiently.
Recent local blue-chip contract and new
framework wins are testament to the progress
we are making. Our capabilities and the growing
reputation we have in the marketplace are evident

Right people lead the way
Key to our success is having the right people
in the right positions and the right culture within
the business. Where other companies may bid
on every available job, we understand our core
competencies and, maybe more importantly,
our limitations, so we are very methodical in our
bidding process. We are working hard to develop
and enhance our reputation with our workforce,
our clients, consultants and supply chain.
We believe we are well placed in the market
and in a strong position to achieve our objectives.
We have a well-informed group of shareholders
who have supported our change programme and
we pride ourselves on having a strong balance
sheet standing at £36 million, with more than £13
million of that in cash.
Couple that with our highly capable team, our
enviable project pipeline and our private housing
business, which is well established across the
North East, and our business is well positioned to
drive forward our clear and deliverable strategy in
markets that, despite Brexit, continue to provide
long-term visibility and sustainability.
We are proud of our success in reshaping Esh
over the last two years and we’re excited about
what we will achieve with our partners going
forward.

A D V E R T I SI N G F EAT UR E – B UI LT EN VI R O N M E N T – DPP PL AN N I N G

Pivotal planning
Several of the North East’s major redevelopment sites are flourishing – thanks to DPP Planning

Buildings are continuing to emerge from the
ground with real confidence and credibility in the
North East and one of the reasons for this is the
many remarkable and passionate voices leading
the charge for progression and confidence in the
region. But one name crops up again and again
– DPP Planning.
Quietly playing a pivotal role in some of the
North East’s most ambitious schemes, the
DPP team’s portfolio includes developments
at Hadrian’s Tower, Brett Oils Wharf, Quayside
West, Milburngate, Freeman’s Reach & Aykley
Heads, to name but a few.
Led by company directors Faith Folley and
Jo Robison, their belief that the North East
is a vital and dynamic region is evident in the
scale of change created by these significant
schemes. The Newcastle-based team continue
to secure planning permissions for sites that
play an essential part in ensuring that the region
continues to grow and showcase itself as an
innovative place to live, work and play.
Having built up an enviable reputation over the
last ten years, the team at DPP Planning expect

Milburngate on the Wear in Durham and new

to deliver planning permissions for development

Leisure Centres across Northumberland are

of upwards of 1 million square metres of

set to deliver transformative change for the

regenerated land, creating 11,600 new jobs and

region with attractive buildings, distinctive public

delivering more than £740 million of investment

spaces, contemporary sporting facilities, new

into the North East over the next two years. Their

housing and commercial space that generate a

determination to transform the region’s skyline

positive economic impact for all.

and economic fortunes for the better is what
motivates Jo, Faith and their team.
Director Jo Robison, who was recently
promoted to DPP’s board, says: “We have a
strong collaborative culture, and we focus on

Newcastle’s tallest building, Hadrian’s Tower,
currently under construction, is a typical example
of DPP’s collaborative approach as director Faith
Folley explains:
“By working in partnership with some of the

creating effective partnerships with key clients,

region’s best developers and design teams,

stakeholders and the best technical experts so

many of DPP’s developments set the bar high

we can deliver through consensus.

and showcase a definite and confident move

“We love what we do and are passionate

DPP Planning
www.dppukltd.com

away from the region’s industrial past. Hadrian’s

about delivering quality and real change to

Tower demonstrates the commitment to

people, spaces and places in the North East.”

creating iconic buildings and deservedly shining

Iconic Projects like Quayside West on the Tyne in

a spotlight on the North East nationally and

Newcastle, Brett Wharf on Gateshead Riverside,

internationally”.
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INT ER VIEW – BEN HU NTE R

Viewpoint
North East Times’ property writer Chris Dobson talks to Ben Hunter, director at Silverstone Building Consultancy,
about the first ten years of the business and the way ahead
You and your co-director Richard Farrey

leased four floors at 19 Grey Street. This

How would you describe reaching this

timescale. How has this been achieved?

celebrated your tenth anniversary this year.
landmark?

seems meteoritic growth in such a short
Our growth has been relatively conservative

In one word – fast! The last ten years have passed

and planned over the last ten years. We have

very quickly, and the business has matured

grown our turnover and then invested this into

considerably during this time. We set out to

creating new jobs, which has, in turn, led to further

create a small business that is run like a larger

growth as the new members of the team learned

corporate. In most areas of our business we have

the Silverstone way and developed their own

succeeded in doing this with organised systems of

capabilities. By the time we left Milburn House,

working and a strong commitment to ‘continuous

we were rather cosy. Grey Street has provided a

improvement’ as per the Kaizen approach.

great opportunity for us to grow, creating space for
meeting rooms, a library/research room and better

Building consultancy covers a broad range of

facilities for the team, which include a part-time

services to the built environment sector. Is it a

gym on the fourth floor.

particular project or do they cherry pick using,

Tell me more about the Grey Street offices.

One of Silverstone’s unique selling points is that

acting as contract administrator to design and

case of a typical client using all services on a
perhaps, just dilapidations, for example?

we specialise in building consultancy and do not
have a conflict of interest with agents or valuers
when working on a particular property transaction

I understand you first saw the space when

comprehensively and sympathetically restore
the listed premises to a very good standard?

Our client, St Cuthbert Estates, owns the freehold

or project. The majority of our turnover comes

of 19 Grey Street. We were instructed to review the

from the core service lines of building surveys,

condition of the property following the departure

project management, dilapidations and contract

of the previous tenant. At that moment we saw an

administration. Some clients know us for only one

opportunity to consider the space for Silverstone’s

of the service lines as this is what they regularly

own use. The building was in a poor state of repair

turn to us for. As a commercially-minded team,

internally and externally. It has proven to be a good

we regularly discuss having empathy for the wider

case study for us showing how we can restore an

business issues facing our clients and try to work

existing building, which is listed with the associated

out how our skills can assist them in making key

restrictions, into a building that is fit for purpose

business decisions. Most businesses operate from

for a modern occupier. The building has great

premises that require investment to buy, maintain,

character and we receive many compliments from

adapt, refurbish or sell. So while we may initially

visitors.

be approached for a building survey, once we
understand the client’s business, we can often
also assist them with other issues relating to their
property.

I take it these offices are your headquarters.

Does this mean your focus is restricted just to
the North East?

Two years ago we anticipated we would benefit
I see you first established an office in Milburn
House, Dean Street, but two years later you
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from having a larger geographical presence. We
live here, work here and have good commercial

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

and business networks here. We wanted to
attract clients from London, Edinburgh and
potentially abroad who want to invest and
work with property in the North of England. We
therefore felt a presence in Leeds would benefit
us in attracting clients who are based outside of
the region. I was very familiar with Leeds, having
worked there for six years of my early career,
and it is very accessible. We have appointed
Ben Rennocks as a director of the business
and opened an office in Park Square. Ben is a
director of the whole business and the ethos
of the company is to work as a team helping
one another. We have also recently appointed a
non-executive director, David Nurser. David lives
in London and used to run a larger but similar
business to Silverstone. David has brought
experience at board level and is constantly
encouraging, while keeping us on our toes.
Are you just focused on commercial
property?

Silverstone Building Consultancy is focused
on commercial property and this is our core

and needed an independent view on this from

business. Over two years ago we established a

suitably qualified chartered surveyors. We

subsidiary company called Silverstone Residential

recently project managed the construction of a

Surveys Limited. This was in response to regular

new purpose-built automotive facility for a French

requests to undertake residential surveys. We

company called SNOP, which is a tier one supply

built a business model with the benefit of IT

company to Nissan. The project value was £15

platforms and employed a dedicated residential

million, and the building extends to 194,000 sq

surveyor.

ft. The scheme was designed, tendered and a
contractor appointed within a short six-month

I am sure readers would be interested in

timeframe, with the project commencing in

me through some of your larger contracts

are also working on a contract administration

your current instructions. Could you take

June 2018 and completing in July 2019. We

and timescale associated with them?

project for the Alan Shearer Centre, a new build

Last year we undertook inspections for Aldi

student accommodation scheme in Newcastle

supermarkets. This included 76 stores in

city centre, a major industrial refurbishment for

Scotland and approaching 100 stores around

Chinese car parts manufacturer Minth Group,

the Midlands area. Aldi wanted confirmation of

and a second warehouse refurbishment project

condition of certain elements of their properties

for a high-end retailer.

Silverstone Building
Consultancy

www.silverstonebc.com
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Regional communications
infrastructure requires
significant investment
The North East, despite the size of its central conurbation, sits with a begging bowl in an effort to get essential
investment from Central Government

Developing Consensus
Author: Gavin Black, Naylors
Gavin Black. Other working
group members are Charlie
Hoult, Hoults Yard; Chris
Dobson, Dobson Marketing;
Angus White, Naylors Gavin
Black and Mark Thompson,
Ryder Architecture.
www.developingconsensus.com
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The North East has an east coast plain
that facilitates rail and road north/south
communications, with valleys that link with
the west side of the country, two international
airports, a thriving Metro system across Tyne and
Wear and ports both large and small.
On the face of it this looks to be an
infrastructure that should be the envy of many
parts of the UK. As a location for business and
investment there is much to be said for the North
East.
And yet, despite the size of its central
conurbation based on Newcastle, its access to
central Scotland and the M62 corridor to the
south, the region sits with a begging bowl in an
effort to get essential investment from Central
Government.
Improvements to the A1M have been a piecemeal affair with the most recent investment being
six-lanes in part on the Newcastle/Gateshead
Western Bypass. It soon returns to a congested
dual-carriageway and finally ‘country lane’ status
north of Morpeth, a long-distance choke point
apart from the short section of dual carriageway
at Alnwick until the dual carriageway north of
Berwick is reached.
This serves to emphasise the imbalance
between the North East and both the central belt
of Scotland and the M62 corridor to the south.
In essence, our links with Leeds for example are
just reaching an acceptable standard but our links
with Edinburgh remain sub-standard yet there is
a six-lane motorway connecting Manchester and
Glasgow on the west side of the country – and
has been for years.
Connectivity is key certainly if the government’s
‘free port’ proposal is to move forward. Welcomed
by the British Ports Association (BPA), it says it
has developed “ambitious complementary Port
Enterprise and Development Zone proposals”.
After all ports “are gateways for 95 per cent of the
UK’s international trade” and in the North East we
have two major ports – Teesport and Port of Tyne.

The BPA adds: “At the Port of Tyne a site
could support advanced manufacturing through
a multiple site designation a ‘virtual free port’
which could include local manufacturers such as
Nissan.” Developing Consensus concurs with this
saying the vital element is seamless access to any
major infrastructure facility be it port or airport.
The region has first-class rail access via
the East Coast route which is now seeing the
introduction of the new Azuma rolling stock into
London North Eastern Railway’s (LNER) new
fleet. Built by Hitachi’s UK manufacturing team at
Newton Aycliffe, the Azuma employs Japanese
bullet train technology.
This is a terrific step forward for the East Coast
Mainline. What is required is a fully dualled road
connection to Scotland, a dualled connection
west to the M6 not just for North East business
to access markets in the North West but for
Scottish businesses to access our regional ports
in particular.
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Chorus of approval
for NBS
Few North East firms can claim to have had a greater impact on the built environment than NBS. Now a global
exporter of digital construction platforms, Richard Dawson speaks to director of technical information, Tina Pringle,
about its latest innovation, NBS Chorus

businesses early stages, they worked closely with
a Software Development team from Newcastle
University which then became part of the business
“That’s what started the whole digital side of the
business about 20 years ago”, explains Tina
Pringle, director of technical information at NBS.
In a relatively short time, NBS has gone from
dealing with paper-based building specifications
and manufacturing information to pioneering
globally recognised digital workflow platforms.
NBS can now confidently claim to be global
influencers in the digital construction industry.
One of its latest innovations is their cloud-based
specification platform, NBS Chorus. Developed
in the North East, Chorus is a collaborative
specification platform which allows all the different
stakeholders involved in the design, supply and
construction of a building to share one workflow.
As director of the technical information team
– ensuring that Chorus has all of the latest
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The Old Post Office building in Newcastle has

construction, content, standards and regulations

been sending information around the world since

– Tina Pringle has been part of the team central

the mid-19th century. Its current residents, NBS, is

to its development and is still very much involved

contributing to that legacy – albeit in a very different

in the day-to-day delivery of the content in the

way.

platform.

NBS is a global technology platform for anyone

Describing the gap in the market that Chorus

involved in the design, supply and construction

fills, Tina says: “One of the big needs in the

of the built environment. Since its inception as a

construction industry is around efficiency and

subsidiary of the Royal Institute of British Architects

collaboration.

(RIBA) almost 50 years ago, it’s been the go-to

“Previously, someone would write a building

place for architects, engineers and contractors for

specification, hand it over to an engineer and then

any building specification needs.

someone would do the drawing. But Chorus has

Just last year, RIBA announced the sale of a £31.8

been able to bring that whole team together on

million stake in NBS to LDC, the private equity arm

one platform.”

of Lloyds Banking Group. That investment has

The ability for architects, engineers, surveyors

facilitated massive expansion and development

and building contractors to all have access to one

into global markets.

digital construction platform naturally increases

What’s allowed NBS to be so successful is its

the capacity for collaboration, but it also increases

early embrace of digital transformation. In the

efficiency by allowing users to process information

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

more quickly and structure that information in a
way that can be reused and revised for future
projects.
Tina continues: “With Chorus, users are able to
create a project and then store, share and reuse
knowledge and information from it alongside
managing any revisions. But it’s all in one place.”
By having that single source of information on
Chorus, users also get a timeline of accountability
so that it’s always clear what stage the project
is at, who has been working on it and what
changes have been made.
Meanwhile, products manufacturers also greatly
benefit from the digital tools NBS has to offer,
which places their products directly in front of
the right people at the right time throughout the
project timeline, while providing specifiers with
thousands of manufacturer products at their
fingertips.
This way of working is enabling an international
industry to grow. The various stakeholders in
the building process no longer need to transfer
information physically, so there’s much more
flexibility in who you can work with and where
you can work with them.

and even a handheld device, meaning that

Tina adds: “With the NBS Chorus platform, I

projects can be accessed anywhere at any time.

can be working on an Australian project in the

As a company, NBS has invested heavily in

morning, click into a UK project in the afternoon,

its software team and in technical information

and a Canadian project in the evening.”

specialists to ensure that it stays ahead of the

What’s been crucial in this process of

curve and is responsive to customer feedback –

international collaboration is the advent

which Tina describes as “brilliant”.

of Uniclass 2015 – a dynamic and unique

She says: “We have to engage with the

classification system covering all aspects of the

customers to ensure the product continues

construction industry, which NBS has led.

to fit with the needs of industry. We’re always

Chorus realises a longstanding ambition for NBS

trying to keep two steps ahead because digital

to digitalise the whole construction process.

construction has grown rapidly in a very short

Tina explains: “We can manage the information

time.”

right through the timeline from the ideas stage to

With the future of construction seeming to be

when the contractors come in to when they build

increasingly digital, NBS is well placed to supply

it and hand it over. We’re the missing link.”

the industry for years and years to come.

The platform also facilitates a much more

Tina concludes: “Our mission is to ensure that

practical, intuitive and flexible way of working on

we’re the global information platform and that

a project that simply wasn’t available previously.

we can service all of our construction and built

The Chorus is accessible on a computer, laptop

environment customers around the world.”

NBS
www.thenbs.com
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Give us some space
Nigel Scorer, director of Contents Design, tells North East Times why we need to create more inspirational
education spaces for teachers and children

that can be disposed of during austerity; it is in
fact, an essential element of effective learning
environments.
Why do we need space? The most effective
schools Contents Design has developed have
benefitted from additional learning spaces that are
outside traditional classrooms. Spaces that allow
for informal collaboration and interaction to take
place or for moments of calm, contemplation and
reflection when required. Learning spaces outside
classrooms help to improve self-confidence and
promote independent learning. We witnessed
this in the schools we designed during the BSF
(Building Schools for the Future) programme.
The BSF programme was scrapped in 2010 with
critics saying it was too costly. Whether you agree
with this or not, it is fair to say that now, we have
gone too far in the opposite direction.

Content Design
Photo (c) Kristen McCluskie
www.kristenmcluskie.com
www.contentsdesign.co.uk
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Recently, I attended the Education Estates show

We are giving teachers less space to teach and

in Manchester, which brings together people

children less space to learn, which feels like a

from education design across the world. The

step backwards, not too dissimilar to Victorian

UK Government gave several talks on subjects

schools in some cases. This does not feel right for

such as planning and new school building

future generations.

programmes and they had the difficult job of

So what can we do? Add more space, that’s

presenting updates on future plans at a time of

easy – although this will have to be paid for with

real uncertainty.

additional funding from the Government and

I left the event feeling low. While it was great

that’s not simple. We could be more innovative

catching up with friendly faces, it was depressing

with the space we have. The desire to have a

to learn about the current state of building new

positive impact on education is alive and well

schools in the UK. It made me question if we

with designers and architects, however, we need

are doing the right thing. I thought about this

the Government to buy into this new, innovative

from a teacher and a child’s perspective and

approach.

realised that, in many cases, we are taking space

We need to question how, collectively, we create

away from them. In a drive to save money, we

new inspiring schools.

are stripping away ‘unnecessary’ spaces from

Ironically, we have to look to the past to see good

educational institutions such as outdoor spaces

examples of building schools for the future. We

and indoor teaching and learning spaces. Our

need to get back to a more sustainable approach

job as designers and architects should be to

to school design, inspiring environments that

have a positive impact on education, not a

allow both teachers and children to thrive and

negative one. Space is not an ‘unnecessary’ item

excel, triggering their appetite for lifelong learning.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – FINANCE
Vertem

THE PLIGHT OF HOUSEBUILDERS –
IS IT ALL ABOUT BREXIT?
Ekra Mir, investment associate at Jesmond-based independent stockbroker Vertem, looks at FTSE
350 housebuilders and asks if Brexit is the only issue impacting their share price

O

f the many aspects of the British
economy that have suffered from
the prolonged debate and delay
to Brexit, it is becoming clear
that the daunting decision of
buying a house has been critically affected.
The political whirlwind has caused multiple
pauses across the UK as Brits find themselves
‘waiting for Brexit’ to happen before they make
spending decisions, but one of the most significant
purchases of most people’s lives – buying a house
– has clearly been severely impacted.
September has typically been a month where
house prices nudge up. Or it has been for the
past nine years until 2019 when the average price
for houses up for sale has fallen by 0.2 per cent,
according to estate agent Rightmove, as sellers
struggled to entice the Brexit-cautious Brits.

“Regardless of the criticism it
received, whether you were
wealthy or genuinely in need
of the Help to Buy Scheme, it
seems the real winners were
indeed the housebuilders, and
it shows in their share prices
from 2013 onwards”
But, that grim news appears not to have had the
same impact on the housebuilders that make up
the list of FTSE 350 companies in the household
goods and home construction sector.
During the three-year and four-month period
when the UK public decided to leave the EU from
the beginning of June 2016 up to the beginning of
92

October 2019, only three of the housebuilders that
make up the FTSE 350 home construction sector
experienced a drop in their share price, while the
remaining seven gained.
Crest Nicholson, Taylor Wimpey and McCarthy
& Stone are among the few whose share price has
suffered since Brexit. But is Brexit the cause of
their shortcomings or is the market exaggerating
the risks which UK housebuilders face in the
run-up to Brexit? This is in turn putting additional
pressure on their share prices instead of focusing
on any improvements they make and magnifying
their struggles.
McCarthy & Stone’s share price took one of the
biggest hits to a record low in June 2018 following
a trading and strategy update. This revealed an
obvious decline in reservation rates due to the
Brexit pause mentioned earlier, but also due to the
slow secondary market, which the group’s business
structure depends on as it waits for potential
house-buyers to sell their existing homes before
moving. Maybe there is a flaw in their method of
operation, as well as Brexit-related pressures?
One of the seven companies that have been able
to dodge the Brexit-bullet is Persimmon, and in
early 2019 it became the first among its peers to
deliver annual pre-tax profits over the £1 billion
threshold. However, its success came into play
long before Brexit; its saviour goes by the name of
George Osborne, former UK Chancellor.
The Help to Buy Scheme implemented by
Osborne back in 2013 – which in 2018 accounted
for circa half of Persimmon’s sales – has
undoubtedly given life to what was a troubled
sector following the recession. However, the
scheme has also been massively criticised for not
being more exclusive with regards to who was
eligible to use it, as it was revealed that a lot of
people, who were more than capable of buying
homes without help from the Government, took
advantage of it.
Regardless of the criticism it received, whether

you were wealthy or genuinely in need of the Help
to Buy Scheme, it seems the real winners were
indeed the housebuilders, and it shows in their
share prices from 2013 onwards.
In 2019, housebuilders constantly seem on edge
and appear to be faced with a growing number
of issues to reflect upon when looking into the
market and one of those focal points is stamp duty.
Housebuilders experienced something of a boost
recently, after having a difficult time dealing with
Brexit, when news surfaced describing the new
Prime Minister’s plans for stamp duty.
Boris Johnson has discussed plans to reverse
the stamp duty on homes with a higher value,
which was gradually increased between 1997 and
2014, and he also plans to increase the threshold
to £500,000. There is even talk of swapping the
liability of tax duty from being the buyer’s expense
to the seller’s expense.
This fresh stamp duty optimism was widely
welcomed by the housebuilders who gained on the
stock market when his plans were revealed.
So, where do our British housebuilders go from
here? Do they offer good value to investors or are
they still over-reliant on a Help to Buy Scheme
that must, despite several false threats, eventually
come to an end? Would a resolution to the Brexit
dilemma actually release the backlog of activity in
the housing market or has that bird now flown?
If we manage to leave the EU with a deal,
housebuilders could gain from a small increase
in house prices. On the contrary, if Boris Johnson
follows through with his promise of leaving
without a deal, house prices will not be immune
to a drastic drop, all of which is dependent on
whether the market reacts calmly and rationally,
or if it goes into a state of shock.
One thing is for sure, and as ever, the fate of the
British housebuilder lies in the British peoples’
hands. Deal or no deal, the most vital factor will
continue to be peoples’ ability to afford buying a
house.

i
VERTEM
www.vertem.co.uk
@vertemam
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIA
Ithica Films

THE BIG IDEA
Matt McGough, managing director of Ithica Films, tells North East Times that while everyone has a
story to tell, it remains paramount to make the audience feel the narrative

T
i
ITHICA FILMS
www.ithicafilms.com
@ithicafilms
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here’s an odd sea change happening.
Attention has always been key
and it’s quite a skill to be able to
tell a story in a runtime of seconds.
However, the most interesting thing
we’ve seen in 2019 has been a return to long form
content and deep storytelling.
The likes of Orsted has been producing these
for a while and we have two very different stories
in production at the moment ready for release in
early 2020.
However, the big change is the movement from
ultra-short, impactful films, to more in-depth,
Netflix-quality documentary. It’s a real hark back
to the early days of my career when the final
documentaries coming out of Tyne Tees were
happening.
Taking the pieces in play from our briefs and
identifying the need to spend time to craft a more
detailed picture of our subjects led us to only one
choice – make a doc.
Adding this back into our arsenal is a
fascinating step. In truth, it is something we’ve
been talking to people about for quite some

time and as there are two types of content –
document or create – then it makes perfect sense
to complement the creative with something that
just is. Film is always going to be a very powerful
medium.
At its best it shows us hidden meanings, pulling
together truths we didn’t know were there. It holds
up a mirror to reality, as well as being able to pull
all the little strands together to tell us something
we can relate to.
It is a brave decision to green light this type
of content, but the payoff is huge. Even just from
watching the edits come together, it’s clear that
observing humans going about their day-to-day
routine is still a fascinating experience and tells us
so much more than some of the slickest promos.
It’s still an addictive thing to view a synced
sequence following somebody for 30 minutes,
seeing what they have to say, what they don’t say,
the interruptions and the idiosyncrasies around
their world, with audiences that have so much
savvy.
To show something in its unaltered, unfiltered
state is a real joy. So far, we’ve been able to flex our
filmmaking muscles in a different way.
We still utilise the majority of our cinematic
techniques as we would for any other style of film,
but so much more is being made of just pressing
record and shooting long takes with people at the
centre of everything.
It’s something that each filmmaker learns at
university and being able to have the skills to craft
a story while it happens in front of you requires a
great deal of trust from everyone involved.
From what I’ve seen so far, it’s going to be a very
interesting way of connecting people in the next
few months and I can see more people adopting
this in 2020.
So much of the content we see and that impacts
on us is visual – it feels like it’s only just getting
started. We can never forget that the main goal
of filmmaking is to make other people feel
something.

ADVERTISING FEATURE – TECH
Sunderland Software City

BUILDING TOMORROW’S
TECH ECOSYSTEM
What does the future hold for the North East’s tech ecosystem? David Dunn, CEO at Sunderland
Software City explains

F

rom 2020 the North East needs to
focus more on start-ups (not scaleups) and more on international
collaboration (and less on interregional competition). While on the
face of it, these two things might seem contentious
or difficult to achieve, if we get them right they
will add significant value and advantage to the
wider region as a whole.
I believe for too long there has been a focus on
scale-ups; everyone is searching for those elusive
high-growth businesses. However, without a
constant flow of new, innovative start-ups, we will
not have any future scale-ups to support.
As with many policies, a return to focusing on
start-ups shows a cyclical return to the economic
policies of ten to 15 years ago – but this is no bad
thing. Focusing again on start-ups – persuading
and supporting smart, savvy people to consider
setting up a business – will this time come with
a decade’s worth of additional knowledge and
insight.
Such knowledge will help dispel the myths
that surround starting a business: that jobs have
to be surrendered to try business creation or that
running a business requires the founder to have
numerous degrees or previous experience.
Surprisingly this is valid for the tech sector
as well as broader industries. At Sunderland
Software City, we have seen a significant swing in
the last ten years by those starting businesses. In
2009 many of those seeking start-up advice were
technically proficient but perhaps lacked business
acumen. They were able to code and create
technical systems but couldn’t forecast cashflows
or sell to customers.
Nowadays many of those coming through the
door come from a broad range of backgrounds.
Chief to their desire to start a business is their
recognition and understanding of a problem. A
problem for which – if a solution is found – there
will be a sizeable market willing to pay good
money. These people may not come with technical

skills but they can raise seed finance and get their
product or service built. Indeed, many do it while
continuing their day job until a point comes where
they feel secure enough to move full-time into the
new, growing business.
Onto the point of collaboration or, more
accurately, less parochialism. The increasing
shift towards small areas of geographic control
is inevitable and, in some cases, bring welcomed
funding. But this must not lead to increased
competition for business, jobs and economic
growth.
One area cannot expect a strategy – which is
identical to an adjacent area in all but name – to
succeed unless there is collaboration, dialogue and
joint goals. And this outward-facing approach to
success shouldn’t stop at local borders.
I truly believe now is the time that broad and
ambitious plans should be put in place for the
North East – and all its constituent parts – to
cooperate internationally. By doing so we can
affect regional impact as well as making the region
a significant national and international player.

i
SUNDERLAND SOFTWARE
CITY
www.sunderlandsoftwarecity.
com
@SunSoftCity
Sunderland Software City is partfunded by the European Regional
Development Fund as part of the
Digital Innovation Partnership.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – DEVELOPMENT
Acas

MAKING WORKING LIFE BETTER
FOR EVERYONE
Alex Peel, North East Area director at workplace experts Acas highlights seven ‘levers’ to increase
productivity in the workplace

A
i
ACAS
Acas can provide bespoke
training to any organisation’s
needs and policies while
advising on current employment
legislation and best practice to
help businesses avoid costly and
lengthy employment tribunals.
To views Acas’s productivity
report visit www.acas.org.uk/
productivity
www.acas.org.uk
0330 123 1150
@acasorg
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t Acas, we believe prevention is
better than cure so we focus on
helping businesses to prevent
problems before they arise – in
turn, improving working life for
everyone in Britain.
There are now nearly 40,000 more small
business in the North East since 2010. I believe it
is vital to connect with local businesses and trade
unions to understand the day-to-day pressures
and long-term issues that organisations are facing
in the North East.
I have worked in a variety of roles at Acas and
have seen first-hand how we have developed and
evolved to reflect the changing working practices
within the North East and across the UK. Acas
is a national organisation known for providing
impartial and high-quality advice and support
to employers and employees. We are recognised
for the unique insight we have in improving
workplaces and working life.
One area that Acas is helping businesses
improve is productivity. The latest figures from the
Office for National Statistics show that output per
hour worked has continued to decline in the UK.
It slumped by 0.5 per cent in the three months
to June compared with the same period last year –
the worst performance since mid-2014.
This sustained period of declining labour
productivity represents a continuation of the UK’s
‘productivity puzzle’.
There is also an added local focus for the region.
Some experts have suggested that there is an
economic gap between North and South with the
North East having lower productivity.
Ideas to improve the situation have included
improvements to labour force skills, national
infrastructure and access to finance but the
workplace itself has often been overlooked as part
of the solution.
The workplace is where the factors of

production come together to deliver goods and
services. Therefore a well-managed, efficient and
innovative workplace can bring the improvements
in productivity that we all want to see.
I want to help get productivity to a level
where the UK can compete with the rest of the
world as it will allow us to create a strong, stable
economy and reap benefits to both employers and
employees.
Acas has identified seven ‘levers’, sometimes
overlapping and interdependent, that employers
should be aware of to improve workplace
productivity:
• W
 ell designed work: jobs and work organised in
ways that increase efficiency and make the most
of people’s skills.
• Skilled managers: managers with the confidence
and training to manage and lead effectively.
• Managing conflict effectively: systems in place to
reduce the likelihood of problems arising and to
deal with problems at every stage.
• Clarity about rights and responsibilities:
a working environment where everyone
understands their rights and responsibilities.
• Fairness: employees who feel valued and treated
fairly.
• Strong employee voice: informed employees who
can contribute and are listened to.
• High trust: relationships based on trust, with
employers sharing information at the earliest
opportunity.
These seven levers are not described in order
of their importance. Many of them overlap and
are interdependent. Nor do we assume that all
employers will need to ‘pull’ all seven levers to
improve their productivity.
Building an effective and productive workplace
that engages everyone takes time and priorities
vary between organisations.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – FINANCE
UNW

UNW STRIKES GOLD AGAIN
Newcastle-based chartered accountancy and business advisory firm UNW has recently achieved
Investors in People (IIP) Gold status for the third time

U
i
UNW
Photo: Some of UNW’s newest
recruits at the firm’s Citygate
offices
www.unw.co.uk
@UNWLLP
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NW, which employs over 115
people at its Citygate offices, was
first awarded the Investor in People
(IIP) Gold standard in 2012 and
has retained the status following
two subsequent reviews despite the framework
evolving and accreditation becoming significantly
harder to achieve.
Investors in People is an internationally
recognised standard for business improvement
through effective people management. Just 3.5
per cent of businesses in the North East have
been presented with an IIP accreditation and,
throughout the UK, only 735 of accredited
businesses have been awarded the ‘Gold standard.’
Steve Lant, a partner at UNW, says: “We don’t
actively pursue awards at UNW; however, given
the fact that IIP is an internationally renowned
standard and is objectively assessed through a
vigorous process, it gives us an opportunity for an
impartial, independent review.
“A defining characteristic of UNW is that we
are wholly committed to investing in our people
and ensuring we do what is best for them and our
clients. Our recent re-accreditation from Investors
in People reflects the emphasis we place on

developing our people.”
UNW has also welcomed more than 20 recruits
in 2019, further underpinning the organisation’s
commitment to investing in its people to ensure its
clients continue to benefit from both technical and
service excellence.
The firm has recruited talent at all levels within
recent months. This includes the appointment
of several new managers, including senior tax
managers Anne Connolly and Keith Jewitt and
audit manager Leanne Smith, as well as a team
of apprentices and recent graduates who will be
supported by the firm in achieving their AAT
qualification and ACA qualification, respectively.
In addition to client-facing roles, UNW has also
invested in its in-house marketing, IT, and HR
functions with new appointments. The expanding
workforce is a reflection of UNW’s success in the
marketplace as the firm’s client base continues to
grow.

“A defining characteristic of
UNW is that we are wholly
committed to investing in
our people.”
Alongside the organisation’s recent recruitment,
UNW has recognised the ongoing development
and success of its team with a series of promotions
throughout the year. A total of 12 employees have
advanced to senior manager or manager-level
positions in 2019, across the firm’s tax, audit and
assurance, accounting services, corporate finance,
and strategic talent service lines.
Steve adds: “Our business is all about our people
and our clients. We strive to create a culture
where everyone feels valued and continue to hire,
develop, and retain the best people. Nurturing this
level of talent available within the firm enables us
to deliver what our clients justifiably expect and
allows them to access a wide range of expertise.”

ADVERTISING FEATURE – DEVELOPMENT
SAM Project

FUTURE-PROOFING
MANUFACTURING IN THE
NORTH EAST
SAM is an ERDF-funded project being delivered by the University of Sunderland. It aims to
support manufacturing SMEs with industry challenges and help them adopt new technologies

S

ustainable Advanced
Manufacturing (SAM) is a £5.1
million collaborative programme
between the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) and the
University of Sunderland.
It offers eligible manufacturing SMEs in the
North East LEP area fully funded specialist
technical support (from 12 hours to 15 days); fully
funded collaborative R&D support from specialists
research fellows; access to £1 million of industry
leading equipment in its five micro-factories; and
a grant fund with up to £50,000 of match funding.
SAM supports SMEs to overcome a broad
range of challenges utilising its expertise and
equipment in areas such as product, process and
design for manufacture; capability and process
improvement including automation and predictive
maintenance; materials development and additive
manufacturing; Industry 4.0, digital and data.
It also supports manufacturing SMEs across
a range of digital technologies including CAD,
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR),
scanning, 360 video/tours, effective use of IIoT
data and process simulation.
One such case study involved Synergy VR
helping Dyer Engineering Ltd to use full-site 3D
‘scanning’ and “stereo” 360° 8K video to create
interactive 360-degree tours with embedded
live video, service manuals, images and links to
backend datasets e.g. ‘Batch Line Reports’, all
viewable through a browser or VR-headset.
Richard Larder, head of digital innovation
at Dyer Engineering, says: “A major obstacle in
adopting emerging technologies – where there
are few case studies with only ‘finger in the air
ROI figures’ – is gaining senior leadership team
support. However, the SAM support and work of
Synergy VR, resulting in a proof of concept, has
been incredibly impressive and well received.”
Identifiable benefits for Dyer Engineering Ltd

included accelerated employee on-boarding,
focussed training, health and safety awareness and
identification of potential bottlenecks. The tours
also accelerated the planning and installation of an
IIoT asset tracking system by facilitating remote
plant inspection, with a tangible cost saving.
Additionally, SAM specialists have used
software such as FlexSim, working closely with
manufacturers to create a fully functional digital
twin of their plant to simulate full production
operations and inform decision making.
SAM has supported a number of organisations
to look at process, layout and output optimisation
strategies for potential future work and current
manufacturing challenges.
Kevin Johnson of Funky Chunky Furniture
reveals: “Simulation has been an exceptional
method to look at our business processes. The
benefit of a 3D digital production plant containing
our data and process flows, created a ‘safe’ space to
review all potential ideas for business decisions.
“The model provided an overview that was
invaluable for our involvement, communication
and impact assessment of ideas for business
growth. Working with the SAM Project has
allowed us to future-proof our operations,
building space and capacity for our business plans
and at the same time optimising today’s output to
meet customer demand.”

i
SAM PROJECT
For more information visit:
www.samprojectuos.co.uk
sam.project@sunderland.ac.uk
0191 515 3111
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIA
Drummond Central

IT’S TIME TO GET REAL ABOUT
VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES
By Paul Davidson, digital operations director of Newcastle-based creative and digital marketing
agency Drummond Central

M
i
DRUMMOND CENTRAL
Drummond Central is an awardwinning creative and digital
marketing agency that helps
ambitious businesses drive
revenue and growth.
drummondcentral.co.uk
letstalk@drummondcentral.co.uk
@drummondcentral
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aybe you’re a construction
company selling luxury
penthouse apartments to
investors. Maybe you’re an
investment firm attracting
commerce to your shiny new business park.
Or maybe you’re a university wooing overseas
students by showing off your full range of facilities.
Whatever it is, portraying just how good your
offering is when your customers aren’t in front of
you can be tricky.
Take university as an example. Choosing
which one to attend is one of the most important
decisions people ever make. But the higher
education landscape is more diverse than ever
with a myriad of courses and routes available.
Individuals across every single market are in a
different state of mind, speak different languages,
and can live thousands of miles away, unable to
attend open days or chat to existing students and
lecturers.
With such a diverse mix of potential students,
not to mention hundreds of competitors, how do
you stand out? How do you engage when they
all have a different context, a different goal and
different needs?

The answer doesn’t just present itself in
advertising, posters, prospectuses or other
traditional formats. There are new ways to engage
people and immerse them in your world – in
particular, there’s more opportunity than ever to
do this through intelligent online platforms.
At Drummond Central, we’ve been working
with ambitious clients to build unique, digital
platforms that create in-the-moment experiences.
Although the experiences may differ from one
industry to another (whether that’s tourism,
property or education), they all aim to do the same
thing – affect people at the right moment, in the
most impactful way.
These platforms use the latest Web-GL
technologies – canvas and HTML5 – to build a
truly immersive experience beyond ‘just a website’.
Experiences that can be personalised through use
and encourage re-engagement.

“There are new ways to engage
people and immerse them in
your world – in particular,
there’s more opportunity
than ever to do this through
intelligent online platforms”
We’ve developed a system that learns a user’s
interactions based on persona-driven content.
What does that mean? It means we can engage on
a truly personal and unique level, in a way that is
completely different from a prospectus, brochures
or emails.
We’re finding that more and more businesses
have the ambition to create this kind of
experience, to engage with customers in a totally
new way, and to reach people they may not have
been able to reach before.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – LAW
Sintons

HISTORIC NEWCASTLE SITE
ACQUIRED BY GAINFORD GROUP
Fast-growing leisure and care operator Gainford Group has added one of Newcastle’s most iconic
buildings to its portfolio, with the help of Sintons law firm

G
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SINTONS
Photo left to right: Alok Loomba
(Sintons), Susan Khaliq (Gainford
Group), Imran Khaliq (Gainford
Group) and Chris Jackson
(Sintons)
www.sintons.co.uk
@SintonsLaw
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ainford Group has been revealed
as the new owner of the city’s
Moot Hall, a Grade 1 listed
building with Ancient Monument
status.
The leisure and care operator has purchased the
Moot Hall, formerly Newcastle’s Crown Court,
to “enhance its existing operation and portfolio.”
The building is still used as a Courtroom, as well
as hosting wedding ceremonies, conferences and
seminars, and will continue in its current function
under its new ownership.
The Moot Hall, which dates from 1812, is
directly opposite the site of the Vermont Hotel,
another property owned by Gainford Group, and
marks another highly significant acquisition for
the business.
In addition to the iconic Moot Hall – purchased
for an undisclosed sum - Gainford Group
currently owns and operates six hotels nationally,
six restaurants, bars and night-time venues, 14
care facilities and a number of children’s day
nurseries.
Gainford has become known for its ownership

of some of central Newcastle’s most prominent
sites, most recently including the purchase of the
New Bridge Street Hotel site, which it intends to
redevelop into the city’s most luxurious hotel and
create a new gateway to the city through major
investment in the site and surrounding area of
Newcastle.
Imran Khaliq, director of Gainford Group, says:
“The Moot Hall is a building we know very well,
being so close to the Vermont, and it really is an
iconic and unique piece of Newcastle’s history.
We are very pleased to become its owner and to
incorporate it into the Gainford Group to enhance
our existing operation.
“This acquisition marks yet another significant
investment for us in the North East and adds
another highly sought-after property to our
portfolio. We continue to grow strongly across
all aspects of the group and this is the latest very
exciting development for us.”
Law firm Sintons is the longstanding legal
advisor to Gainford Group, with corporate partner
Christopher Welch and real estate partner Alok
Loomba supporting the business with its ongoing
expansion and property acquisition strategy.
Alok, supported by real estate associate Chris
Jackson, completed the acquisition of the Moot
Hall for Gainford Group.
“Gainford is a hugely ambitious and successful
business and are very significant property owners
and developers in Newcastle and beyond, with a
series of major prominent city centre additions
to their portfolio in recent months, including
the New Bridge Street Hotel and County Hotel,
alongside the creation of the separate Vermont
and County Aparthotels,” says Alok.
“The Moot Hall is a fantastic addition to their
portfolio and sees the business become the
custodians of this historic and beautiful building,
which has such a strong heritage in Newcastle. We
are very pleased to support the group with their
ongoing expansion and to have completed the
acquisition of the iconic Moot Hall.”

ADVERTISING FEATURE – EDUCATION
Sunderland College

BUILDING A CONSTRUCTIVE
PARTNERSHIP
Together, Sunderland College and Gentoo Group are developing the region’s workforce and,
importantly, are providing career opportunities for people in the North East

S

underland College is one of
the largest providers of post-16
education in the North East and has
a long-standing history of working
with Gentoo Group to develop a
talented workforce for the future.
The two organisations formalised their
relationship in 2017, entering into a strategic
partnership, which is going from strength to
strength, as they bridge the skills gap across the
region.
Sunderland College is committed to partnering
with employers to deliver a careers-focused
curriculum and ensuring its students benefit from
industry-specific learning opportunities. From
work experience placements, industry visits, guest
lectures and live projects, students are given access
to a host of meaningful opportunities to develop
their skills.
Recently, Alex Hammond, head of learning
and organisational development at Gentoo, was
welcomed to Sunderland College’s state-of-theart £30 million City Campus, along with two
of Sunderland College’s apprentices to deliver
a careers-focused talk to 60 construction and
building services students.
Students were given the opportunity to
learn more about apprenticeships and Gentoo’s
recruitment process, as well as hearing more
about the 35 apprentices currently working for
the housing association in areas of electrical,
gas, plumbing, bricklaying and roofing. They
also heard from current Sunderland College
apprentices, Tahnee Kelly and Adam Fraser, who
are working for Gentoo’s health and safety and
customer and community teams.
Iain Nixon, vice-principal, partnerships and
commercial at Sunderland College, says: “We
are committed to delivering a careers-focused
curriculum and providing our students with
opportunities to work with and learn from local
employers to gain the skills necessary to prepare
them to enter into their chosen industry.

“Gentoo is a high-quality organisation and a
long-standing and valued partner of the college,
and we share many of the same values, which
are reflected in our combined commitment to
apprenticeships – nurturing the next generation of
talent and creating future leaders.”
Gentoo’s recent intake of 16 apprentices
includes five Sunderland College students who
came out on top of 1150 applicants for the
vacancies. They will start on salaries of £12,500,
which is £5200 above the minimum apprentice
wage. Upon completion of each year of their
apprenticeship, their pay will increase by £3000.
Alex Hammond, head of learning and
organisational development at Gentoo, says: “We
are delighted to be working with Sunderland
College again this year as one of our strategic
partners for the delivery of apprenticeships.
We’ve been working with the college for over 15
years and the team has a proven track record of
delivering excellent training and development to
support our apprentices to succeed in their chosen
professions.”

i
SUNDERLAND COLLEGE
Sunderland College has
developed 157 Apprentices
working in partnership with
97 employers including,
Caterpillar, Marelli (formerly
Calsonic Kansie), MRC Global,
Prima Cheese, Smithers Oasis,
Northumbrian Fine Foods,
Persimmon Homes, Esh
Construction, Durham University,
South Tyneside Council and
Sunderland Home Care.
To find out more about
Sunderland College visit
www.sunderlandcollege.ac.uk
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – EDUCATION
Northumbria University

DELIVERING CHANGE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
Dr Simon Robson, head of architecture and built environment at Northumbria University, talks
to North East Times about what the university is doing to address the changing needs of the
construction industry

F
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www.northumbria.ac.uk/
futureconstruction
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or many years, the construction
sector has been plagued by a lack of
connectedness, not only on the part of
clients and suppliers, but also through
the Government. Productivity
rates are poor, corners were being cut to save
costs and its sustainability record could also be
massively improved. Well over 50 per cent of waste
generated in the UK comes from the construction
sector, and globally, buildings and construction
make-up almost 40 per cent of energy-related
CO2 emissions. While many could see the
problems the sector faced, the Grenfell Tower
tragedy highlighted the fatal impact the industry’s
lack of accountability, gatekeeping and traceability
could have on building safety, individuals, families
and communities.
The independent Hackitt review that followed
recommended the need for better information
sharing and mandatory digital records, as well as
better procurement based on building outcomes,
not capital cost.
The collapse of industry giant Carillion the
following year further demonstrated inefficiencies
in the supply chain and proved no company is too
big to fail. These factors, combined with the push
by governments worldwide towards a circular
economy, means that the construction industry is
at the precipice of transformative change.
The MGI Index has revealed that construction
is still one of the least digitised global industries.
There are predictions that greater adoption of
digital technologies could save up to $1.7 trillion
across design, engineering, construction and
operations of global non-residential developments
alone by 2025.
Effective transformation needs support from
those people and organisations at the forefront of
new thinking. We need to do all we can to support
it to embrace the opportunities this will bring, and
here in the North East we are in a prime position
to do this.

We are already exhibiting the qualities required
to create transformative change, with positive
effects. We have led the way in BIM, digital
technologies and smart cities, creating a hotbed
for innovation through a cluster of expertise and
innovation, all of which have the potential to solve
some of these issues.
To ensure we can drive most value for the
sector, and impact on the economy, digital
technologies need to support collaboration and
data sharing across the lifecycle of infrastructure.
This requires a fundamental cultural shift
supported by new legislation, education for clients,
trust between disciplines and new knowledge and
skills. Much of this work is already underway in
our universities. We are at the forefront of research
and development. We are creating new products,
services and education processes that will give
industry the skills and technologies it needs to
deliver change.
Earlier this year, Northumbria and Newcastle
universities were awarded £8 million to create
the world’s first Hub for Biotechnology in the
Built Environment and last month Northumbria
formally launched a partnership with George
Clarke’s MOBIE to drive innovation in designing
homes for the future by embedding research and
innovation into businesses through co-funded
PhDs. Last, but by no means least, we are working
with businesses across the region to launch the
International Centre for Connected Construction
(IC3), which will build on the North East’s unique
ecosystem that has enabled the organic growth of
a cluster of expertise and innovation.
IC3 will provide a platform for local businesses
to collaborate internationally and be at the
cutting-edge of developing and applying new
technologies.
Our unique ecosystem has seen the region build
an international reputation for innovation in the
built environment and we are already driving key
projects that will create change in the industry.

ADVERTISING FEATURE – DEVELOPMENT
RTC North

NAVIGATING GROWTH
Client Inspection Services Ltd worked with Supply Chain North East to support its expansion with
a new division offering clients state-of-the art remotely-operated-vehicle services. Here, directors
Julian Firth and David Daley explain the value of Supply Chain North East, which is supported and
co-delivered by RTC North

C

lient Inspection Services Ltd
works with onshore and offshore
firms operating across a number
of sectors, offering third-party
inspection surrounding industrial
coatings, passive fire protection and insulation
materials. It also carries out failure analysis on
coatings, PFP and Insulation materials, condition
and corrosion surveys, UAV drone operations and
remotely-operated vehicle (ROV) services.
Customers include PX, Oceaneering, Wood,
Exxon Mobil, INEOS and Clock Spring, with the
Wallsend-based company backed by directors
Julian Firth and David Daley’s vast experience
in the oil and gas and petrochemical sectors, in
their respective fields of fabric maintenance and
insulation. The company worked with Supply
Chain North East – a multi-million-pound
programme co-delivered by RTC North that aims
to help regional businesses grow, diversify and
unlock new market opportunities – to assess its
business model and move forward with a new
ROV division.
The venture is already proving successful, with
the firm receiving strong interest and planning to
invest further in its ROV equipment and employ
more full-time operators going forward.
“Our journey so far has been filled with both
ups and downs,” says Julian. “We are learning the
true nature of running a successful company and
the time and effort required to fulfil our goals.
David adds: “We have relocated into a larger
office, employed a new member of staff and
changed course within the company by opening a
new division supplying our clients and potential
clients with a state-of-the-art service in the form
of ROV activities. We are soon to launch our truly
unique approach to asset integrity management
in the form of a web-based platform designed to
support the industry with the tough challenges it
currently faces.”
The company, based in the Swans Centre for
Innovation, on the banks of the Tyne at Wallsend,

contacted Supply chain North East for impartial
advice on the business, its model and how to move
forward with a new division.
“Supply Chain North East supported us from
the very first meeting we had with the team,”
continues Julian. “Alan Hewitt, Amanda Rowan
and Karen Moody were very easy to deal with
from the very first meeting right up until we
received the funding to support our new division
and our aspirations going forward.
“We received plenty of support throughout
the funding process, such as extra support with
the paperwork side of things and regular updates
on how our case was progressing within the
organisation,” adds David.
i
“The best advice we can give any business if
they are looking to diversify is to get in touch with
RTC NORTH
Supply Chain North East. The team are genuine
www.rtcnorth.co.uk
people and want to help local businesses expand
@RTCNorth
and grow.” says Julian.
David concludes: “We are also proof that new
CLIENT INSPECTION
SERVICES LTD
markets can be opened. Our company primarily
www.clientinspectionservices.
deals within the oil and gas and petrochemical
sectors; however, we are now seeing an expression co.uk
of interest from the commercial, industrial and
private sectors.”
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INTERVIEW

Ian Williams

ON THE RIGHT TRACK FOR GROWTH
Famed for its role in the birth of the railways, Darlington is now enjoying a new dawn with multimillion-pound business developments promising thousands of jobs and leisure and housing
schemes strengthening its economy. Steven Hugill speaks to Ian Williams, Darlington Borough
Council’s director of economic growth and neighbourhood services, to learn more about the
town’s renaissance

O

n the wall of Ian Williams’
fourth-floor office hangs an
aerial shot of Darlington.
A touch bleached by years of
sunlight, the image captures a
town of yesteryear.
In the distance, the last vestiges of engineering
behemoth Whessoe are seen butting against open
land.
The historic business put Darlington on the
international map as a gas and petroleum tank
manufacturer, having previously played a key role
in the proliferation of Britain’s railway industry.
Here, however, in the early 1990s, a swathe of its
once sprawling site now awaits housing.
It may be more than two decades ago, but the
image’s transitional feel resonates with the present
day.
Changes are afoot across Darlington.
In its centre, a former bus depot and car parks
have been replaced by a cinema and restaurant
hub and multi-storey car park, respectively.
Neighbouring is the half-built, potential 400job Feethams House, a speculative £8.5 million,
five-storey Grade A office building project led by
Darlington Borough Council with key financial
support from Tees Valley Combined Authority
(TVCA) and the European Union Regional
Development Fund (ERDF).
Up the road, commercial, educational and
residential buildings co-exist where railway
sidings once thrummed at Central Park.
Here, Business Central – council-owned but
managed by the North East BIC – is a hothouse
for SMEs, with Darlington College and a Teesside
University campus supporting students’ learning
as an adjacent Centre for Process Innovation base
works on next generation healthcare.
On the outskirts, Symmetry Park – led
by developer DB Symmetry – boasts a huge
distribution hub and associated office space.
Built for a large online retailer – its identity
concealed by confidentiality clauses – it will

deliver 2000 jobs when it opens.
Elsewhere, Ingenium Parc, which borders
Cummins’ heavy-duty engine manufacturing plant
off Darlington’s Yarm Road, provides yet further
evidence of a town evolving.
Principally funded by the Local Growth Fund
and the National Productivity Investment Fund,
council bosses say the prospective 2000-job site
will be a key long-term employment venue.
The changes extend to Bank Top railway station,
where the council is working with TVCA – with
support from Transport for the North, HS2 and
Network Rail – to revitalise the hub.
Proposals include re-modelling the station
and creating new platforms for longer trains,
which officials say will provide thousands of
jobs, holds the potential to deliver new homes
and commercial buildings and – for a town
intrinsic to the birth of rail travel – shave sizeable
chunks off journey times to London, Manchester,
Birmingham, Newcastle and Leeds.
“The success of Darlington is predicated on
growth,” says Ian, who is director of economic
growth and neighbourhood services.
“We want to be known as the place where
people choose to live and where businesses want
to locate to.
“Working with the private sector to accelerate
and increase investment is particularly important
to us, and our focus is very much to be partners of
business and make it easy for companies to come
here,” he adds.
The work is yielding rewards.
“These are jobs for Darlington, South Durham,
the Tees Valley and North Yorkshire,” says
Ian, referring to the Symmetry Park retailer
development, which is based on former farmland
off the A66 that circles Darlington to its east.
“They will pay the living wage and cover
managerial, engineering and supply chain roles.
“It is very significant in terms of opportunities
for residents and for business rates too.”
Talks are ongoing over further use of the
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site, which could include another 700,000 sq
ft logistics facility or a hybrid plan that could
potentially feature a hotel, forecourts or small
offices and manufacturing space.
Whatever the outcome, Ian says Symmetry
Park is a reminder of Darlington’s business
prowess.
“We’ve got about 4000 companies, many of
which are SMES, but we also have names such
as Cummins, EE, Amec Foster Wheeler and The
Student Loans Company, which employs 1500
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people.
“And distribution is a growing sector too – we
already have Aldi and Argos warehouses – and
Symmetry Park shows companies are coming
here for a reason,” adds Ian, highlighting
Darlington’s proximity to the A66 and the
arterial A1.
However, it isn’t just the roads offering
Darlington an avenue to future prosperity.
Working alongside TVCA under the
Darlington 2025 banner – a year that will
mark the 200th anniversary of the Stockton &
Darlington Railway’s establishment – the council
aims to upgrade the town’s Bank Top station
to improve East Coast Main Line connections,
accommodate future HS2 trains and strengthen
existing freight services.
Bosses say the changes will deliver a £130
million annual economic boost, more than 3000
direct and indirect jobs, and take nearly half an
hour off journeys to London.
“We want a modern gateway for the Tees
Valley and there is acknowledged fact that by
2033 the capacity constraints at Darlington are
going to cause problems for the East Coast Main
Line,” says Ian.
“That bottleneck heavily affects the East/West
flow of trains because of the way they have to get
across the station.
“We are working with the Government to
present the case and are pretty hopeful we’ll soon
see some significant progress.”
As well as feeding commuters into
Darlington’s town centre, Bank Top funnels
business into another new district – the nearby
Central Park – which is primed for further
growth.
Most recently home to Teesside University’s
£22.3 million bioscience-based National
Horizons Centre, Central Park has UK-wide
appeal, with SMEs recognising it as a convenient
Northern hub.
“It is an innovation asset and something
different for Darlington,” says Ian, adding the
development’s Business Central SME incubator
site is 94 per cent full.
However, Ian tells North East Times the
landscape is set to be bolstered by another
council-backed office and laboratory hub.
“We are planning our second foray because of
the success of Business Central,” says Ian, “and

we’re hopeful of attracting ERDF and TVCA
support.
“We hope to have the approvals by the middle
of next year, and we’ll then look for an agent to
manage it,” he adds.
If Central Park is now ingrained into
Darlington’s commercial sector, Feethams House
offers a glimpse into its future.
It will open next year as a SME hub that gains
– and retains – business for the town.
Explaining how it fits into the council’s wider
town centre plan, which has delivered a cinema,
hotel, restaurants, coffee shop, pub and riverside
walkway via the DL1 development – Ian says
Feethams House is another vital piece in the
jigsaw.
“DL1 has turned a car park into a £40 million
private sector investment.
“However, we recognised we also needed office
space, which we have with Feethams House.
“It is a bold signal from us but I’m hopeful that
by the turn of Christmas we’ll have two tenants
signed.
“It will boost the town centre too because we
will have 300 to 400 people using it during the
day and on an evening.”
Having greater numbers will also help with
the council’s plans around revitalising its
centre, says Ian, which include refurbishing its
Victorian covered market to include a Temperate
Garden, new food and drink vendors and fresh
entertainment.
Equally important, he says, is ensuring a
correct ratio of residential developments in the
town, which will provide scope to maintain core
services.
“A key element of what we are doing is around
knitting together offices with housing and the
public realm,” says Ian.
“We have our own housing building firm, have
joint ventures with the private sector, and have
a number of sites under construction with Esh
Group.
“They are mainly private sale housing, but we
get a 50 per cent return on profits that we invest
in services that people need, such as social care.
“None of what we are doing is by accident;
it’s a thought through plan and we have a very
supportive council.
“You never get to the end of this journey, but
I’m pleased with the progress we’re making.”

i
DARLINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
www.darlington.gov.uk
@darlingtonbc
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NEW CEO SHARES HER VISION
With seven colleges contributing to its national vision, NCG is a major player in the UK’s further
education sector and what it says matters. North East Times speaks to the group’s new CEO, Liz
Bromley, about her career in education and her mission to get more recognition and funding for
the FE sector as a whole

S

tarting in 2007, Newcastle College
initiated a series of mergers and
partnerships with other colleges and
FE providers across the UK. Today,
NCG is one of the largest education
and training providers in the country, with a
turnover in excess of £155 million.
Having overall responsibility for the sevenstrong group of colleges is Liz Bromley, NCG’s
new chief executive officer. Liz heads up the
leadership team after a long and varied career in
the education sector, with plans to improve the
teaching and learning experience and ensure that
each of the group’s colleges is pulling in the same
direction.
Liz had what she describes as a late start to
her career after spending much of her early years
looking after her four children. Her first step into
the education sector was with Milton Keynes
College, where she was in charge of managing the
information services department.
She then went onto the Open University (OU)
where she spent much of the next ten years in a
variety of roles, seeing huge changes in the way the
OU did things.
The advent of the internet and subsequently
the widespread availability of computers that
were small enough to be carried in your pocket
revolutionised and widened access to the OU,
which prior to digital transformation had adapted
an early-morning-books-in-the-post model of
education provision.
“It completely changed the OU and it adapted
its business model accordingly”, Liz says.
After the OU, Liz moved onto the University
of Salford, where she designed and led higher
education’s first integrated student support
services bringing student support, housing, sport
and leisure under one roof.
Liz then took on the role of registrar, which she
says is more like a chief operating officer, looking
after professional services, finance, HR and estates,
as well as Student Support Services, at Goldsmiths
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University of London.
Before joining NCG, she was deputy vicechancellor at the University of Central Lancashire.
Looking back over her career, Liz reflects: “I’ve
bounced between professional support services
and academic leadership for 20 years and I’ve
finally bounced out of higher education and back
into further education.”
One of Liz’s key responsibilities moving forward
with NCG is to coordinate and deliver the group’s
strategy for 2020 to 2030.
“Our mission is to enable social mobility
and economic prosperity through exceptional
education and our vision is to be the UK’s leading
college group, recognised for our local impact,
national influence and our reach”, Liz explains.
In order to deliver that strategy, Liz will have
to draw on the experience and ability of the
Executive Group, which includes all of the
College Principals, to ensure that they collaborate,
communicate and innovate effectively.
Having a collective of seven colleges with
different communities and economies around
them is one of the NCG’s greatest strengths, but
also one of its challenges.
Liz says: “NCG as a group can learn from each
other to see how they overcome challenges, create
new curricula, use technology differently and how
we can prepare students to be really ambitious,
really employable and come out of FE feeling like
they’re either ready for higher education or ready
for the world of work.”
The obvious challenge of leading a group
strategy with colleges spread across the UK is
relating what’s happening in Lewisham to what’s
happening in Newcastle. Liz spends much of her
time on video conference calls with the other
college leaders to try and close the gap between
each of their lived experiences.
She’s also established a Principals’ curriculum
group where each of the seven Principals is able to
play a significant role in what courses are run, or
not, and how to plan for the students of the future.

“That’s one way of sharing the responsibility
and the vision”, she says.
On the challenges facing the FE sector
more generally, Liz adds: “I think the political
uncertainty is really unhelpful. A few months
ago, we were being told of £4 billion coming into
FE. We knew that Philip Augar had written a
report to propose shifting funding from HE to FE
substantially and since then, I think there’s been a
bit of a distraction around Brexit.”
Following that deliberate understatement,
Liz also highlighted the Government’s recent
international education strategy, which sets
out a clear desire to turn UK schools, FE, HE
and learning technology into an international
education product, attracting students from all
over the world.
Of course, British universities are already
well-established in this regard, with international
departments and teams that can go and take their
message to foreign markets.
“If UK FE is going to be an international asset”,
says Liz, “what support are we going to get to do
it?”
Educational institutions like NCG are very
good at identifying pathways to academic
development, with around 50 per cent of students
in FE progressing to HE every year. An area that’s
been getting more attention recently is preparing
students for the workplace after college, either
with apprenticeships or with vocational and
technical qualifications.
In the North East, NCG is able to offer students
a range of options, whether they wish to study
A-Levels at Newcastle College Sixth Form or a
vocational course or apprenticeship at Newcastle
College. All students are also able to progress to
degree level study at Newcastle College University
Centre.
For Liz, the key is to ensure that curricula are
shaped by employers’ needs, something which
Newcastle College centres its provision around,
aligning itself to the priorities set out in the North

East Local Enterprise Partnership’s Strategic
Economic Plan. FE colleges play a major role in
the local economy, not just through providing
the future workforce with the skills we need, but
also by having a civic commitment and being
absolutely connected to the community. This is
something Liz is very passionate about.
“FE should have a much stronger spotlight on
it”, she says. “It’s been in the shadow of HE for far
too long. Funding has gone to HE and not FE for
the last ten years consistently and actually we’re
looking at a picture where people need basic skills,
vocational and technical skills, just as much as
they need degrees.”

i
NEWCASTLE COLLEGE
www.ncl-coll.ac.uk
@NCLCollege
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NEW FACILITIES AT WESTFIELD
This academic year, Westfield, the independent school for girls in Gosforth, revealed a series of
inspirational building work – with an ‘eco’ touch

saw the Governors commence preparations for an
ambitious multi-phase development project that
would catapult the school’s facilities into the 21st
Century.
Working closely with Squires Barnett
Architects, plans were developed, planning
permission sought and a great deal of preparatory
work undertaken. In December 2018, following
a stringent tendering process, Meldrum
Construction Services Ltd was appointed to
deliver the project. Meldrum’s professional
approach and willingness to work in partnership
with the school meant that Westfield remained
fully operational throughout the course of the
work with minimal disruption, enabling the
project to be delivered on time and on budget.

W

estfield School started
the new academic year
in September with the
opening of a brand new
Junior House, Arts and
STEM facilities on its beautiful five-acre site in the
heart of Gosforth.
Westfield School was founded in 1960 by a
group of enthusiastic parents who saw the need
for a new type of girls’ independent school with
a broader curriculum than those offered at the
time by other schools in the region. Westfield’s
focus, then and now, is that education is about
developing the whole person, ensuring all girls
reach their full potential to be the best they can be
whatever her individual strengths.
In 1962, Oakfield House was purchased and
this remains Westfield’s ‘home’ to this day. This
19th Century grand villa, along with its ancillary
buildings, has served the school over the past
five decades. In continually reviewing and
updating the school’s long-term strategy, 2017
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Multi-phase build and redevelopment project
The first phase saw the creation of a brand new
STEM facility. On part of the site which once
housed an old potting shed and glass houses, and
latterly a 1960s prefabricated classroom block, the
site was cleared in December 2018 to make way
for a brand new, state of the art STEM facility.
Due to the heritage and historical significance of

the ancillary buildings on the site, Squires Barnett
Architects cleverly designed the new facility so
that it incorporated the existing potting shed,

thereby ensuring that the streetscape remained
unchanged.
The new building is constructed using SIP
(Structural Insulated Panel) technology, which is
the next generation of timber-based construction.
This modular offsite construction is quick to
assemble and offers numerous benefits, not least
exceptional thermal performance, which supports
the school’s environmental and Eco agenda.
The second phase involved taking a wing of the
main building, which was constructed in 2002,
and completely transforming it into a bright,
modern, fit for purpose Junior House.
The third phase of this project involved the
complete refurbishment of an ancillary building
to the main villa, which carries a great deal of
significance as an important part of the heritage,
not only of Oakfield House but the wider
Gosforth area. This single-storey, stone building,
known as Rose Cottage, historically provided
staff accommodation for the main house. The
refurbishment project involved completely
stripping out the interior of this building, while
ensuring its structure and characteristics were
not affected. This extensive and sympathetic
refurbishment has resulted in this building being
transformed to provide light and airy spaces
for the teaching of art, graphics, textiles, IT and
mathematics.

Westfield School is incredibly proud of its
heritage and the fact it’s able to provide modern
facilities to deliver education tailored to the
individual. Westfield attracts girls from a large
catchment area, and being in the heart of Gosforth
it has great transport links.

i
WESTFIELD SCHOOL
Westfield welcomes personal
appointments to tour the school.
For more information, visit
www.westfield.newcastle.sch.uk
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Autumn daze
All clothes: Laura Ashley
www.lauraashley.com
@LauraAshleyUK
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – Just Travel Cover

TWENTY YEARS IN BUSINESS
This year marks 20 years in business for Wearside-based Travel Insurance specialists, Just Travel Cover.
Here, its managing director Andrew Jackson reflects on the business journey so far

A

ward-winning Just Travel
Cover has grown from humble
beginnings as a high street
broker with just three staff into a
thriving multi-faceted business
employing more than 50 people in the heart of
Sunderland.
The company, which celebrates its 20th
anniversary this year, works with a range of
insurers and underwriters to help holidaymakers
of any age get the travel insurance they need –
something that can be difficult and complex for
those over 50 or living with pre-existing medical
conditions in particular.
In addition to a city centre call centre and
an intuitive new website, Just Travel Cover has
built up a national network of partners in the
insurance and travel industries, investing in
IT systems and web-based solutions that give
hundreds of companies the ability to offer the
same comprehensive cover in their own offices or
through branded white label solutions.
Andrew Jackson was general manager when the
company launched as Newton Lee back in 1999
and is now the managing director. Reflecting on
his own 20-year journey, Andrew puts the key to
the company’s success down to keeping pace with
the changing demands of the modern traveller,
investing in technology and a commitment to
recruiting, training and developing apprentices,
something Just Travel Cover was recognised for at
the North East Business Awards in 2018.
“We’ve always invested in our staff including a
successful apprentice programme”, says Andrew.
“Apprentices bring a wealth of energy, diversity
and talent, which allows us to be innovative and
proactive in our work. Many of the apprentices are
still with us after a number of years, they’ve grown
with the company and are now department or
team managers.”
While Just Travel Cover has enjoyed
considerable success over the last two decades,
Andrew also recognises that the company’s
business journey has had its challenges to
overcome. “Anything that impacts the travel
industry impacts us”, the managing director
reflects. “And with political uncertainty, recent

terror attacks and the diversity of the type of
holidays people take nowadays, customers’
demands and needs are continually evolving when
it comes to travel insurance.
“Twenty years is a long time in business
nowadays and that’s testament to the team we’ve
built over the years – and continue to grow – but
it’s important Just Travel Cover keeps adapting and
innovating for your customers.”
Andrew concludes: “People still want to know
they’re buying from a company they can trust,
taking a policy that will cover them if they need it
and most of all get good old fashioned customer
service”.

Earlier this year two new directors were
appointed to the board as the company prepares
for further growth in 2020. “The addition of
Daley Gore and Isabel Mellefont to the board
will add strength and value to the business as
we progress with ambitious plans for the future.
We’re currently recruiting telesales staff too, as we
prepare for a busy start to next year. We’re excited
for the future with the recent launch of our new
website and plans to drive forward by developing
travel insurance solutions via our call centre,
digital platforms and network of insurance brokers
across the UK”.
Just Travel Cover are shortlisted for “Best Travel
Insurance Provider” in the prestigious British
Travel Awards, which take place later this year.
Andrew Jackson adds: “Winning this award would
round off what has been a fantastic 20th year in
business for us. Here’s to the next 20 years!

JUST TRAVEL COVER
Photo, left to right: Isabel
Mellefont, Daley Gore, Andrew
Jackson and Chris Newton
(Just Travel Cover directors)
www.justravelcover.com
@justtravelcover
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SPORT – Gary Wilson

TYNESIDE TERROR’S WHITE
KNUCKLE RIDE
He’s in the frame for a stellar 2020 following this year’s big break on snooker’s World Championship stage. Simon
Rushworth met Gary Wilson ahead of December’s UK Championships in York

A

s nicknames go it’s difficult to
imagine a more inappropriate
moniker. Recognised around
snooker tables the world over as
the Tyneside Terror, Wallsend’s
Gary Wilson couldn’t be less horrifying if he tried.
A fan of 80s power ballads, Channel Four’s
Gogglebox, family time with fiancé Robyn and his
beloved Newcastle United, the former taxi driver
is more Eastenders’ Charlie Slater than Robert De
Niro’s notorious Travis Bickle. In fact, it’s more
terrifying negotiating World Snooker’s seriously
taxing schedule than spending an hour in the
company of Gary.
“I’m always telling my mates that if I experience
another dip in form at some stage in the future,
I’m going to become a travel agent,” explains the
34-year-old. “I organise all of my trips and know
every airline and booking website inside out. If
any of my friends are planning a holiday I tell
them to come to me first. I know how to get all the
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best deals!”
But Gary’s nomadic life on the road – entering
tournaments across the UK and abroad – isn’t
without incident. Not quite in the Neil Robertson
mould (the Australian missed a qualifying
tournament last month after driving to the
Gloucestershire village of Barnsley rather than the
Yorkshire town of the same name), the one-time
cabbie proudly recounts the time he triumphed in
the face of adversity and landed in Latvia against
all the odds.
“There were eight or ten players who missed
the Riga Masters this summer and I should have
been one of them,” explains Gary. “I should have
been on the same plane as the guys who eventually
got stranded but I got to Luton and realised I’d
forgotten my passport. I tried everything I could
to blag my way onto the flight but in the end I
had to drive all the way back to Newcastle and
book a new ticket – at a cost of around £500 – via
Gothenburg.”
It felt like a costly blow but unbeknown to Gary
he was already better off than rivals including
Robertson, Kyren Wilson and Jamie O’Neill after a
private jet burst its tyre on the Luton tarmac. The
players’ 6pm flight to Riga was delayed as airport
staff cleared debris on the runway and worse was
to follow.
“In the end their flight was cancelled
altogether,” adds Gary. “It was really, really hot and
just as they were about to take off again the whole
area was hit with electrical storms. The flight never
left Luton and nobody made it to Riga. I got there
the following day in time to play my first round
match but only because I’d forgotten my passport
in the first place. You couldn’t make it up!”
Earlier this year Gary made international
headlines when he played a winning part in the
longest frame in World Championship snooker
history. His record-breaking visit to the table
in April – the deciding frame of a mammoth
first-round clash with Luca Brecel clocked in
at 79 minutes and 31 seconds – captured the

imagination of a nation before a brilliant run all
the way to Sheffield’s semi-finals.
But plying his trade in front of millions of
viewers live on the BBC is the glamourous side
of a job, which continues to challenge a Geordie
known as one of the most genial characters on an
often unforgiving circuit.
“Essentially, I’m running my own business out
of a suitcase,” he adds. “I could employ people to
help but I actually prefer to do it that way. I prefer
to be in control. And although I wouldn’t say I’m
tight, I have learnt to look after my money. I know
better than most that you can never predict what’s
around the corner. I understand the value of
earning money from the game I love because there
were so many years when I didn’t earn a thing.”

“The years rolled by and the
longer it took me to get back
into the professional ranks, the
harder I found it on and off
the table”
A decade ago Gary wondered whether he would
ever play professionally again after seeing his
whole world come crashing down following an
unfathomable loss of form and focus. The former
World Under 21 champion had left school at 16 to
pursue his boyhood dream but just six years later
a costly defeat in the 2006 World Championship
qualifiers rudely interrupted the life he cherished.
“I was one win away from staying on the
tour,” he adds, prior to a quick practice session at
Gateshead Snooker Centre and another energysapping road trip down south. “Once that started
to sink in, I was gutted.
“I’d won all sorts of tournaments as an amateur
and the first year I turned professional I didn’t do
too badly. I won a few matches here and there and
made it to the last 48 of the Irish Masters and the
last 64 of the China Open. I did enough to stay on
the tour but then I started to struggle.
“Even now I can’t put my finger on what went
wrong but the confidence just wasn’t there. There
weren’t as many tournaments back then and so
there weren’t as many opportunities to pick up
ranking points. I lost that World Championship
qualifier 10-9 but even then I was confident I
could get back on tour within a year or two. It just

never happened.”
A year or two became three or four and the
reality of his perilous position hit Gary hard.
“The years rolled by and the longer it took me to
get back into the professional ranks, the harder I
found it on and off the table,” he admits. “I started
working at the Village Hotel at Silverlink just to
earn some money. I was in my early 20s without
any source of income and I needed a job. I wanted
to pay my way. But for the first time in my life I
started to wonder whether snooker wasn’t part of
the plan.”
Gary pauses as he reflects upon the darkest of
times: a period punctuated by bouts of depression,
serious self-doubt and, for the first time, long
spells when snooker was no longer the game he
loved but rather a painful reminder of what might
have been.
“If I’d never made it in the first place then it
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might not have mattered so much,” he admits.
“But I’d been mixing it with the pros and living
the dream. Then suddenly it was gone. For the
first time in my life I was forced to do something
I just didn’t want to do. I don’t mind admitting I
was depressed for a while. I had no idea what was
going on. I thought everything was going so well
and then it all ended. In the blink of an eye.
“I was still playing snooker. I’ve been playing
snooker since I was two-years-old. But the
amateur tournaments were few and far between
and even coming into practice felt like a waste
of time. I couldn’t see the light at the end of the
tunnel. It’s like any sport: you enjoy it the better
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you play. And I was struggling so badly that it felt
like hitting my head against a brick wall. There’s
nothing enjoyable about that. Deep down, I knew
I still had the ability and I never got to the point
where I gave up altogether. But it was a tough,
tough period.”
By the time Gary had reinvented himself as
a popular cabbie, time had proved to be a great
healer. His love for snooker had returned and he
began to relish another crack at the big time –
without allowing pressure or expectation to blow
him off course.
“I’d worked at the Village, behind the bar at
my local and at the Findus factory making crispy
pancakes,” he recalls. “But I actually found my
vocation in life driving a taxi. For the first time I
found a job that I didn’t mind doing.
“Don’t get me wrong – I still missed the snooker
circuit and I still had one eye on getting back to
my best. Until that happened I was never going to
be happy deep down. But I was content enough.
I liked talking to my customers and I felt relaxed
behind the wheel. It cleared my mind and I started
entering more tournaments again. I was going into
practice knowing another event was just around
the corner and I started preparing properly again.
One day it all came together and I was lucky
enough to get a second chance.”
Now ranked 19 in the world and still basking
in the glory of that wonderful run to the World
Championships’ final four, Gary goes into
December’s UK Championships at York’s Barbican
firmly believing he can continue to compete with
the game’s biggest names and chase snooker’s most
lucrative paydays.
Such is his current form that a strong last 16
showing at the English Open in Crawley felt like a
missed opportunity – the Tyneside Terror exiting
the tournament just as a clear route to the semifinals had opened up – but maintaining top 20
world status is well within his grasp.
And pivotal to Gary’s positive mindset on and
off the table is the unwavering support from fiancé
Robyn. Friends since their schooldays, earlier this
year the couple were engaged on a boat in Hawaii
against the backdrop of a stunning sunset. “It was
just perfect,” adds Gary. “I’d sounded out a few of
my friends during a previous trip to Portugal and
they said I should go for it. I picked up a decent
cheque for making the World Championship
semis and so I booked a round-the-world trip that
included a stop-off in New Zealand, where Robyn

has relatives.
“I couldn’t have asked for more. It can be very
difficult for the wives and girlfriends of players on
snooker’s world tour. I don’t know where I’ll be
from one week to the next and even when I get to
where I’m supposed to be there’s no telling how
long I’ll be there!
“But Robyn is great in that respect. She tries to
catch up with me whenever and wherever she can.
She loves the annual tournament in Gibraltar and
always makes a point of coming over there but
even if I’m playing a one-off exhibition match in
Liverpool she’ll often jump on a train at the last
minute and meet me.”
If Gary’s inspirational journey is gathering pace
in 2019 then he’ll never forget where it started.
Mum Margaret and dad George would often talk
about their infant son’s obsession with snooker on
the television and as a toddler he was gifted his
very first table. “I think I used to point at the balls
on the telly and then one Christmas I was given a
four foot by two foot snooker table,” explains Gary.
“First it was just something I played with on the
floor and there’s an old photo of me with a halfeaten toasted sandwich in the background and a
snooker cue in my hands – I must only have been
two or three.
“Soon I was starting to make breaks of 20
and 30 and I was beating my dad. By the time I
was eight he was taking me to the local snooker
club and I was standing on boxes playing against
the adults. I was spotted by a chap called Stan
Chambers – who was a key player in the North
East snooker scene – and he suggested I enter
some tournaments. I never looked back.”
Gary admits he was seen as something of an
oddity by school friends – even after he showed up
three times on the BBC’s Junior Big Break: Stars Of
The Future. Choosing snooker over football hardly
helped. “I used to get a bit embarrassed as an
eight or nine-year-old having to get up in school
assembly because I’d won a tournament at Pontin’s
in Prestatyn,” he adds. “I don’t think anyone really
understood what it was all about. When I started
winning money my mates became a bit more
interested but spending every waking hour outside
of school holed up inside a snooker hall isn’t the
kind of thing most kids do! I agree it was a bit of a
sad existence at times…but it’s paid off in the end.”
And then some. As a World Championship
semi-finalist, one of snooker’s rising stars
pocketed a cool £100,000. But it’s April’s missed

opportunity, rather than any amount of money,
that drives Gary to go one better. “By the time I
made it through the quarter-finals I was playing
the most consistent snooker of my career,” he
adds. “I honestly thought I could go on and win
the whole thing and become world champion.
I didn’t do myself justice in the semi-finals and
perhaps the pressure of the one table format in
front of so many fans made a difference – but not a
six-frame difference. It was disappointing.”
Maybe so. But Gary is a past master when it
comes to dealing with disappointment. And don’t
be surprised if the Tyneside Terror spooks his
rivals again next spring, such is his frightening
ability to bounce back.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – Ramside Hall Hotel, Golf and Spa

IF YOU GO DOWN TO THE
WOODS TODAY...
Ramside Hall Hotel, Golf and Spa’s exciting new accommodation is causing a rustle in the trees

T

he latest multi-million-pound
addition to the award-winning
Ramside Hall Hotel, Golf and Spa
represents an exciting new option
for guests, but it also marks a major
first for the region.
The County Durham hotel has gone from
strength-to-strength in recent years, with the
addition of a championship golf course, a new
wing of rooms and its highly acclaimed spa.

RAMSIDE HALL HOTEL,
GOLF AND SPA
The Ramside Treehouses cost
from £450 a night. For further
information, visit:
www.ramsidehallhotel.co.uk
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Now, hiding in plain sight with views over the
golf course, are three magnificent treehouses on
stilts, which offer accommodation unlike any
other available in the North East.
The team at Ramside Estate’s vision was to
create a unique option for guests, designed in such
a way that they can be booked as a whole or each
one divided into two separate areas.
For the project, Ramside Hall’s owner engaged
some of his most tried and trusted suppliers,
including Padgett White Architects, which has
worked with Ramside Estates for more than 20

years, and interiors experts Space ID, which was
responsible for the ultra-stylish and quirky The
Impeccable Pig at Sedgefield.
John White of PW Architects, says the design
aimed to create treehouses that blended seamlessly
with the surroundings and which could be easily
split into two if guests didn’t want to take the
entire house.
“Each of the treehouses has three bedrooms,
living and dining space plus two outdoor hot
tubs,” he says.
“The brief was to make sure they blended in
with the woodland, which means we were very
conscious of the materials being used and to give
them the feeling that they had been part of the
landscape for a long time.
“We’ve worked on many different projects over
the years but these are the first treehouses we’ve
been involved with, and they are really something
special.”
Meanwhile, Mark Hardy of Space ID and his
team have created the spectacular interiors for
each of the treehouses and have given them their
very own personality.
“We wanted to create a lodge environment that
felt like somewhere you could escape to,” says
Mark.
“The materials were chosen for the exteriors
which would weather with age, like metal shingles
for the roof and with lots of shrubbery around the
stilts the houses are set on, so they are very much
part of the surroundings.”
Each house has its own distinct theme – from a
rustic French style complete with a spiral staircase
and fabrics ranging from fur to leather to a
Scandinavian flavour full of edgy artisan features.
The final treehouse channels an Alpine ski lodge
with a handmade staircase and abundant use of
natural materials.
The versatility of each house stretches far
beyond the actual buildings themselves, and they
are a great choice for intimate weddings, teambuilding events and discreet meetings, along with
a fantastic option for leisure visitors.
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BUSINESS LUNCH – Destination 1850

BUSINESS LUNCH DESTINATION 1850
There’s a new arrival at Newcastle central station. Richard Dawson visits Destination 1850, a bar and eatery
combining no-frills food with a taste of antiquity

F

ew locations make a more practical
setting for a business lunch than
the new boutique bar and eatery
within Newcastle central station –
Destination 1850.
Situated in the station’s glazed portico entrance,
the new venue is in prime position to become a
regular meeting place for travellers of all stripes.
What’s striking about this place on first
impressions is how close attention has been paid
to the station’s history from a design point of view.
A mixture of copper-plated bar tops and coated
walls combine with jade green glass and plush
brown leather upholstery give off a genuine feeling
of antiquity.
Gold brushed fixtures and fittings hark back
to the kind of aesthetic one might have expected
when the station was first opened by John Dobson
in the mid-19th Century.
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Destination 1850 is the latest development
from Danieli Holdings, the company which
brought STACK, Muddler and Yolo Townhouse to
Tyneside.
It’s a bold strategy opening a semi-outdoor
venue just before winter sets in, but the developers
have taken certain measures to mitigate the impact
of cold weather on the customer experience.
Along the back of the restaurant are brown
leather heated seats and there’s also heated lamps,
spread out right across the space. On a fairly fresh
autumn day, it was very comfortable to sit and
chat, with the heated furniture providing all the
warmth one could possibly need.
Adding to the warm welcome is a no-frills
menu full of hot and spicy snacks, light bites,
sharers, salads, wraps and pizzas, which ensures
guests are as warm on the inside as they are on the
outside.

Brunch is also served all day with breakfast
favourites like eggs benedict, breakfast ciabattas,
omelette stacks and American pancakes on offer.
We opted for the southern-fried chicken wrap
with sweet chilli cream cheese, mozzarella and red
onion (£6.50) and the Mexican beef chilli burrito
with zaatar-infused rice, cheddar and the classic
assortment of guacamole, sour cream and red
chillies (£7).
To share, we chose the Asian Thai fries topped
with hoisin sauce, crushed peanuts, spring onions,
sriracha and vegan mayo (£6.50) and a slice of the
hand-stretched, freshly-baked diavola pizza with
salami and red chillies (£3.50).
Both the wrap and the burrito were creatively
presented with a tasty pomegranate coleslaw
garnishing the former and technicolour tortilla
chips atop the latter.
The plate of the afternoon, however, was the
Asian Thai loaded fries.
Lashings of hoisin sauce and vegan mayo were
tempered by the crunch of the crushed peanuts
and fresh spring onions.
If I had to use one word to describe the food
at Destination 1850, it would be sustenance.
The menu has clearly been designed to appeal to
anyone and will go down well as something to pick
at while enjoying drinks with friends or something
to nourish you ahead of a long journey.
Although it is positioned to capitalise on the
foot traffic going through Newcastle central
station, Destination 1850 definitely has the
capacity to become a regular haunt for the city’s
natives, especially in the summer months when
the bright and airy location will come into its own.
The setting literally couldn’t be more central
and it’s a very pleasant place to sit and watch the
world go by.
There are crowds of people coming in and out of
the station all the time and tonnes of natural light
shining through. The coffee is very good too.
As an introduction to the ever-growing and
ever-changing food and drink scene in Newcastle,
you couldn’t ask for a warmer welcome.
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FOOD AND DRINK - Recipe of the month

Cured salmon
with pickled mushroom
dressing
Try this sophisticated yet simple dish from Jesmond Dene House’s new head chef
Danny Parker, who describes it as perfect for dinner parties where you can impress
guests with minimum fuss

INGREDIENTS
Salmon
500g salmon fillet, skin and bloodline
removed
250g coarse sea salt
500g caster sugar
Zest of two lemons
50ml good quality brandy
5 pink peppercorns, crushed
Pickled mushroom dressing
75g chardonnay
40g white wine vinegar
40g caster sugar
2 clove garlic, grated
3tbsp rapeseed oil
150g chestnut mushroom, quartered
150g whole shmidgey mushroom
2 finely diced shallot
2 tbsp Bodega sherry vinegar
75g Best quality rapeseed oil
1tsp chopped parsley
15 grapes, quartered
Tarragon
Lime zest
JESMOND DENE HOUSE
www.jesmonddenehouse.co.uk
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METHOD
• Mix the salt, sugar, lemon zest, brandy and peppercorns.
•C
 oat the bottom of a container with the salt mixture,
placing the salmon down on top of the salt.
•C
 over the top of the salmon with the salt mixture.
• Cover and leave in the fridge for 24 hours.
•R
 emove from the fridge, and flip the salmon, ensuring it
is once again covered in the now slush like mixture. Cover
and leave for another 24 hours.
•R
 emove the salmon from the salt mixture. Wash under
the cold tap. Pat dry and slice as required.
• F or the pickled mushroom dressing, mix the white wine,
white wine vinegar and sugar over medium heat. Reduce
this by half. Add half the garlic and take off the heat.
•H
 eat a frying pan over a high heat and add one
tablespoon of oil.
•A
 dd the mushrooms and cook for a minute, until they
sizzle
•A
 dd the shallots and remaining garlic. Cook for a minute.
•A
 dd half of the wine reduction made earlier. Add the
sherry vinegar and set aside for 30 minutes.
• Add the remaining wine reduction, oil, parsley and grapes
•Arrange the salmon neatly on the plate. Spoon over the
dressing at room temperature, place on a few pieces of
tarragon and grate fresh lime zest over the top.
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INTERVIEW – Ruby Wax

HUMAN INTEREST
Richard Dawson speaks to the legendary Ruby Wax on World Mental Health Awareness Day about How To Be
Human – her latest book and live show – and how to overcome some of the mental challenges of the modern world

A

RUBY WAX
How To Be Human is out now
www.rubywax.net
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ctress, comedian, mental health
campaigner and according to her
website, gifted in canoeing – is
there anything Ruby Wax can’t
do?
The American who met, interviewed and got
under the skin of some of the biggest names of the
90s including Pamela Anderson, Madonna and
OJ Simpson; is currently touring her How To Be
Human show, based on a book of the same name.
Throughout her dizzying career in
entertainment and showbusiness, Ruby’s interest
in mental health and wellbeing has grown. The
result has been numerous books and shows, each
bringing her comedic genius and marauding
mind to the subject.
In 2013, she gained a master’s degree in
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and in 2015
was appointed as visiting professor in mental
health nursing at the University of Surrey. In the
same year, she was also honoured with an OBE for
her services to mental health.
For Ruby, issues around depression, anxiety
and other mental health disorders are highly
personal. She’s been very open in the past about
her and her family’s struggles and she is very
passionate about making a lasting contribution on
the subject.
How To Be Human is her latest offering
– a book and now a touring show based on
Ruby’s experiences and conversations with a
neuroscientist and a monk. Delving into the
complexities of mind and being, they come to an
evolutionary approach about why we are the way
we are.
Last month, How To Be Human toured the
North East with shows at the Whitley Bay
Playhouse and the Tyne Theatre.

It’s a comedy show with a difference. Ruby
philosophises about the things that make us
human, asking questions like why do we have
critical thoughts, why do we choose the people we
choose and who writes the script for what’s going
on in our heads?
She takes the view that the reason we tend to
focus on the negative is because we’ve evolved to
see danger everywhere and find problems to solve.
It kept us alive throughout history but now we’ve
created a world our minds can’t really deal with.
“We have to really figure out what is and what
isn’t dangerous,” she says.
The fact that we’re all increasingly integrated
into a 24/7 global culture of news, views and
information makes this all the more difficult.
“We have to understand that we’re living in a
culture of weapons of mass distraction”, Ruby says.
On how to get away from this, she adds: “if
you turn off the TV you’re going to get the news
anyway. You have to start thinking, how many
emails is enough?”
Ruby wants to make clear that her How To Be
Human show is not just for those with an interest
in mental health issues or for those who struggle
with anxiety and depression. Her whole point
is that everyone is affected by these day-to-day
thoughts and feelings, which is key to ending the
stigma.
“It’s for anybody who’s got a brain,” she says.
“The brain is more complicated than any other
piece of equipment on earth, but nobody told us
how to take control of the wheel. So, it just kind of
drives itself, rather than us driving it.”
Ruby’s ability to take important issues and
make them funny, relatable and informative is
what endeared us Brits to her all those years ago.
It’s great to see that she’s still got it.
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ARTS - Culture in

CULTURE IN
Richard Dawson looks at the latest books, DVDS, music and television to enjoy in the comfort of your own home

BOOK: AGENT RUNNING IN THE FIELD JOHN LE CARRE
Master of the espionage genre with classic
thrillers such as Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy and
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold to his
name, John le Carre’s latest novel promises to
address the division and rage at the heart of our
modern world. Set in London, Agent Running in
the Field follows a twenty-six-year-old solitary
figure who, in a desperate attempt to resist
the political turbulence he sees around him,
makes connections that take him down a very
dangerous path. At the grand old age of 88, le
Carre demonstrates that he is still a literary force
to be reckoned with.
Out now, www.waterstones.com

ALBUM: KIWANUKA –
MICHAEL KIWANUKA
British folk-rock singer songwriter
Michael Kiwanuka is back with a
new album, fresh off the back of
the Danger Mouse-produced Love
and Hate, which went all the way to
number one in the UK album charts
in 2016. The self-titled Kiwanuka
looks set to be a boisterous mix of
drums, horns, keys and the artist’s
trademark guitar playing, bringing
in influences from Jimi Hendrix and
Bob Dylan to Bill Withers and Otis
Redding. It’s an album that explores
what it means to be a human being
today – a story of self-acceptance
and reflection, interspersed with
upbeat indie rhythms and compelling
lyricism.

SERIES: WORLD ON FIRE
This new drama from Peter Bowker follows
the fate of ordinary people in Britain,
Poland, France, Germany and the US as
they come to terms with the impact of a
new global conflict. World on Fire is set
against the backdrop of the first year of the
Second World War, telling intimate human
stories about what life was like at the time.
It’s a coming-of-age story set against the
harshest conditions imaginable. From an
English translator stuck in Warsaw to a
young Mancunian factory worker, each must
grapple with the impact of the violence on
their increasingly disorientated everyday
lives.
Out now, www.bbc.co.uk

Out now,
www.store.universalmusic.com

PODCAST: SUE PERKINS – AN HOUR OR SO WITH…
Great British Bake Off’s bellicose presenter has been busy since leaving the show in 2016. Alongside
this brand-new podcast, Sue Perkins currently presents comedy panel game show Insert Name Here
and has just travelled the length and breadth of Japan filming a new documentary where she tries
to understand a culture and people very different to us Britons. An hour or so with… sees Perkins
invite a series of special guests for an intimate chat about their lives, passions and careers. The first
episode is with the nation’s favourite Mary Berry, so it really is a must listen.
Out now, www.apple.com
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ARTS - Culture out

CULTURE OUT

A closer look at the arts and cultural highlights in the North East this month

COMEDY: JOHN BISHOP –
WORK IN PROGRESS
John Bishop seems to have
done it all. From his portrayal
of Rob Fitch, the fitness fanatic
father of Katie and Emily
Fitch on Channel 4’s Skins,
the comedian and actor was
also a two-time footballer for
non-league sides Hyde and
Southport FC. More recently,
he’s been a regular on Sky’s A
League of Their Own and often
appeared on BBC programmes
such as Have I Got News For
You and QI. Fresh off the back
of his new football programme
with Peter Crouch and Gabby
Logan, John Bishop brings
his new stand-up show to
Newcastle City Hall for a night
of laughter.
November 20, www.academymusicgroup.com

EXHIBITION: JUDY CHICAGO
The 50-year career of American artist, feminist and
educator Judy Chicago is celebrated here with works
spanning from her early actions in the desert in the 1970s
to her most recent series, The End: A Meditation on
Death. It’s an exhibition, which explores the artist’s work
from the perspective of the human condition, connecting
birth and death with Chicago’s own emotional journeys
and her ongoing concerns about the effects of climate
change on the natural world. It also features a collection
of photographs from the artist’s iconic Atmosphere series,
which proposed a feminist approach to Land Art.
From November 16, www.baltic.art

THEATRE: NORTHERN
BALLET’S CINDERELLA

FILM: THE AERONAUTS
Eddie Redmayne and Felicity Jones co-star in this biographical
adventure film. It recounts the story of pioneering balloonist and
meteorologist James Glaisher, who was famous for breaking the world
record for altitude in 1862, climbing to an estimated 35,000 feet above
sea level. The film dramatises his attempt to advance human knowledge
of the weather and focuses on what the voyage might have been like.
The fictional Amelia Wren joins James Glaisher as they climb to the very
edge of existence, fighting physical and emotional challenges as the
ascent becomes a fight for survival.

Northern Ballet’s dance ensemble
brings their signature magic to
the feel-good fairytale that is
Cinderella. On the long march
towards the festive season, this
production is set to be a beautiful
reimagining of an escapist winter
wonderland. Follow every moment
of the story and see Cinderella’s
heartbreak turn to joy as her
wicked stepmother whisks her away to the lake of ice
where she first meets her prince. It’s a classic adaption of
the old rags-to-riches folk tale where the damsel in distress
experiences unjust oppression and then triumphant reward.
If the shoe fits, you must head to the Theatre Royal this
November.
November 12-16, www.theatreroyal.co.uk

Out November 6, www.cineworld.co.uk
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EVENT - St James’ Square Law

ST JAMES’ SQUARE LAW
CHARITY BALL
On October 10, St James’ Square Law Firm hosted its Charity Ball at The Biscuit Factory to raise money for Heel
and Toe Children’s Charity.Guests from the North East business community were treated to a string quartet, close-up
magic, a hilarious performance from 2018’s Britain’s Got Talent winner Lost Voice Guy and music from Last Anthem.
Compère for the evening was Alfie Joey. Huge thanks go to St James’ Square Law Firm’s corporate sponsors, the
silent auction donors and all of the guests that supported the event
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EVENT - HTG

THE FUTURE OF WORK
HTG welcomed more than 50 attendees to Wylam Brewery last month for its Future of Work event, sponsored by
Citrix and IGEL. Speakers included Adam Cooperman (Citrix), Jim Moyle (Microsoft) and Tom Illingworth (IGEL)
who provided insights into the latest technologies and knowledge to help businesses pursue cloud technology with
confidence.
The event concluded with a fireside chat with Alan McBurney from 3173 Limited. He discussed how HTG deployed
a cloud-first strategy leveraging complimentary solutions from best-in-breed vendors to enable performance gains,
efficiency and manageability
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TECHNOLOGY

TECH
Richard Dawson reveals what’s new and improved with the world of gadgets and technology

SAMSUNG GALAXY FOLD
The long-awaited foldable smartphone
has finally arrived. Samsung has beat
Huawei, Microsoft and LG to the
punch by getting in there first and it
doesn’t disappoint. At £1800, it’s more
expensive than any other mobile on
the market but it’s not every day you
get to put your hands on what could
potentially be the phone of the future.
Owing to its tablet-sized display and
extensive functionalities, the Galaxy
Fold has been made to the highest
specifications so that performance
is consistent throughout the day. An
advanced processor, 12gb of RAM
and 512gb of storage allows users to
multitask and run up to three apps
simultaneously.
The most impressive part of this device
is surely its 7.3-inch Infinity Flex display.
Built with bonded, tissue-thin layers
of innovative materials, the foldable
screen is slender, elegant and uncannily
flexible. The Dynamic AMOLED HDR10+
display also provides sharp colour and
contrast with dynamic tone mapping
and automatic blue light correction to
protect the eyes.
The Galaxy Fold takes the multi-camera
configuration a step further with no
less than six cameras to capture any
scene in any light setting. Multiple
selfie cameras on the front are joined
by a 16mp ultra-wide, 12mp wide-angle
and 12mp telephoto on the rear. The
six cameras can each be fully utilised
with a massive 30 shooting modes to
choose from.

£1800, out now
www.samsung.com
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TECHNOLOGY

BEATS SOLO PRO
The Solo Pro headphones are tipped to be the next
generation of Beats By Dre’s on-ear design. Get
immersed in the music with Beats’ new advanced
acoustic platform and active noise cancelling. There are
three listening modes to choose from. Noise cancelling
actively blocks external noise using real-time audio
calibration whereas transparency mode naturally filters
in more environmental and ambient noise to help you
stay aware of your surroundings. Extended power allows
you to make the most of the Solo Pro’s impressive
battery life, up to 40 hours when noise cancelling is
turned off. Available in all of Beats’ trademark colours,
there’s a pair for everyone.
£270, out now
www.beatsbydre.com

NIKON Z50
The Z50 is Nikon’s first foray into the APS-C cropped
frame, mirrorless camera market. With a hybrid AF
system, eye-detection, 11fps and a 20.9-megapixel
CMOS sensor, it’s capable of producing excellent low
light performance and capturing incredibly sharp 4K
video. There’s a tilting touch screen for vloggers and
for getting the right shot in tight angles. The Z50
promises edge-to-edge sharpness with an auto-focus
system that covers 90 per cent of the frame so that
subjects snap into focus whether they’re dead centre,
off to the side or on the move. There’s also a silent
photography mode for capturing moments without
disturbing them.
£850, November 7
www.nikon.co.uk

A100 WALKMAN 40TH ANNIVERSARY
Who can believe its 40 years since the launch of the
iconic Sony Walkman? To celebrate the anniversary of the
music player that revolutionised the way we listen, Sony
has released a digital version of the Walkman, the A100.
It’s an Android-based music player with 16gb of storage,
expandable via microSD with streaming functionalities
over WiFi and Bluetooth. As a nod to the iconic TPS-L2,
the A100 features a special cassette tape visual that
appears on the 3.6-inch touchscreen depending on
the codec of the music you’re listening to. S-Master
HX delivers high-resolution audio quality and DSEE HX
provides audio upscaling to accurately rebuild audio lost
during digital compression.
£400, out now
www.sony.co.uk
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EVENT - North East Times

NORTH EAST TIMES’ BREAKFAST
North East Times launched its Women’s Issue at a breakfast event, in association with Tees Valley Business Club, on
October 15. Attendees enjoyed informal networking and light refreshments at the venue, while receiving the latest
issue of the magazine. Jane Hartley from Smart Works Newcastle joined us as guest speaker
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LEISURE - The Auckland Project

GIVING HISTORY A NEW
LEASE OF LIFE
Bishop Auckland is a town enjoying a cultural renaissance. Born from the vision of philanthropist Jonathan Ruffer
to transform the town into a national and international tourist destination, The Auckland Project has embarked on
a £150 million journey to turn Bishop Auckland’s most famous landmark, Auckland Castle, while introducing new
attractions, such as a Spanish Art Gallery and Faith Museum. David Whetstone learns more about the conservation
of Auckland Castle and how its revitalisation represents just a fraction of the changes in the town

F

rom the upper platform of
Auckland Tower, if you’ve a
head for heights, you can see
how history has shaped Bishop
Auckland and get an unrivalled
view of ambitious work in progress.
The latter includes the Spanish Art Gallery –
opening next year – and the Faith Museum,
currently a metal exoskeleton attached to
Auckland Castle.
The Tower, a grey wedge thrusting skywards
from the Market Place, opened last year beside
The Mining Art Gallery, whose 2017 opening
attracted more than 1000 visitors.
As well as a vantage point, the Tower is the visitor
centre and ticket office serving the attractions
of The Auckland Project, whose £150 million
investment marks a significant upturn in the
fortunes of the Durham market town.
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Its work began in 2012 after a dramatic rescue by
philanthropist Jonathan Ruffer, a financier with
North East links.
Jacob and his Twelve Sons, an important series
of paintings by 17th Century Spanish artist
Francisco de Zurbaran, had been a castle fixture
since Bishop Trevor bought them (well, most of
them) in 1756.
When the Church Commissioners decided to
sell, Jonathan stepped in to buy not only the
paintings but also the castle, meaning they could
stay together. And that was just the start.
Since then, Bishop Auckland has enjoyed several
red letter days. The next sees the re-opening of
Auckland Castle, for 900 years principal home to
the Prince Bishops of Durham.
Perhaps ‘seat of power’ would be more apt, since
in times past these Northern prelates enjoyed
regal powers and privileges.
In pre-Tudor times they levied taxes, minted

coins, oversaw justice and raised armies. In 1298,
Bishop Antony Bek helped Edward I defeat the
Scots at the battle of Falkirk.
You won’t find the Durham bishopric mentioned

in the Domesday Book because at that time the
taxes it yielded went not to the King but the
Prince Bishop.
Auckland Castle is no longer the official
residence although the current incumbent,
Bishop Paul Butler, has an office there and
services are still held in the chapel.
But anyone can see it throbs with stories,
which is why a small party of journalists
gathered for a preliminary snoop around.
Susie Doyle, The Auckland Project’s head of
development, set the scene, explaining that
while “the wealth of our history over 1000
years” was the attraction, the motivating factor
was the restoration of Bishop Auckland’s
fortunes and those of its people.
“We want the future of the town to be as
magnificent as the past,” she said.
The National Lottery Heritage Fund granted
£12.4 million towards the refurbishment,
which began three years ago, requiring
temporary closure.
Previously, the castle attracted 30,000 visitors
annually but only the chapel and state rooms
were open to the public. There was a nice café
in the library.
Now that the private quarters have been
opened for the first time, the itinerary has
doubled to include 14 rooms – with the new
Bishop Trevor Gallery adding several more.
An audio-visual element has been introduced,
paintings have been judiciously re-arranged
and notable artefacts, some on loan, have been
deployed to aid the narrative.
Our tour, led by Charlotte Grobler, curator
at Auckland Castle, and Clare Baron, The
Auckland Project’s head of exhibitions, began
in the chapel, a banqueting hall until its 1660s
consecration by Bishop John Cosin.
Only “conservation work” had been done here,
said Charlotte. “It allows visitors to have a
contemplative, quiet space.”
The colourful 17th Century ceiling is worth
craning the neck for, while interred beneath
are four bishops and a long-serving bishops’
butler. Bishops’ coats of arms stud the walls.
The first state room is the gentlemen’s hall.
Once a thoroughfare, it now has a scenesetting animated film recalling the early days of
the Prince Bishops projected on one wall.
Opposite is a portrait of Bishop Cuthbert
Tunstall looking suitably pensive. As Bishop of

Durham during the turbulent Tudor years and
an advisor to Queen Catherine during Henry
VIII’s divorce, he trod a precarious path.
Then it’s up the grand staircase to the ante
room where we learn of Bishop Shute
Barrington who, in 1791, commissioned
architect James Wyatt to reboot the castle
interior in Georgian gothic style.
The throne room got the full benefit. Portraits
of all the bishops once hung here but now we
get the look of the Barrington years. With most
portraits gone, the walls blush authentic period
pink.
In the adjacent long dining room, the splendid
Zurbarans hang, the 12 originals purchased by
Bishop Trevor and the copy he commissioned
of the one that got away, Benjamin, which fell
to a rival bidder.
Bishop Trevor supported the maligned Jews
and his purchase of the portraits is seen as a
bold gesture.
The private rooms are a delight, offering a
glimpse of the bishops’ domestic lives.
In the morning room, where Mary, wife of
Bishop Handley Moule (1901-20), did her
philanthropic work, an expanse of 1830s floral
wallpaper was uncovered and is now back on
view. Memories of tireless Bishop Ian Ramsey
(1966-72) are sparked by a film from the
archives, while Rebecca Jenkins was able to
assist with the room dedicated to her father,
the controversial but fondly remembered
Bishop David Jenkins (1984-94), because it
was her bedroom.
Relations with the miners, who for years filled
the Prince Bishops’ coffers, depended on the
incumbent. In the small drawing room, we
learn how Bishop Westcott benignly ended a
bitter strike in 1892.
The tour ends in the new, larger café where
the Tudor servery uncovered during
refurbishment is a splendid feature.
Inevitably previous visitor figures will be
eclipsed. Restoration of the castle’s walled
garden proceeds while, elsewhere, The
Auckland Project has plans for the town centre
pub and hotel it owns.
Then there’s Kynren: An Epic Tale of England,
the crowd-pulling summer pageant run by
sister charity Eleven Arches and sustained by
1000 local volunteers.
It really is all go in Bishop Auckland.

AUCKLAND PROJECT
The castle re-opens on
November 2 with a community
open day. General admission
starts the next day with the
castle open Wednesday to
Sunday, 10am to 4pm.
Admission: £10 adults, £8
concessions and £3 under 16s.
A new Auckland Pass (£12.50,
£10.50, £3 plus £28 family)
permits multiple visits for a year
to Auckland Castle, the Mining
Art Gallery and Auckland Tower.
Tickets can be pre-booked via:
www.aucklandproject.org
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MOTORS – Audi A6 55 TFSI e

SILENT RUNNING
The new executive class
hybrid by Audi promises
a strong performance and
the potential for nearsilent running for up to
32 miles
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T

he opportunities to drive an
electrified Audi are becoming ever
more plentiful, with five plug-in
hybrid models announced in the
second half of 2019 alone.
The A6 55 TFSI e with an impressive 367PS
system output and the scope to travel for up to 32
miles under purely electric power is the latest in
the line. The new executive class hybrid saloon is
expected to become available to order in the UK
this month and to quietly touch down here in
early 2020.
“Hybrid power is a particularly good fit for our
customers in the executive class,” says director
of Audi UK, Andrew Doyle. “There is, of course,
a commuting element to their usage, but long

distances are also traditionally covered by cars in
this segment. The potential to make journeys of
more than 30 miles under pure electric power, and
to travel for hundreds more thanks to the powerful
TFSI unit, makes the A6 TFSI e exceptionally
fit for purpose, even before the BIK and VED
advantages that its strong efficiency focus brings
are taken into account.”
The new A6 joins A7, A8, Q5 and Q7 variants,
which also go by the name of TFSI e. Like all these
Audi plug-in hybrid models, it combines two
highly efficient drive systems, in this case a fourcylinder 2.0 TFSI petrol engine with 252PS and an
electric motor integrated into the seven-speed S
tronic with a peak output of 105kW.
Total system output is 270kW (367PS), and the

full 500Nm of system torque is on tap from
just 1250rpm. The lithium-ion battery stores
14.1kWh of energy and is positioned at the
rear of the vehicle.
The A6 55 TFSI e quattro offers the
advantage of quattro all-wheel drive as
standard, and its steadfast control helps the
car to smoothly accelerate from rest to 62mph
in 5.6 seconds and go on to a top speed of
155mph. Under purely electric power, it is
capable of a top speed of 83mph. Its electric
range, measured according to the WLTP
procedure, is up to 32 miles.
The drive concept of the Audi A6 55 TFSI
e quattro is designed so that customers can
do most of their daily driving electrically and
therefore with zero local emissions and in near
silence.
Drivers can choose between the three drive
modes: EV for all-electric driving, Hybrid for
the efficient combination of both drive types
and Hold to conserve the electrical energy
available at any given time.
In Hybrid mode, the predictive operating
strategy ensures maximum efficiency and
the maximum possible amount of electric
driving. It controls the drivetrain so that the
last stage of the journey before getting to the
destination can be covered in all-electric mode

and the battery is charged up beforehand
via the combustion engine where necessary.
Judicious journey planning is performed by
the predictive efficiency assistant, which uses
a large amount of information, including
navigation, online traffic events, the driver’s
style and the vehicle sensors such as the
camera and radar. It plans the management of
the drives and decides between freewheeling
with the engine deactivated and coasting
recuperation.
Customers can charge the Audi A6 55 TFSI
e quattro at public charging stations up to an
output of 7.4kW using the mode-three cable
supplied.
This means it takes roughly two-and-ahalf hours to recharge an empty high-voltage
battery. Customers can also use the MyAudi
app to manage charging and pre-entry climate
control even before they set off. The air
conditioning system operates together with a
highly efficient heat pump that uses the waste
heat from the electrical drive components.
The impressive performance capability of
the Audi A6 55 TFSI e quattro will be reflected
in its styling by features such as lowered sport
suspension, Matrix LED lighting, privacy
glazing and a black styling package taking the
S line sports specification as its basis.

AUDI
www.audi.co.uk
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INTERVIEW – Kate Hellens

GREATEST FEATS
Kate Hellens is owner of the Hellens Group and managing director of Hellens Residential Limited, a private
registered provider of affordable homes in Washington. Here, She shares the acts she’s been most inspired by

Tiger Woods winning the Augusta Masters in
2019. Like him or loathe him, to fall so far from
grace and fight through all his injury problems to
reach the top of his sport again 14 years later is a
fantastic achievement. It shows you should never
give up.
What about by a group or team?
Most recently it has to be the team of divers that
rescued all 12 young footballers and their coach
from the cave in Thailand in July 2018. It restored
my faith in humanity that a group of people could
come together for the first time and so effectively
carry out such a dangerous operation to save the
lives of people on the other side of the world.

W

HELLENS RESIDENTIAL
0191 594 6666
www.hellensresidential.co.uk

hat do you consider to
be the greatest feat in
business, and why?
Running a successful
business that is also
socially responsible and delivers tangible benefits
back into the community. I have always wanted
to develop a socially responsible business, helping
people in the North East in some way. I am
very proud to have been successful in using our
existing businesses to develop Hellens Residential
and gaining registration as a private social housing
provider. I have the privilege of working every
day with lovely people throughout the region,
providing good quality affordable homes. Nothing
beats a day at work where you have helped a
family move into a stable, warm and safe home for
the first time.
What is the greatest physical feat you’ve
witnessed by an individual, and why?
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Which demonstration of intelligence/mental
strength has most impressed you?
My youngest son leaves me in awe every single
day. He has so many difficulties relating to his
cerebral palsy to overcome just to do the things
most people consider normal. Yet he is so happy
with his life. He reminds us that what we perceive
as problems are very trivial.
Which act of generosity has inspired you the
most and why?
Octavia Hill (1838-1912). She was a social
reformer and activist in the late 19th Century.
She committed her working life to those in need
at the time, improving housing and welfare for
London’s poor. She developed schools, public halls
and community centres, while always ensuring the
voices of the working people were heard.
One passion of hers was the importance of
public open space and playgrounds for the health
and wellbeing of the working people. She was
a founder member of the National Trust. Many
of her causes are as relevant today as they were
then. One example is the current Garden Village
movement which Hellens is excited to be a part
of – providing affordable homes, integrated green
spaces, better places for people today to live and
work.
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